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Pre FACE
ABOUT THE SUBJECT
Web Technologies is a programming concept that allows users to create interactive web pages. These pages
can be created by writing code using various web programming languages like XML, HTML and JavaScript.

To create static and dynamic web document a user must have interdisciplinary knowledge on the application
area, database technology client and server scripting etc. Web programming is one of the easiest programming

that run directly on the computer.

A web document can be created using client side and server side programming languages and are later
embedded within HTML documents. In client side programming, the execution of program/script is done on

client machine. Some of the client side programming languages are HTML, JavaScript, CSS etc. In server
side programming, the execution of program/script is done on server, some of the server side programming
languages are PHP, Perl and ASP etc.

ABOUT THE BOOK
The book entitled ‘Web Technologies’ is designed for B.Com Ill-Year V-Semester students. The content provided
in this book is strictly as per the latest (2016-17) syllabus prescribed by Osmania University.

Every concept is explained in a simple manner with sufficient number of examples so as to facilitate better
understanding and easy learning in a shorter span of time. Keeping in view the examination pattern of B.Com

students, this book provides the following features,
❖

List of Important Definitions are given before the units for easy reference.

❖

Important Questions are included to help the students to prepare for Internal and External Assessment.

❖

Every unit is structured into two main sections viz., Short Questions (Part-A) and Essay Questions (Part-B)
with solutions.

❖

Objective Type along with Very Short Answers are also given at the end of each unit.

❖

Three Model Papers are provided in order to help students understand the paper pattern in the end examination.

❖

Lab Practical with Solutions are also provided at the end of units.

An attempt has been made through this book to present theoretical and practical knowledge of “Web
Technologies”. This book is especially prepared for undergraduate students.

The table below illustrates the complete idea about the subject, which will be helpful to plan and score good marks
in the end examinations.

Unit No.
1.

Unit Name

Introduction

Unit Description
This unit covers the topics, Art of Creating a Web Site - Markup Language

(HTML) - Hypertext - Formatting Text - Forms and Formulating

Instructions and Formulation Elements - Commenting Code - Anchors
- Back Grounds - Images - Hyperlinks - Lists - Tables - Frames - Web

Design Principles.
2.

An Over View ofDynamic This unit covers the topics, An Overview of Dynamic Web Pages and

Web Pages and Dynamic
Web Page Technologies

Dynamic Web Page Technologies, Introduction to Dynamic HTML
Programming - Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) - Basic Syntax and
Structure - Events Handling - Changing Text and Attributes - Dynamically
Changing Style - Text Graphics and Placements - Creating Multimedia

Effects with Filters and Transitions.
3.

Java Script

This unit covers the topics, Introduction to Client Side Java Script - Server

Side Java Script - Core Features - Data Types and Variables - Operators

- Expressions and Statements - Functions - Objects - Array - Date and
Math Related Objects - Document Object Model - Event Handling.
4.

Events and Event

This unit covers the topics, General Information about Event - Event -

Handlers

onAbort - onClick - ondblClick - ondragDrop - onError - onFocus onKeyPress - onKeyUp - onLoad - onMouseDown - onMouseMove -

onMouseOut - onMouseOver - onMove - onReset - onResize - onSelect
- onSubmit - onUnload.

5.

Extensible Markup

This unit covers the topics, Introduction to Creating XML Documents -

Language (XML)

XML Style Sheet - Hyperlinks in XML Document Object Model - XML
Query Language.

It is sincerely hoped that this book will satisfy the expectations of students and at the same time helps

them to score maximum marks in exams.
Suggestions for improvement of the book from our esteemed readers will be highly appreciated and

incorporated in our forthcoming editions.
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UNIT-I
INTRODUCTION
Art of Creating a Web Site - Markup Language (HTML) - Hypertext - Formatting Text - Forms and
Formulating Instructions and Formulation Elements - Commenting Code - Anchors - Back Grounds

- Images - Hyperlinks - Lists - Tables - Frames - Web Design Principles.

UNIT-II
AN OVER VIEW OF DYNAMIC WEB PAGES AND DYNAMIC WEB PAGE
An Over View of Dynamic Web Pages and Dynamic Web Page Technologies: Introduction to Dynamic

HTML Programming - Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) - Basic Syntax and Structure - Events Handling Changing Text and Attributes - Dynamically Changing Style - Text Graphics and Placements - Creating
Multimedia Effects with Filters and Transitions.

UNIT-III
JAVASCRIPT
Introduction - Client Side JavaScript - Server Side JavaScript - Core Features - Data Types and

Variables - Operators - Expressions and Statements - Functions - Objects - Array - Date and Math
Related Objects - Document Object Model - Event Handling.

UNIT-IV
EVENTS AND EVENT HANDLERS

General Information about Event - Event - onAbort - onClick - onDbICIick - onDragDrop - onError

- onFocus - onKeyPress - onKeyUp - onLoad - onMouseDown - onMouseMove - onMouseOut onMouseOver - onMove - onReset - onResize - onSelect - onSubmit - onUnload.

UNIT-V
EXTENSIBLE MARKUP LANGUAGE (XML)
Introduction - Creating XML Documents - XML Style Sheet - Hyperlinks in XML Document Object

Model - XML Query Language.

1.

HTML
HTML is a markup language immensely used in developing web pages.

2.

World Wide Web
World wide web can be defined as a set of web sites that are interconnected by Internet.

3.

Form
Form is a web page which carries elements like text fields, check boxes, button etc.

4.

List
“List” refers to a record that gives small amount of information arranged in specific format.

UNIT - II
1.

Filter
Filter in DHTML is a feature that provides visual effects to web pages without any time delay.

2.

Transitions

Transitions are filters that provide effects to the content of web page.

3.

DHTML
The abbreviation of DHTML is Dynamic Hyper Text Markup Languages, combination of different technologies
such as HTML, JavaScript and CSS.

4.

DHTML (Dynamic HTML)
DHTML is a combination of HTML, JavaScript, CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) and DOM (Document Object Model).

5.

Event

Event refers to the response made by the browser on account of user’s interactions.

UNIT - III
1.

JavaScript
Java script is a programming language will direct support to object oriented methodologies.

2.

Variable
A variable is a data item that stores the user defined values.
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3.

Function
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A function is a self contained block of code that performs specific and well defined tasks.
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4.

Data Type
The data type is used to indicate the type of data value stored in a variable.

5.

Operator
Operator is a symbol that performs certain operations like arithmetic operations, logical operations and so on.

6.

Expression
An expression consists of a single entity (such as a constant, a variable, an array element or a reference to a function)
or combination of such entities are joined together using one or more operators.

7.

Statement
A statement in general is an instruction that causes an action to be performed when executed.

8.

Boolean Object
Boolean object is an object wrapper which consists of logical values true and false.

9.

Array
An array contains a set of homogeneous items.

10.

Document Object Model (DOM)
DOM is an interface using which given programs/scripts can dynamically alter (arrange, format etc.) the contents
of a given web document.

UNIT - IV
1.

K

Event
Responses made by the browser on account of user’s interactions are often referred to as events.

2.

Interactive Event Handlers
The event handlers which solely relies on the user’s activity for them to be invoked are interactive event handler.

Non-lnteractive Event Handlers
The event handlers which do not rely on the user’s for them to be invoked are non-interactive event handlers.

UNIT-V
1.

1US

XML
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a simple markup language that describes the structure of a document.

2.

Style Sheet
Style sheet can be defined as a form that specifies a set of layouts of document used in either word processing or
desktop publishing.
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Hyperlinks in XML
Hyperlink is a reference that directs a user to another page.
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4.

Xlink
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Xlink is a XML linkage language that creates XML document using certain standard mechanism.

5.

Xpointer
Xpointer is a pointer language in XML, which not only allows the hyperlinks to point to entire document but also
enables it to point to a fragment or part of the document.

6.

Xquery

*

Xquery is a xml query language that has been designed for retrieving data stored in xml database.
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WEB TECHNOLOGIES
( Common Paper for Computers, Computer Applications )

Time: 3 Hours

PART - A (5 * 4 = 20 Marks)
Note : Answer any Five of the following questions in not exceeding 20 lines each

(Unit-I, Page No. 4,07)

1.

What is a frame HTML? Given an example.

2.

What is dynamic HTML? List the features of DHTML.

3.

How can you manipulate an array?

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 68. Q11)

4.

List out various event handlers.

(Unit-IV, Page No. 100, Q2)

5.

Write a short note on XML Processor.

6.

Explain <img> tag in HTML.

7.

Write about style rule.

(Unit-ll, Page No. 43, Q4)

3

Write a short note on Date Objects.

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 68, Q9)

(Unit-#, Pago No. 42, Q1)

(Unit-V, Page No. 123, Q8)
(Unit-I, Page No. 5, Q9)

PART - B ( 5 x

12 = 60 Marks )

Note: Answer the following questions in not exceedingfour pages each.

(a)

(Unit-I, Page No. 8, Q12)

Explain how a website is created.
OR

(b)

(i)

What are hyperlinks? Explain about anchor tag.

(Unit-I, Page No. 16, Q17)

(ii) Write a program to display a marks table with three rows and
three columns, as shown below.

Marks 2

Marks 3

90

90

99

81

80

82

Marks 1

10.

(a)

(Unit-I, Page No. 32, Q24)

Explain the concept of programming in DHTML.

(Unit-ll, Page No. 10, Q45)

OR
(b)

Explain about different types of filters and transitions in DHTML.

(Unit-ll, Page No. 59, Q19)

___________ SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.
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11.

(a)

Explain different types of operators in javascript.

WEB TECHNOLOGIES

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 73, Q18

OR
(b)

12.

(a)

(i)

What is document object model? Explain in detail about it.

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 93, Q32)

(ii)

Define data type. Explain various data types available in Javascript.

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 71.Q1S)

Discuss the following,

(i)

onError

(H) onFocus.

(Unit-IV, Page No. 106,012)

OR

(b)

13.

(a)

Write short notes on the following,

(i)

onMouseMove

(ii)

onMouseOut

(iii) onMouseOver.

(Unit-IV, Page No. 110, Q15)

Explain the XML style sheet.

(Unit-V, Page No. 133, Q18)
OR

(b)

Explain the XML DOM.
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Max. Marks: 80

Time: 3 Hours

PART - A ( 5 x 4 = 20 Marks )
Note : Answer any Five of the following questions in not exceeding 20 lines each

4
(Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q5)

1.

Write about types of lists.

2.

List out the advantages of CSS.

(Unit-ll, Page No. 44, Q8)

3.

Write about ‘string’ object.

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 67, Q8)

4.

What is onKeyPress and onKeyUp event handlers?

(Unit-IV, Page No. 100, Q4)

5.

Write about XML.

(Unit-V, Page No. 122, Q1)

6.

Write about various controls of forms.

7.

Write a short note on transitions.

(Unit-ll, Page No. 44, Q6)

8.

Write the structure of java script program.

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 66, Q4)

(Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q2)

PART - B

( 5 x 12 = 60 Marks )

Note: Answer the following questions in not exceeding four pages each.

9.

(a)

Define list? What are the different types of lists in html? Explain how these

lists are created in HTML with suitable example.

(Unit-I, Page No. 21, Q20)

OR

(b)

10.

(a)

(Unit-I, Page No. 7, Q11)

(i)

Write a short note on Hyper text.

(ii)

What are frames in HTML? Explain with example.

(Unit-I, Page No. 33, Q25)

Explain the dynamic changes.to text, style and graphics.

(Unit-ll, Page No. 55, Q17)

OR

11.

(b)

Explain in detail about changing attributes with an example.

(Unit-ll, Page No. 54, Q16)

(a)

Discuss in detail about javascript.

(Unit-ill, Page No. 69. Q14)
OR

(b)

(i)

(ii)

Discuss about variables in java script and write the naming rules

of variables and how they are created.

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 72, Q17)

Discuss in detail about the Math object.

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 92, Q31)
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(a)

Explain in brief about the following,

(i)

onLoad

(ii) onMouseDown.

(Unit-IV, Page No. 109, Q14)
OR

oo.a
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(b)

33.

(a)

Write in brief about the following,

(i)

onAbort

(ii)

onClick.

mrr
(Unit-IV, Page No. 103, Q10)

Write about XML query language.

(Unit-V, Page No. 142, Q22)
OR

(b)

Distinguish between XML and HTML.
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WEB TECHNOLOGIES
( Common Paper for Computers, Computer Applications )
Max. Marks: 80

Time: 3 Hours

PART - A ( 5 * 4 = 20 Marks )
Note : Answer any Five of the following questions in not exceeding 20 lines each

(Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q6)

1.

Write about the tags used for creating table.

2.

What is CSS? Give an example.

(Unit-ll, Page No. 42, Q3)

3.

What is JavaScript? What is its use?

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 66, Q1)

4.

Write about onMove and OnReset event handlers.

(Unit-IV, Page No. 101, Q6)

5.

Write about XML DOM.

(Unit-V, Page No. 123, Q6)

6.

Write about different formatting tags.

7.

What is a filter? Why it is used?

(Unit-ll, Page No. 43, Q5)

8.

List and explain global functions provided by JavaScript.

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 67, Q7)

(Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q1)

PART - B

( 5 x 12 = 60 Marks )

Note: Answer the following questions in not exceeding four pages each.

9.

(a)

Explain how a basic table is created using HTML.

(Unit-I, Page No. 27,022)

OR

(b)

10.

(a)

(i)

Explain about formatting text in HTML.

(Unit-I, Page No. 10, Q13)

(ii)

Explain about images and supported attributes in HTML.

(Unit-I, Page No. 20, Q19)

What is cascading style sheet? Explain the types of cascading style sheet.

(Unit-ll, Page No. 46, Q11)

OR
(b)

11.

(a)

Define rule and write general form of a rule in the context of cascading style
sheet. Write sample code for HTML selector.

(Unit-ll, Page No. 49, Q12)

What is an array? Explain how to create array and how to add and access

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 87, Q27)

elements in array.
OR
(b)

(i)

Discuss about the boolean and number objects.

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 86, Q26)

(ii)

Discuss about various parameter passing techniques in javascript.

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 80, Q22)
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12.

(a)

Define event and event handler. What are the two types of events? Also

(Unit-IV, Page No. 102, Q9'

discuss the commonly used event handlers.
OR

13.

(b)

Write about onMove and onReset.

(Unit-IV, Page No. 112, Q16)

(a)

What are the elements and attributes in XML? Give example.

(Unit-V, Page No. 125, Q12)

OR
(b)

Give the syntax of an XML document and explain how basic XML document

is created with an example.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

(

)

After learning this unit, a student will have a thorough understanding about the following key concepts,
❖

Meaning of HTML

❖

Different types of formatting tags.

❖

Methods of setting background to the page or table

❖

The forms and their uses

❖

Inserting images, hyperlinks in HTML

❖

Method of creating tables, frames

❖

Web designing principles.

C

INTRODUCTION

)

HTML is a markup language immensely used in developing web pages. It creates a web page with the
help of numerous in-built tag, which are the special keywords supported by HTML. The most commonly
used HTML tags include <HTML>—</HTML>, <HEAD>-~</HEAD>, <BODY>—-</BODY>,

</TITLE>—-</TITLE>. A tag which has both opening and closing tags are referred as padded tags.
The aforementioned tags fall under this category. On the other hand, a tag which has only opening tag but

not closing tag is referred as unpadded tag. The tags <br>, <hr> fall under this category. Apart from this,

HTML even supports formatting tags which are used for designing, coloring the text.
Form is a web page which carries elements like text fields, check boxes. Usually forms are created by inserting

<FORM>—</FORM> tags in the HTML code. In HTML, data can also be represented in the form of a table
consisting of rows and columns. The HTML table is created using <TABLE>—</TABLE> tags.
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Q1.

Write about different formatting tags.

iHilo amen’

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q6

Formatting the text/content present in a web page can be done by using formatting tags. Various formatting tags in
HTML are as follows,

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Paragraph
The tag <p> allows the text to be written in a paragraph (i.e., block-wise).
Center Tag
The tag <center> allows the text to be written in center of a page.
Break Tag
The tag <br> shows a line break.
Bold Text
The tag <b> displays the text in bold format.
Italic Text
The tag

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
Q2.

displays the text hi llalic'iz.eO format.

Marked Text
The tag <mark> displays the text by highlighting or marking it.
Underlined Text
The tag <u> displays the text in underlined format.
Subscript
The tag <sub> displays the text in the subscripted format.
Superscript
The tag <sup> displays the text in the superscripted format.
Bgcolor
The tag <bgcolor> provides color to the background of a page. This tag is used in the body of html document.
Write about various controls of forms.

Answer :
Form Controls
(i)
The BUTTON Element

Model Paper-ll, oe

In HTML, button is generally used to trigger appropriate code ofjavascript.

(ii)

(iii)

Syntax
<INPUT TYPE = “button” NAME = “Name of button” VALUE = “button label”>
Example
<INPUT TYPE = “button”, NAME = “bl” VALUE = “Add”>
The TEXT Element
In HTML, Text elements are considered as data entry fields. These fields generally accept single line of text.
Syntax
<INPUT TYPE = “text” Name = “name of text field” VALUE = “default value”>
Example
<INPUT TYPE = “text” NAME = “LI” VALUE = “JOHN”>
The PASSWORD Element
In HTML, password elements are considered as unique text entry fields. This accepts confidential information likf
password, account number and personnel identification number etc. The password element are echoed as ‘*’.
Syntax
<INPUT TYPE = “Password” NAME = “name of the password” VALUE = “default”>
Example
<INPUT TYPE = “password” NAME = “emp_id” VALUE = “default”>
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The Submit Button
In HTML, the submit button sends the data entered
into the form to the web server.
. . .
■
Syntax

Q3.

Here, usually the entire text is enclosed under the
tags <UL> text to be displayed </UL> with each
independent sentence initiating with <LI> and closing
with </LI>.

.v -. .

rwarat

Syntax

<INPUT TYPE = “submit” NAME = “name of the
submit button” VALUE = “submit button label”>

<ul>

F xample

<li> ... </li>

MPUT TYPE = “SUBMIT’ NAME = “employee 1 ”
VALUE = “VALIDATE”>

</ul.

<li>... </li>

2.

How to create color values in HTML? Explain.

Ordered Lists
Ordered list display the text carrying large roman
numbers, small roman numbers, capital letters etc.
Ordered list is usually initiated using the tags <OL
type = “value”> text to be displayed </OL>. These
lists are used when user is willing to display lists
sequentially using bullets.

Aaswer :
Color Values in HTML
In HTML, colors are specified through the use of red,
jreen and blue (RGB) color space. Colors will be created
with color combination of red, green and blue values from
* to 255. A color value can be set through the attribute equal
: the hexa decimal value. A pound sign must precede the
color value.

Syntax

<ol>

<li> ... </li>
<li> ... </li>

Example

</ol>

<body bgcolor = “#0000FF”>

3.

The above statements creates the web page with
• -Aground color blue.

04.

It is a special type of list that lists terms and their
definitions. It is created using (define list) <dl> tag. A
term in a definition list is specified using <dt> (define
term) tag and its definition is specified using <dd>
(define definition) tag.

Write about ALT attribute.

Knswer :
ALT stands for alternative text. ALT attribute may
uppen certain times that, the browser may fail to display the
r; aired image due to several underlying reasons. In such
' -ations there should be certain (text relative to the image)
-splayed on the account of its (image) absence. This can be
icoe using ALT attribute.

Syntax

05.

Syntax

<dl>
<dt> ... </dt>
<dd> ... </dd>

</dl>
Q6.

|

<img src = “Url” Alt = “Text”>

Write about types of lists.

Laswer :

Model Paper-ll, Q1

List are displayed in bulleted format by using bullets.
~ie different types of lists are,

Definition Lists

Write about the tags used for creating table.

Answer :

In HTML, data can also be represented in tabular
format. This format is considered as one of the traditional
approach of data management. In this approach a data is usu
ally organized in terms of rows and columns. The tags and
attributes that helps in creating HTML table are as follows.

1.

Unordered lists

1.

<TABLE>.. .</TABLE>

2.

Ordered lists

2.

<TR>...</TR>

3.

Definition list.

Unordered Lists
Unordered lists display certain text on the console,
with each independent sentence being initiated with
a bullet mark. These lists are used when the user is
not willing to follow any specific order.

Model Paper-Ill, Q1

3.

<TH>...</TH>

4.

<TD>...</TD>

5.

<THEAD>...</THEAD>

6.

<CAPTION>...</CAPTION>

7.

<TBODY>...</TBODY>

8.

<TFOOT>...</TFOOT>

SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.
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Q7.

What is a frame HTML? Given an example.

Answer :

Model Paper-1,

• T.. .

O'

Frame
The output screen of every HTML application is nothing but a frame. Hence frame can be define as the region c ■
the browser displaying certain output. The region of the browser can be divided into multiple regions, hence they can be
referred as multiple frames (where each region corresponds to an independent frame). Here each independent frame cat j
display an independent “HTML” file. Hence within a single window, various files can be viewed at one glance.

Example
Frame.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>

<TITLE> Frame </TITLE>
</HEAD>

<BODY BGCOLOR = “pink”>

<CENTER> <STRONG> <H1> FRAME example </Hl> </STRONG> </CENTER>
</BODY>
</HTML>

Mainframe.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>

<TITLE> inserting frame</TITLE>
<FRAMESET ROW = “25%”>
<FRAME SRC = “frame.html”>
</FRAMESET>
</HEAD>

<BODY>
</BODY>

</HTML>

Output
a

'■»'

7........................................

. inserting frame.

|I *F i'

e la

file/AQ/Users/home/Documents,/Mainframe.html

FRAME example

IfMi
(Sisal

k

< a aaa

B
a

Q8.

iS.

aaa

Write a program on frames.

Answer :
Frame-1
<html>

<body style = “backgtound-color:yellow”;>

<p><h 1 >FRAME-1 </h 1 ></p>
</body>

</html>

SIIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.
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Frame-2

Q9.

<html>

Answer :

<body style = “background-color:blue”;>

<pxhl>FRAME-l</hlx/p>

Explain <irrtg> tag in HTML.

„

</bbdy>

Image tag is used to add an image to the page. This
is done by providing suitable image source in the tag.
sill io no;
1 bn
Syntax of image tag is,

</html>

Frame-3

Model Paper-I, Q6

<IMG> — </IMG>

Attributes supported by the image tag are,

<html>

(a)

src

<body style = “backgrou»4-cotor.-pink”;>

(b)

Alt

(c)

Align

(d)

Border

(e)

Hight /Width

(f)

Hspace/Vspace

(g)

Longdesc

(h)

Name.

<p><hl>FRAME-3</ht></p>
</body>

</html>

Main Program
<html>
<head>
<title>Frameset page</title>
</head>

<frameset rows = “20%, *”>
<frame src = “file: ///E: /top.html”>
<frameset cols = “25%, *”>

<frame src = “file:///E:/ left.html”/>

<frame src = “file:///E:/ right.html”/>
</frameset>
</frameset>

</html>

Output

SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.
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PART-B

>

ESSAY QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS
................................................................. '

■■

............. ....................................... -................•.....................................

-

1.1 ART OF CREATING A WEB SITE, MARKUP LANGUAGE (HTML), HYPERTEXT
Q10. Explain in detail about HTML.

Answer :
HTML

HTML stands for HyperText Markup Language. It is a markup language immensely used in developing web pages.
Here the word “markup” in real sense refers to highlighted instance of a given aspect i.e., an author can highlight a particu
lar word of his written document to grab attention of readers. In similar way, the Hyper Text Markup Language highlights
different views of a given web page in terms of headers, titles, plain text, images, sounds etc.
HTML creates a web page with the help of numerous inbuilt tags. A tag is nothing but a special keyword supported
by HTML, inscribed under gullimets “<” t “>”.
Considerations to be taken while creating a HTML page,
❖
Every HTML code should begin with <HTML> tag and end with </HTML> tag.
❖
Every HTML code should be saved by .HTML or .HTM agtension.
❖
There is no specific editor devised for writing HTML codes, rather a given HTML code can be written on a simple
notepad.
❖
The output of a given HTML document can be visualized by typing the path (where a given HTML document
has been saved) along with .HTML extension on the address bar of any web browser (internet explorer, netscape
navigator etc.)
❖
If the browser is not displaying expected output, it means that the HTML code is carrying certain errors which
should be sufficiently debugged.
❖
It has to be noted that the HTML language is not case sensitive, hence writing the code either in upper case or
lower case will make no difference.
Steps for Writing a HTML Program

Step 1
To write a HTML program, open a suitable notepad. This can be done by clicking the start button and typing “note
pad” at the command prompt.
An untitled notepad will be displayed as shown below.

p Internet
If Google Chrome

H
Q

My Documents

My Recent Documents

E-mail

Microscft Office Outlook

►

I /y
A My Pictures

Adobe InDesign CS5.S

J/MyMusic

J My Computer
, Adobe Acrobat X Pro

J

My Network Places

Q*

Adobe PageMakers

Control Panel

gfo Set Program Access and

Calculator

W Defaults

I Adobe Illustrator CS5.1

| Microsoft Office Word 2003

:

Printers and Faxes

:

5uppOrt

Search

AH Programs

I Opens a program, folder
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.

.

.

zBSt

Typethe.nameof a program, folder, document, or

L_/

Internet resource, and Windows wi8 open it for you.
...................... ................................. .......

Open:

1

OK

j

Cancel

] [

Browse,..

|

* -e the following Code First.HTML
<HTML>

<HEAD>
<TITLE> MY first Html program</TITLE>

</HEAD>
<BODY>

<P>”SIA Publishers And Distributors Private Limited
</P>

</BODY>
</HTML>
»

-

Now, save the above code as first.html (for convenience create a new directory in C:\ MyHtmlprogram and save the
in it. This will save you from frequent search for your html programs.

After saving an internet explorer icon will be displayed with the file name as shown below.

Double click to execute it. The output will be available in the following manner,
luoirt

D MV first Html program

■

::

C

X

CD file///C,AJsers/CB3/Desktop/q27,html

* :

"SIA Publishers And Distributors Private Limited

Write a short note on Hyper text.
•er :

Model Paper-ll, Q9(b)(i)

The term ‘hypertext’ identifies an electronic document containing several parts that are electronically linked together
: the traditional linear media. For example, bound books.
The term ‘hypermedia’ identifies an hypertext that contains additional text, graphics, sound and animation. The user
_se both hypertext and hypermedia to access information in the desired manner irrespective of database structure or
ter program limitations. A hypertext screen allows users to click on any of its highlighted text, maps or photographs
'-in their corresponding details. These clicks open different screens which include more hypertext links to other screens
-hain. The chain continues until all the available screens have been reached.

SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.
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In nonlinear systems, hypertext systems are considered to be better than linear systems. This is because, they provide
faster and more accurate problem solving and higher user satisfaction. Hence, the nonlinear systems have been adopted as :
standard navigational approach in world wide web. Moreover, these systems are supported by several products in differer.'
levels of computer systems i.e., at mainframe, mini computers anff micro-computers.
Q12. Explain how a website is created.

-

no; I ■

1

Answer:

Model Paper-1, Q9(a

World wide web can be defined as a set of web sites that are interconnected by Internet. A web site contains hornpage and linked pages on web. Home page will be the first web page of the web site. One more web pages can be connecte:
to the home page through links. These links are addressable by their url. Each page including the home is the html documcr,
i.e., web pages. These web pages can be accessed from the server.
The web page contains text along with resources like hyper links, images, forms, sound etc., all the web page;
related to a website will be made available in home page in the form of icons/images or links. Once the user clicks on the
desired image or link he will be directed to the respective web page. This page will contain respective information. For
example consider a shopping web site. The home page will contain the site log and basic information. In addition it w.
also contain links specifying various products whit it provides. When user selects desired product the order placement an:
payment can be done other web pages as specified.

Figure: Structure of a Website

Guide Lines for Creating the Website

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 35, Q.No. 26.

Program
frames.html
<html>

<frameset cols = 30%, 70%”>

<frame src = “links.html”/>
<frame src = “linksinfo.html” name = “main_frame”/>
</frameset>
</html>
In the above example of (frames.html), 2 frames are created, one frame loads the page (links.html) where as
other frame initializes it with the page (linksinfo.html)

The code for (linksinfo.html) is as follows,

<html>
<head></head>

<body>
<hl>Main page<hl>

<h3>This page provide you the information about books present in the navigation frame. Just click any one
and obtain the relevant information here</h3>

</body>

</html>
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Output

I
t

11

It is the step to link the above two frames. This can be done as follows,
Consider the code for (links.html).
<html>

<head></head>
<body>
<hl>About Books</hl>

<ul>

<li><a href = “bl.html” target = “main_frame”>Web Technologies</a></li>
<li><a href = “b2.html” target = “main_frame”>J2ME<a></li>
<li><a href = “b3.html” target = “main_frame”>Software Engineering<ax/li>

</ul>
</body>
</html>

In the above example program (links.html), when the link “Web Technologies” is clicked, the contents of the page
“b 1 .html” gets loaded into the target frame named “main frame”. Similarly when the other links are clicked their associated
pages “b2.html” and “b3.html” gets loaded into the target-frame. This can be shown as follows,
bun? Window* lirtww. tipiaist_____
©
(,<& .sSs&w
SAsfOfiftS ?sx&
........
......................................
;....... ....................... .......... ................ ............

................ . .. . .......... .....

rT»- ’ ®

.

M * *«#»• ««***• *«*•

INFO ABOl T THE BOOK WEB TECHNOLOGIES

About Books

J
2
3

EDITION Set
AVTHOR.Srt**a

as the

i
i

ie them
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Q13. Explain about formatting text in HTML.
Model Paper-Ill, Q9o

Answer :
Formatting the text/content present in a web page can be done by using formatting tags.
Formatting tags in HTML are used for following purpose,

(a)

(a)

Designing the text

(b)

Providing styles to the text (presentation)

(c)

Coloring the text.

Designing the Text
The text can be designated using the following tags.

1.

Paragraph Tag (<P>)
The tag allows the text to be written in a paragraph (i.e., block-wise).

2.

Center Tag (<center>)
This tag allows the text to be written in center of a page.

3.

Break Tag (<br>)
This tag shows a line break.

(b)

Providing Styles to the Text (Presentation)
The text can be given different styles or presentation styles using the following tags,

1.

1.

Bold Text

2.

Italic Text

3.

Emphasized Text

4.

Marked Text

5.

Strong Text

6.

Small Text

7.

Insert Text

8.

Delete Text

9.

Underlined Text

10.

Strike Text

11.

Subscripts

12.

Superscripts.

Bold Text
The tag <b> displays the text in bold format.

Example
<P> <b> Web Technologies </b> </P>

2.

Italic Text
The tag <i> displays the text in italicized format.

Example
<p> <i> Web Technologies </i> </P>

3.

Emphasized Text
The tag <em> displays the text in an emphasized format.

Example
<P> <em> Web Technologies </em> </P>
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Q14. Explain the formatting tags with attributes.

Answer :

,,Wi
;

Formatting Tags

"jfit

,Jn

bru>i'

ai ” i.; ? • t! .'

iU,

-y^.hr

>’.<) . j r.vi'<; .

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 10, Q.l4o..n ■

HTML Attributes
HTML provides various set of attributes. Some of them are discussed below,

1.

alt
It is used to give an alternative text for an image.

2.

disabled

It is used to disable an input element.

3.

href
It is used to provide the URL (web address) for a link.

4.

id
It is used to provide a distinct id for an item.

5.

src

It is used to provide the URL (web address) for an image.

6.

style
It is used to apply an inline CSS style for an item.

7.

title
It is used to give some additional information related to a given item.

8.

value
It is used to provide a value (i.e., text content) for a given input item.

1.3 FORMS & FORMULATING INSTRUCTIONS & FORMULATION ELEMENTS
Q15. Define forms. Explain various form controls in HTML.

Answer :

Form Elements
Form is a web page which carries elements like text fields, check boxes, button etc. These web pages look like
normal white sheet of paper consisting of significant spaces information to be entered by users. Online forms can be use;
for different purposes inorder to retrieve input from the user.

Example
Online registration, order entry, subscription etc.
The tags and attributes of form are as follows,

<FORM>
This tag helps in creating HTML FORM. The code related to form creation is embedded between the tag <forc
... </form>.

Attributes
The attributes supported by form tag are as follows,

(a)

Action Attribute

This attribute carries a URL, where a program that is responsible for managing the data that belong to current fc>:
resides i.e., whenever a user clicks the submit button (after filling the form), the current data gets directed to that progra
whose path is supplied as URL for further processing.
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Method Attribute

■ ■
«*£
This attribute selects the best possible way of transmitting the data from the current form to the server. This can be
done by using two attributes namely “GET” and “POST”. If “GET” is used, then the data from the current page is seen on
the address bar of web browser. Hence, it does not retain privacy. On other hand “POST” causes transmission of data from
current HTML form to the server with the body in encrypted form. Hence, data can not be observed during transmission.

Control Tags of Form
The following are the control tags of HTML form,

(i)

<input>

(ii)

<button>

(iii) <label>

(iv) <select>

(v)

<option>

(vi) <text area>

(vii) <legend>
(viii) <fieldset>.

(i)

<input>
It is an input field. It allows the users to input data This element is emhedHed w ith in 'forrn> tag.

Syntax
<input type - “va!ue”>

Attributes
ALIGN: It directs the alignment of an input. Its values are left, light, top, bottom and middle

ALT: It specifies an alternate text if the desired input image is missing.
NAME: It defines a unique name of input element.

SRC: It defines a URL path to input image. This can be used as a submit button.

Type: It defines the type of element to be displayed.

VALUE: It defines input element value.
WIDTH: It displays width of input element. Its value is measured in pixels.
MIN: It defines minimum value for input element.
ok like
>e used

MAX: It defines maximum value for input element.
HEIGHT: It displays the height of input element in pixels.

<button>
It allows users to define clickable button. The <button> usually contains text or images inside it. In HTML forms
<button> element is used by different browser for submitting different values.

S. ntax
<button type = “button”>
<form>

ibutes
The attributes of <button> tag are as follows,

AUTOFOCUS: It creates automatic focus on button after page load.
NAME: It defines a unique button name.

TYPE: It specifies the button type. Its values are submit and reset.
rent form
program

VALUE: It defines value for a button.

FORM: It displays the list of forms containing the <button> element.
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Attributes
1.

FOR: It displays the form element containing the label.

2.

FORM: It displays list of forms which contain labels.

(iv)

<select>
It allows creation of drop down list. It is used along with <option> tag. This helps in specifying the number of option;
available in the list.

Syntax
<select attributename = “attribute-value”>

Attributes
1.

AUTOFOCUS: It specifies that automatic focus should be given on drop down list after the page load.

2.

DISABLE: This attribute disables the drop down list.

3.

NAME: This attribute specifies a unique name to the drop-down list.

4.

REQUIRED: This attribute allows a user to select a required value before form submission.

5.

SIZE: This attribute displays the size of drop down list.

6.

MULTIPLE: This attribute allows users to select multiple options at single instance.

(v)

<option>
It helps in defining an option in select list.

Syntax
<option value = “text”>

Attribute
❖

VALUE: It defines the value that must be sent to the server.

(vi)

<Textarea>
It allows user to create multiple lines of text.

Syntax
<textarea attribute = “value” row = “10” col = “20”>

Attribute
1.

COLS: This attribute displays the width of text area.

2.

NAME: This attribute defines a unique name for text area.

3.

DISABLE: This attribute disables the text area.

4.

ROWS: This attribute displays the number of lines visible in text area.

5.

REQUIRED: This attribute helps in filling out the required field in text area.

(vii) <legend>
This tag defines “caption” for the element <fieldset>

Syntax
<legend> text </legend>

Attribute
This tag supports only single attribute i.e.,
❖

Align: It directs the alignment of caption. Its values are top, bottom, left and right.
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(Viii) <fieldset>
mems

It groups all the related elements present in a form.
Syntax
! •
<fieldset>... </fieldset>
Attributes
1.
DISABLE: It disables the group of form elements which are related.
2.
FORM: It specifies the elements of form.
3.
NAME: It defines a unique name for fieldset.
4.
NAME ATTRIBUTE: It is used to specify name for the form. It references the form data after the form submission.
(c)

Name Attribute

This attribute is used to specify name for the form. It references the form data after form submission.

options

Syntax

<form action = “ ” name = “formname”>

</form>

Program
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE> FORM creation </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<CENTER> <H1> UNIVERSAL <BR> </Hl>
<H1> BOOKMALL </Hl> </CENTER>
<BR>
<CENTER> <H4> Please specify the Name and Address </H4> </CENTER>
<FORM>

<P> <H5> Name <input Name = “Name” Type = Text size = “30”/> </H5> </P>.
<P> <H5> Address <TextArea Name = “Address” rows = “5” Cols = “20”> </TextArea> <ZH5> </P>
<! It displays sufficiently large textarea where multiple lines of data can be entered. The element “ROWS” specifies
the width of the Textarea and element “Cols” specifies the maximum number of columns supported by Textarea .. >
</BR>
<Input type = “SUBMIT” VALUE = “SUBMIT”>
<Input Type = “RESET” VALUE = “RESET”>
</FORM>
</BODY>
</HTML>

Output
xiES

Q FORM creation

C? If

.J file:///C:/Users/User/Desktop/wd/12.html?Name=sravanthi&Address*lkdfdkjfdkQkdf+

H: ApjK ^Thesaurus

Q SfAjSS

Q Unrt-8 F<n*t by FarK-

Unrt-8 F.nal by Naze

Q Unit-8 Fine! by Naze«r

Q Unit-8 F«a» by Faroe

•a
Q) Unrt-3 Final by Raju

UNIVERSAL
BOOKMALL
Please specify- the Name and Addi-ess
Nanit i James

Door no:34, Bank
street, ).os Angeles

SUBMIT ' RESET )
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1.4 COMMENTING CODE
Q16. Write about comments in HTML.

Answer :
Comments in HTML are used to provide explanations in the program code. The general syntax of comments is,
<! - - comment - ->

The statement between <! - - and - -> will be ignored by the browser. They make the HTML document elucidating
A simple example to illustrate the concept of comments in HTML is as follows,

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>

<head> <!—starting of the document header —>
<title>First HTML program </title>
</head><!~ending of the document header —>

<body><!—Document body starts —>

<P> SIA Publishers and Distributors pvt.Ltd </P>
</body> <!— Document body ends —>
</html>
The above code ignores the statements in the comment tags and executes the remaining and the result is as folic - i.
Fast HI ML program

+

ftfeZZ/Cy’Uscrs/home/bccuments/comments.toml

* D-

■ C : 13' VaSoo*

SLA Publishers and Distributors pvtLtd

Note that, the comments can be added any where in the document between open <head> and <body> section.

1.5 ANCHORS, BACKGROUNDS, IMAGES, HYPERLINKS
Q17. What are hyperlinks? Explain about anchor tag.

Answer :

Mode' Paper-I, I

Hyperlink

A hyperlink creates a link. This link directs the users to another HTML page or to any specific part of a web
or the same webpage. A hyperlink allows users to navigate between various words, phrases and images. It allows,
create hyperlinks using text/images available on webpage.
Anchor Tag

In HTML, a link is defined using <a> tag. <a> is a anchor tag. The code for creating a link is embedded be:
the tags <a> ... </a>.
The syntax of creating HTML tag is as follows,

<a href = “URL” ... attribute-list>Text</a>
1.

Href

This attribute defines the destination address. It is usually a URL path.
2.

Text

This attribute embeds text/image or any other HTML element on web page.
3.

Target

This attribute specifies the location to open a link document. Its values are blank, self, parent top and target i
4.

Base Path

This attribute is used in head region of HTML tag. It provides the base path for the link.
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Program

<HTML>

<HEAD>
<TITLE> Hyperlink </TITLE>

is,

</HEAD>

ating.

<BODY>

<P> The link directs you to another HTML page </P>
<a href = “http://www.universalbooks.com/” target = “self’> Universal Book Store </a>

</BODY>

</HTML>
Hyperlink

C
"* Apps

☆I

D file:///E:/Documents%20and%20Settings/Jser/Des)<.top/wt/u-l/26html
G Google

SIA|SE

Q Neural Networks and Ft.

Q

Q New Tab

G meaning of in tehjgu - G

G mediastinum meaning in

Q Dec.-13_Jan.-14, Set-*

The link directs you to another HTML page

Universal Book Store

'ollows.

D-

j? 6 Hyper**

C
Apps

X " D :: Universal Books Online SI

X '

<£?

0 www.universalbooks.com
SIA|SE

G Google

Q Neural Networks and Ft

Q|

/M UNI VERS AL,

ft New lab

G meaning of in telugu-G.

L ogin

com

G mediastinum meaning ir

Registration ' Customer Care

ft Dec.-13_Jan.-14, Set--

Order Status

SEARCH

tion.
STATIONERY

GADGETS

TOVS&GA.MES

Gl. FT

OFFERS

DOWNLOADS

MOCKTE ST

Help ’ Store Location

YourCartfO)
STUDENT ZONE

MINIMUM

sr-l, Q9(bX

30%

web page

OFF

ks users t: ’

id betwee:

WELCOME TO UNIVERSAL BOOKS’
.Offering a wide selection of books at a very low prices to satisfy students and to any book-lover!

Q18. Explain how a background is set to the page in HTML?

Answer :

arget frart

Backgrounds in HTML enhance the visualization of the web page by setting an image or other graphics as back
ground to the page. It usually carries a URL path corresponding to the given image or graphics. Generally, the setting of
background to a page in HTML has two ways,
1.

2.

HTML background with colors
HTML background with images.
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1.

HTML Background with Colors

In HTML, the background color of the page body or table can be set by using ‘bgcolor’ attribute.
Syntax

<tagname bgcolor = “color_name”>

(or)
<tagname bgcolor = “color_code”.. .>

(or)
<tagname bgcolor = “rgb(,,)” .. .>
A simple HTML code to set the background of a HTML page using colors is as follows,

Program
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>

<head>
<title>HTML Backgrounds with colors</title>

</head>

<body>
<table bgcolor = “Gold” width = “100%”>
<tr>

<td>

Background using color name
</td>

</tr>
</table>

<table bgcolor = “#FF69B4” width = “100%”>

<tr>
<td>

Background using color code
</td>
</tr>
</table>
<table bgcolor = “rgb(255,0,255)” width = “ 100%”>

<tr>
<td>
Background using color values in RGB terms

</td>
</tr>
</table>

</body>
</html>
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Output
'

4;

'

• X./y

New Tab

.. _ , .

■0 O
...

Apps

....

:,U

Q HTML Backgrounds with

X

>13

login - SIA Publish?-

. ihj

V,
WBBli

V-

© file:///C:/Users/CG3/Desktop/BackGround.htmi

SIA|SE

|

A :
V
j

»

Unit-2 Final by Mud

Background using color name

■■■
■■■ ••*
■■■

■Kt-

g

Background using color code

2.

HTML Background with Images

In HTML, the background image of the page body or table can be set by using <body>, or table tags.
Syntax

<table background = “URL” width = “100%” height = “ 100%”>;

(or)

<body background = “URL” width = “100%” height = “100%”>
A simple example to set the image as the background of a page is as follows,

Program
<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>
<title> HTML Background With Images </title>
</head>

<body background = “C\Users\Public\Pictures\Sample Pictures\Tulips.jpg” width = “100%” height = “ 100%”>
</body>
</html>

Output
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Q19. Explain about images and supported attributes in HTML.

Answer :

Model Raper-Ill, Q9(b)(ii)

Images
It is often an observed fact that images increase the visibility of web pages. These images are stored in computers
by following several strict formats, most common among them are BMP, JPEG, GIF, PMP etc. However ‘.GIF’ are most
popular because of its clarity and support for a wide range of colors.

Commonly used HTML tags, devoted for inserting images on web pages are listed below.

<IMG>...</IMG>
This forms the primary tag to insert images onto the web page.

Supported Attributes
1.

SRC
It specifies the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) i.e., where the image is actually stored in the computer or server.
For example, if the image is stored in the ‘C’ drive, images folder, with name rose.gif, then SRC (Source) can supply
URL address as SCR = “C:\images\rose.gif”. It is compulsory to include SRC attribute within the <IMG> tag.

2.

ALT
It may happen certain times that, the browser may fail to display the required image due to several underlying rea
sons. In such situations there should be certain (text relative to the image) displayed on the account of its (imageI
absence. This can be done using ALT attribute.

<img src = “url” Alt = “Text”>
3.

ALIGN

It takes on the charge of aligning or arranging the image on the given web page. Its values can be “TOP”, “BOT
TOM”, “LEFT”, “RIGHT”, “MIDDLE” respectively.

<img src = “url” Align = “Left/Right/Centre”>

4.

BORDER
Using border attribute, the width of the border accompanying the image can be specified. It is usually measured in
terms of pixels and its default value is zero.

<img src = “url” border = “Value in pixels”>

5.

HEIGHT/WIDTH
Height and width of the image can be specified using these attributes. Often height and width of an image are mea
sured in terms of pixels.

<img src = “url” Height = “Value in pixel/Percentage” Width = “Value in Pixel/Percentage”>

6.

HSPACE/VSPACE
Using these attributes the gaps or white spaces existing between the text and images can be controlled.

<img src = “url” Hspace = “Value in Pixel” Vspace = “Value in Pixel”>

7.

LONGDESC
It usually takes certain URL as argument, where further information related to a given image is stored.

<img src = “url” Width = “Value in Pixel” Height = “Value in Pixel” Longdesc = “filel.html”>

8.

NAME
Usually this attribute is used to specify name of the image.

<img src = “url” Name = “name of the image”>
Following is an application supporting insertion of images on the given web pages.

Program
<HTML>

<HEAD>
<TITLE> Images </TITLE>
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</HEAD>

<BODY>
<P> <IMG SRC = “E:\images\Image(l).jpg” ALIGN = “BOTTOM” ALT = “ROSE” BORDER = “1” WIDTH =
“150” HEIGHT = “150”/>
<br/>
Flowers add beauty to natural environment. They are mainly used for the purpose of decoration, on various occasions
like wedding, birthday parties, etc.

</P>

<P> <IMG SRC = “E:\images\imaget8J.jpg” ALIGN = “LEFT” ALT = “ROSE2” HSPACE = “0” VSPACE = “1 ”/></
P>
</BODY>

</HTML>

Output
C
;•* Apps

:

: Thesaurus

®

fhe:///C:/Users/User/Desktop/wd/5.html
Q SIAjSF

Q Unit-8 Final by Farh?

Q Unit-8 Final by Naze-

Q Unit-8 Fsnal by Naze-

Q Unit-8 Fsna! by Faro

Q Unit-3 Final by Raju

.5
»

Flowers add beauty to natural environment. They are mainly used for the purpose of decoration On various occasion like wedding, birthday parties, etc.

1.6 LISTS
Q20. Define list? What are the different types of lists in html? Explain how these lists are created in HTML
with suitable example.

Answer :

Model Paper-ll, Q9(a)

List
“List” refers to a record that gives small amount of information arranged in specific format. Examples in this aspect
can be ashopping list, list of names of employees in an organization, list of names of places etc. In HTML, concepts of
list is used for displaying information in specific order.

Types of Lists
HTML supports three types of lists. They are,

1.

Unordered list

2.

Ordered list

3.

Definition list.

0
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1.

Unordered List
Unordered list display certain text on the console, with each independent sentence being initiated with a bullet mark.

Here, usually the entire text is enclosed under the tags <UL> text to be displayed </UL> with each independent
sentence initiating with <LI> and closing with </LI>. Consider the following example code.

Program
<HTML>
<HEAD>

'

.

<TITLE> SUBHIKSHA SUPER MARKET </TITLE>
</HEAD>

<BODY>

.

<UL>
<LI>RICE Rs: 15 (Per kg) </LI>

<LI> DAL Rs: 30 (Per kg) </LI> '
<LI> WHEAT Rs: 12 (Per kg) </LI>
<LI> JAWAR Rs: 15 (Per kg) </LI>

.

<LI> SPICES Rs: 10 (Per kg) </LI>
<LI> SUGAR Rs: 15 (Per kg) </LI> .

<LI> SALT Rs: 10 (Per kg) </LI>
<LI> AMUL MILK Rs: 40 (Per litre) </LI>
<LI> GRAINS Rs: 15 (Per kg) </LI>

</UL>
</BODY>
</HTML>
Output
<?
A«ps

•
•
•
•
•
•
.
•
•

rt '

T? Th«i»ttrus

= BB

fite:///C./Users/User/E>esktopAvd/7.htrn{
Q

Q Uoit-8 F»n»» toy

Q Unit-8

toy

Q Unit-8 F»n»J toy N«s<*

Q Unit-8 ::e»i toy f*r«-

Q

Unit-3 f -n»> tty Sayv

■ S
»

RICE Rs : 15 (Per kg)
DAL Rs: 30 (Per kg)
WHEAT Rs : 12 (Per kg)
JAWAR Rs: 15 (Per kg)
SPICES Rs: 10 (Per kg)
SUGAR Rs: 15 (Per kg)
SALT Rs: 10 (Per kg)
AMUL MILK Rs: 40 (Per litre)
GRAINS Rs: 15 (Pet kg)

Unordered list supports only single style of displaying text. It does not account for different forms of displays like, sen
tences initiating with large roman numbers, small roman numbers, capital letters, small letters etc. Hence, to achieve applications
displaying text in the form of above mentioned formats, the concept of ordered lists is used. The attribute type is used to replace
the default bullet.

<ul type = “square”>

2.

Ordered Lists

s

Ordered list display the text carrying large roman numbers, small roman numbers, capital letters etc. Ordered list is
usually initiated using the tags <OL type = “value”> text to be displayed </OL>. Here the value ‘attribute’ can accom
modate any of the following values.
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Value

1.

2,'

3.

Independent Sentences Initiates with

A

a

I

1.

Capital alphabets

E.g:

A.

All men are blue

B.

All women are red

C.

All children are purple.

2.

Small alphabets

E.g:

a.

All men are blue

b.

All women are red

c.

All children are purple.

3.

Large roman numerals

E.g:

I.

All men are blue

II.

All women are red

III. All children are purple.

4.

i

4.
E.g:

Small roman numerals

i.

All men are blue

ii.

All women are red

iii. All children are purple.
5.

1

5.

Numerals usually the positive integers starting from 1

E.g:

1.

All men are blue

2.

All women are red

3.

All children are purple.

If no value is specified, HTML prints the text carrying the (+ve) integer numerals as default case. Following HTML
code describes the current scenario.

Program
<html>
<head>
<title>Ordered list</title>
</head>
<body>
ENTERTAINMENT CHANNELS
<ol TYPE=”A”>
<li>Star TV</li>
<li>zee TV</li>
<li>Star Plus</li>
<li>Sony TV</li>
</ol>
MUSIC CHANNELS
<ol TYPE= “a”>
<li>MTV</li>
<li>ZEE Music</li>
</ol>
CHILDREN’S ENTERTAINMENT
<ol TYPE= “1”>
<li>Pogo</li>
<li>Disney Channel</li>
<li>Animal Planet</li>
<li>Discovery Channel</li>
</ol>
<Zbody>
</html>
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Output
Q Ordered list

x

C • '• file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/SURE/Desktop/pgrm2.html
H? Apps

Q SIAfSE

5 Google

Q concepts-of-progra-

Business Analytics'.

Installing and Conf;

<? 5
>§>. Tryit Editor v3.5 Q Broadbanding

Tryit Editor v3.5

ENTERTAINMENT CHANNELS
A.
B.
C.
D.

Star TV
zee TV
Star Plus
Sony TV

MUSIC CHANNELS
a. MTV
b. ZEE Music

CHILDREN'S ENTERTAINMENT
1. Pogo

2. Disney Channel
3. Animal Planet
4. Discovery Channel

Lists can be Nested or Embedded
When one list type is included in other list type then such type of succession is usually referred to as Miscellaneous
or Nested Lists.

Program
<html>
. <head>
<title>NESTED LIST DEMO</title>
</head>
<body>
<center><h 1 >Polytechnic College</h 1 ></center>
<olTYPE=“l”>
<li>CSE department</li>
<ol TYPE=“A”>
<li>Professors
<olTYPE=“i”>
<li>Ravi</li>
</ol>
<li>Assistant Professors
<ol TYPE=“i”>
<li>Mohan</li>
<li>Nagesh</li>
</ol>
</li>
</ol>
<li>Mechanical Department</li>
<ol TYPE=“A”>
<li>Professors
<ol TYPE=“i”>
<li>Neelam</li>
<li>Akhilesh</li>
</ol>
<li>Assistant Professors
<ol TYPE=“i”>
<li>Manoj</li>
<li>Suresh</li>
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</ol>
</li>

</ol>
</ol>
</body>
</html>
Output

Polytechnic College
1. CSE department
A. Professors
i. Ravi
B. Assistant Professors
i. Mohan
ii. Nagesh
2. Mechanical Department
A. Professors
i. Neelam
ii. Akhilesh
B. Assistant Professors
i. Manoj
ii. Suresh

3.

Definition List

It is a special type of list that lists terms and their definitions. It is created using (define list) <dl> tag. A term in a
definition list is specified using <dt> (define term) tag and its definition is specified using <dd> (define definition)
tag.

Program
<html>

<body>

<hl>Sports</hl>
<dl>
<dt>cricket</dt>

<dd> A game played with a bat and a ball.</dd>

<dt> Tennis</dt>
<dd> A game played with a racket and a ball.</dd>

<dt>Football</dt>

<dd> A game played with a football.</dd>
</dl>

</body>
</html>
Output
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Q21. Write a HTML program to demonstrate list of items [5] using OL tags and UL tags.

Answer :
UnorderedList.html
<html>
<head>
<title> UL tags </title>

</head>

<body>

<hl> Demonstrating list of items using unordered list </h 1 >
<ul style = “list-style-type: circle”>
<li> Rose </li>

<li> Lily </li>
<li> Lotus </li>
<li> Sunflower </li>
<li> Jasmine </li>
</ul>

<ul style = “list-style-type: square”>
<li> Rose </li>
<li> Lily </li>
<li> Lotus </li>

<li> Sunflower </li>
<li> Jasmine </li>

</ul>

<ul style = “list-style-type: rectangle”>
<li> Rose </li>
<li> Lily </li>
<li> Lotus </li>
<li> Sunflower </li>
<li> Jasmine </li>
</ul>
<body>
</html>
Output

■asm

j,. x

L+

; file.,y/C:<'U'.ers/home/Dotuments/ulist.html

0

,P

Q" t&tsdo*

W

ID w

Demonstrating list of items using unordered list
• Rose
• Lily
• Lotus
• Sunflower
• Jasmine

»
.

j.- -•

‘

• Rose

-j

• rib'

J

• Lotus
• Sunflower
• Jasmine
• Rose
• W

• Lotus 1
• Sunflower
• Jasmine

.

„

'

.

•
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Ordered List, htm I
<html>
<head>
<title> OL tags </title>
</head>
<body>
<hl> Demonstrating list of items using ordered list </h 1>
<ol type=l>

<li> Rose </li>
<li> Lily </li>
<li> Lotus </li>
<li> Sunflower </li>

<li> Jasmine </li>

</ol>

<ol type = i>
<li> Rose </li>
<li> Lily </li>

<li> Lotus </li>
<li> Sunflower </li>
<li> Jasmine </li>
</ol>

</body>
</html>

Output
Bgg»5«w"

.

................

C

file///O/UserVhome/D<xurr<entvol.htrnl

O

d

P

X

|

W O’

Demonstrating list of items using ordered list
1. Rose

2.
3.
4.
5-

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Lily
Lotus
Sunflower
Jasmine
Rose

Lily
Lotus
Sunflower
Jasmine

...............

.......... .. ..........................................II

„ ...I

......... —

'

'

. ..... .

*1

....... .............. .

!■

'

'

...........
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1.7 TABLES
Q22. Explain how a basic table is created using HTML.

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q9(a)

In HTML, data can also be represented in tabular format. This format is considered as one of the traditional approach
of data management. In this approach a data is usually organized in terms of rows and columns. The tags and attributes
that helps in creating HTML table are as follows,

1.

<TABLE>...</TABLE>
Entire code corresponding to a given table should be inscribed within these tags.

Relative Attributes
(i)

ALIGN
This attribute allows a user to direct the placement of a given table in the web browser window. Here alignment is
usually performed horizontally by assigning values LEFT/RIGHT/CENTER respectively.
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(iir”BACKGROUND^
This attribute enhances the visualization of the table by setting an image or other graphics as background to the
table. It usually carries a URL path corresponding to the given image or graphics.

(iii)

BGCOLOR
This attributes sets the colour of the window where the table is currently being displayed.

(iv)

BORDERCOLOR
This attribute supplies the border colour for the given table.

(v)

BORDER
This attribute sets the width of the border of the table. Hence a value ‘0’ provided to it, displays a table with no
border.

(vi)

COLS
This attribute specifies the number of columns in a given table.

(vii)

HEIGHT
This attribute specifies the height of a given table.

(viii) WIDTH
This attribute specifies the width of a given table.

2.

<TR>...<ZTR>

It corresponds to a single row of a given table. Data supplied within these tags is usually displayed in a particular
row of that table. These tags may have <TH> and <TD> tags within them.

Relative Attributes
(i)

ALIGN
It directs the alignment of the text in a given row of a table. It’s value can be LEFT/CENTER/RIGHT.

(ii)

BGCOLOR
It is used to set the background colour of the blocks of a table corresponding to a given row.

(iii)

BORDERCOLOR
It sets the border colour for a given row of the table.

(iv)

VALIGN
It directs vertical placement of data corresponding to a given row of the table. It can have values as TOP/BOTTOM
MIDDLE.

3.

<TH>...<ZTH>

This tag is specifically used to set the headings of the available columns. As the data is inserted into the table in
row-wise format, hence <TH> tag usually is followed by <TR> tag. Major difference between <TH> and <TD> tags
that, <TH> makes the data bold and places it at the centre of the table’s block. On the other hand <TD> inserts data in::
the block (of table) in normal font and its positioning depends on its attributes.

Relative Attributes

(i)

ALIGN
It directs alignment of data in the header column of the table. Its value can be LEFT/RIGHT/CENTER.

(ii)

BGCOLOR
It is used to set the back ground colour for the table headers.

(iii)

BORDERCOLOR
It is used to set the border color for the corresponding table headers.

(iv)

VALIGN
It directs vertical alignment of data in the table header row.

(v)

WIDTH
It sets the width of the table header.
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<TD>...</TD>
It inserts data into each block of the table. Its supported attributes are ALIGN/BACKGROUND/BGCOLOR/

BORDERCOLOR/HEIGHT/SCOPE/VALIGN/WIDTH respectively.

5.

<CAPTION>...</CAPTION>
It specifies title to the table. This tag can be placed at the bottom or above the table. Its relative attributes can be

ALIGN/VALIGN respectively.

6.

<THEAD>...</THEAD>

It groups certain headers and provide them with single name. This can be accomplished by means of <THEAD>
tag. Its relative attributes are ALIGN/VALIGN/BGCOLOR respectively.

7.

<TBODY>...</TBODY>

(
It is same as <THEAD>. The only difference here is, it groups the specified rows to frame the table body. Its relative
attributes are ALIGN/VALIGN/BGCOLOR respectively.

8.

<TFOOT>...</TFOOT>
It specifies the table footer by combining its columns. Its relative attributes are ALIGN/ BGCOLOR/VALIGN.

Program
<HTML>

<HEAD>
<TITLE>Table displaying the details of various computer courses.
</TITLE>

<! — It displays the given message in title bar of the browser —>
</HEAD>

<BODY>
<CENTER>

<FONT SIZE=7 COLOR=BLUE><H1>KNZ INSTITUTE OF COMPUTER SCIENCES
</Hlx/FONT>

<FONT SIZE=7 COLOR=RED><P><P><H2>MALAKPET HYDERABAD</H2>

</Px/px/FONT>
<!—It causes data to displayed with fontsize 7 and colours blue and green respectively—>
<TABLE B0RDER=3 ALIGN=“CENTER” BGCOLOR=“CYAN”>

<!—It remains same as discussed above—>

<CAPTI0NxH3>C0URSE DETAILS</H3x/CAPTI0N>
<!—It carry’s the title of the table—•>
<TR>

<TH>COURSES</TH>
<TH>DURATION</TH>
<TH>FACULTY</TH>

<TH>FEES</TH>

</TR>
<!—Heading corresponding to each column is declared using <TH> tag—>
<TR>

<!—Data corresponding to each row is entered using <TD> tag—>
<TD>C++</TD>
<TD>45 Days</TD>
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<TD>Mr.NADEEM</TD>
<TD> Rs:1200</TD>

</TR>
<TR>
<TD>JAVA AND J2EE</TD>

<TD>3 MONTHS</TD>

<TD>Mr.KHAJA N AZIMUDDIN</TD>
<TD>Rs:8000</TD>

</TR>
<TR>

<TD>C PROGRAMMING</TD>

<TD>45 Days</TD>
<TD>Mr.JANI</TD>

<TD>Rs:1200</TD>
</TR>

<TR>
<TD>MS.NET</TD>
<TD>3 MONTHS</TD>

<TD>Mr.SOHAIL</TD>
<TD>Rs:8000</TD>

</TR>

<TR>

<TD>SAP BASIS</TD>
<TD>3 MONTHS</TD>

<TD>Mr.BURHAN</TD>
<TD>Rs:8000</TD>

</TR>

</TABLE>
</BODY>

</HTML>

Output
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Q23. Write a program to demonstrate rowspan and colspan attributes in table shown below.

Marks

Name

Fit

C-lang

FOC

Sweety

78

86

85

Swetha

70

79

70

Swaroopa

78

86

80

Answer :
Program

<html>
<head>

<title> Tables </title>
<body bgcolor = “pink” align = “centre”>
<table border = “1” width = “50%”>

<col width = “75”>
<col width = “25”>
<tr>

<th rowspan = 2> Name </th>
<th colspan = 3> Marks </th>

</tr>
<tr>

<td>FIT</td>
<td> C-lang </td>
<td> FOC </td>
</tr>

<tr>
<align = “left”>
<td> Sweety </td>
<td> 78 </td>
<td> 86 </td>
<td> 85 </td>

</tr>
<tr>
<td> Swetha </td>
<td> 70 </td>
<td> 79 </td>

<td> 70 </td>

</tr>
<tr>

<td> Swaroopa </td>
<td> 78 </td>
<td> 86 </td>
<td> 80 </td>

</tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>
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Output

Q24. Write a program to display a marks table with three rows and three columns, as shown below.
Marks 1

Marks 2

Marks 3

90

90

99

81

80

82

Answer :

Model Paper-1, Q9(b)(ii)

Program

<html>

<head>
<title> Displaying a marks table with three rows and three column </title>

</head>

<body bgcolor = “cyan”>
<table border = “2”>

<tr>
<th> Marks 1 <Zth>
<th> Marks 2 </th>
<th> Marks 3 </th>

</tr>
<tr>
<td> 90 </td>
<td> 90 </td>

<td> 99 </td>
</tr>

<tr>
<td> 81 </td>

<td> 80 </td>
<td> 82 </td>
</tr>

</table>
</body>

</html>
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Output
Displaying a marks tabte with three rows... ^+;,
V

f> * o-

f<Jer//C:rUsers/homerDocuments/3.html

1.8 FRAMES
Q25. How do you create frames in web page? Explain with the help of an example.
OR
What are frames in HTML? Explain with example.

Answer :

Model Paper-ll, Q9(b)(ii)

The output screen of every HTML application is nothing but a frame. Hence frame can be defined as the region of
the browser displaying certain output. The region of the browser can be divided into multiple regions, hence such regions
are called as multiple frames (where each region corresponds to an independent frame). Here each independent frame can
display an independent “HTML” file. Hence within a single window a user can view various files at a single glance.

Main advantage of frames is that it makes navigation easy. Also contents of one frame can be hyperlinked to the
contents of other frames.
Frames can be introduced using a special tag referred as <FRAMESET> tag. Hence entire code corresponding to
Frame(s) is usually inscribed between <FRAMESET>....</FRAMESET> tags. While writing code to display frames, one
has to remember, that it should be included within the <HEAD>....</HEAD> region of the code not in <BODY> ... </
BODY> region.

Frame1.html
<HTML>
<HEAD>

<TITLE>PROGRAM 1 </TITLE>
</HEAD>

<BODY BGCOLOR=”YELLOW”>
<CENTER><STRONG><H 1 >Hi! FROM PROGRAM 1 </H 1 ></STRONG>

</CENTER>
</BODY>

</HTML>

Frame2.html (Supporting file2)
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>PROGRAM2</TITLE>

</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR=”GREEN”>
<CENTER><STRONG><Hl>Hi! FROM PROGRAM2</H1></STRONG>

</CENTER>
</BODY>

</HTML>
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Frame3.html (Supporting file3)
<HTML>

<HEAD>
<TITLE>PROGRAM3</TITLE>
</HEAD>

<BODY>
<CENTER><STRONG><Hl>Hi! FROM PROGRAM3</H1></STRONG>

</CENTER>
</BODY>

</HTML>

Frame4.html (Supporting file-4)
<HTML>

<HEAD>
<TITLE>PROGRAM4</TITLE>
</HEAD>

<BODY BGCOLOR=”CYAN”>
<CENTER><STRONG><Hl>Hi! FROM PROGRAM4</H1></STRONG>

</CENTER>

</BODY>
</HTML>

Mainframe.html
<HTML>

<HEAD>
<TITLE>PROGRAM TO INSERT PROGRAM 1,

PROGRAM2,PROGRAM3,PROGRAM4 INTO SINGLE
WINDOW BY USING FRAMES CONCEPT</TITLE>
<!- -

frames are inserted in the head region of the html code - ->

<FRAMESETROWS=”25%,25%,25%,25%”>

<!—

Rows define horizontal displaying of supporting files, with each file occupying

25% of row space —>

<FRAME SRC-‘frame l.html”>
<FRAME SRC=“frame2.html”>

<FRAME SRC=“frame3.html”>
<FRAME SRC=“frame4.html”>
</FRAMESET>
</HEAD>

<BODY>
</BODY>

</HTML>
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Output

In the above output four frames are inserted horizontally into single window. Frames can also be accommodated
vertically. Just replace the line 6 by following code.

<FRAMESET COLS = “25%, 25%, 25%, 25%”>
Then the output of above application looks like as shown below.

1.9 WEB DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Q26. What are the guidelines to follow while designing a site?

Answer :

Guidelines for Designing a Website
1.

Simplicity

A web site should be simple for a user to use. Sites containing huge information, links and images create confusion
among the users. So, the appearance of a web site should be simple and precise.

2.

Good Design
The look and feel of a site is the first thing the visitor notice. So, it should create good impression on the first visit

it self.

3.

Consistency

A site should maintain consistency. Each time the users visit the site they should feel like they have opened a new
•age on the site. The elements should also be consistent among the pages and maintain a flow.

4.

Easy Navigation
Web pages should be well organized in a particular design so that the users can easily navigate through them.

5.

Portability
A web site should be developed in such a way that it can be open on any browser.

---- -—...

.................... ..
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6.

________
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Accessibility

Web sites should be easily accessible independent of browsers and applications which they are using. A site should
be compatible with various browsers and devices. A site should be accessible for users in such a way that they should not
bother the type of browser or system being used.
7.

Animation, Colors and Media

Usage of proper colors make the site more attractive and even draw the attention of visitors. Make use of good flash
animations and media such as background and background music.
8.

Layout

The layout of a site should be clear and simple. The navigation structure should be clear and the page elements
should be organized in a grid fashion. The layout should attract the visitors.
Q27. Write about web designing principles.

Answer :
Web Designing Principles

1.

Understanding the Site Aims

The site aims and ensure whether user defined the aims of our site clearly. A site may have several purposes, by
asking some questions such as product or service that the user is dealing with, what is special about it etc., will clarify us
what user is trying to achieve.

A site might be designed to push a product or service or to teach new skills to create a community etc. Each of these
have their own set of questions, but it is important to know what the site is trying to achieve and what is required to meet
those goals.
2.

Whom You Expect to Visit Our Site

While creating a web site, each of the page is created for the target audience of the site not only for the client. So,
through the design process, it might be choosing the position of elements or adding a feature a technology etc., user should
keep in mind what the target audience want. And it is important to understand the target audience first.
It is important for a site related to company to provide information that a customer needs and is interested in and
not the information for investors or any other. So, we need to be clear with the answers for the questions such as who will
be visiting our site and what for, what might be their underlying motivation etc.
3.

Defining Our Sites Content

After knowing the goals of our site, the aimed visitors and how often the contents is to be changed. Now we need
to decide what will be the actual content of our site. The content should be what the visitors expect from our site, not just
what we want them to see. It should include a detailed description about the product and services, time taken to complete
a service and who will perform it etc.
User need to observe other sites which address the similar topic and look what they do and don’t do, so that user can
present in different way and stand better. We should add all the important things from our logo and branding to copyright
notice, privacy policy etc.
4.

Grouping and Categorization

All the ideas user covered can now be grouped together. If the site is about advertising several products and services
then. They all can be grouped and placed together and also can be split into subgroups. The information about the company,
its history etc., can be placed in about us section. In this way all the related information can be grouped and categorized.
On the whole there should not be more than six or seven sections and these form primary or global navigation items
of our site. There might be subsection with several pages of their own and more than seven subsections in each category.
These form secondary or category navigation.
These categories and subcategories are like table of contents and form the basis of navigation of our site. These
should take part in main menu. The customers should be able to easily navigate and understand our products services or
subject.
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Creating a Site Map

Once you have got idea about which sections and pages are needed to add to your site, then you can start up draw
ee a site map as you imagined. It should be like a family tree or folder in windows explorer. If at all the categories have
r-bcategories or more than one page, they should be shown as the subcategories or sub pages of the first page. The site
should start-up with the homepage with all the required main categories at the top of the page. Example if ‘department’
s one of the main category then, each of the department in this category will be the subsections and each of them can be
: splayed in separate pages. These subsections can also have subsections in addition such as,
•

-

'■

i-

.

Home

Department

College

Electronics

Computer

11

ECE

EEE

EIE

Figure: Site Map

Once you have drawn the site map, you will know about the number of pages on your site, the information to be
asplayed on each page and the links to be appeared on each page. Finally, you need to observe that, does your site contain
- he information for which you expect the users to visit your site and how the user’s should navigate through the site for
re information they required.

Identification of Key Elements for Each Page
The last step that has to be performed before starting to design a page is to identify what are the key elements that
r uld appear on each page. The elements such as branding or logos, primary navigation, category navigation, heading,
rain content, search box and space for self promotions advertising other companies, products or services will be included
n these elements.
These elements will be reflecting the aim of the size. A site must be less cluttered for it to be easily navigation. For
ris, everything should not be included in each page we need to have good design and simple navigation and avoid putting
erything on each page for the users to find what they want on the page easily.
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I.

Multiple Choice Questions
1.

2.

HTML code should begin with__________ tag and ends with__________ tag.
(a) </html>, <html>

(b)

<html>, </html>

(c) </html>, </html>

(d)

<html>, <html>

Which of the following is a types of list in HTML?

(a) Order list

(b)

Unordered list

(c) Nested lists

(d)

All of the above

aligns the text at the centre of the screen.

3.

(a) <CENTER> ... </CENTER>

(b)

<CENTER> . . . </CENTER>

(c) </CENTER> ... <CENTER>

(d)

</CENTER> ... </CENTER>

inserts a button in the HTML page.

4.

(a) Button

(b)

Insert button

(c) ins_button

(d)

None of the above

7.

(b)

href

(c) src

(d)

scr

9.

10.

(a) columns

(b)

clmn

(c) col

(d)

cols

[

1

[

]

[

]

[
7G .J

Which of the following is not a formatting tag?

[

(a) <br>

(b)

<i>

(c) <bgcolor>

(d)

None of the above

tag is used to create a link from one page to another page.

(a) Anchor

(b)

Llink

(c) Blink

(d)

Linker

The vertical alignment of the data in a table can be done by using

(a) veralign

(b)

verticalalign

(c) valign

(d)

None of the above

Tags are classified into

]

lb

attribute is used to specify the number of columns in a givne page.

8.

[

<b,

(a) id

6.

]

isup ;■ ■

attribute provides the URL for an image.

5.

[

types.

[

attribute.

[

[

(a) 3

(b)

2

(c) 5

(d)

None of the above
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Fill in the Blanks
1■

________ tag is used to add the images to the web page.

2.

HTML stands for________ .

3.

________ tag allows the text to be written in paragraph.

4.

________ tag provide the color to the background of a page.

5.

href is used to provide the________ for a link.

6.

The output screen of every HTML page is a________ .

7.

A table can be created by using________ tags.

8.

________ is used to provide the URL/web address for an image.

9.

In HTML, forms can be created by inserting________ tags.

10.

Break tag is a________ tag.

Multiple Choice Questions
1-

(b)

2.

(d)

3.

(a)

4.

(a)

5.

(c)

6.

(d)

7.

(d)

8.

(a)

9.

(c)

10.

(b)

Fill in the Blanks
1.

<img>

2.

Hyper Text Markup Language

3.

<P>

4.

bgcolor

5.

URL/Web address

6.

Frame

7.

<table> ... </table>

8.

src

9.

<FORM> ... </FORM>

10.

Unpadded
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III. Very Short Questions and Answers
Q1.

Write a short note on HTML.

Answer :
HTML stands for HyperText Markup Language. It is markup language immensely used in developing web pages.
Here the word “markup” in real sense refers to highlighted instance of a given aspect i.e., an author can highlight a particular
word of his written document to grab attention of readers. In similar way, the Hyper Text Markup Language highlights
different views of a given web page in terms of headers, titles, plain text, images, sounds etc.
Q2.

List any five formatting tags.

Answer :

Formatting tags in HTML are as follows,

Q3.

1.

Paragraph Tag <P>

2.

Center Tag <center>

3.

Break Tag <br>

4.

Bold Tag <b>

5.

Italic Tag <i>

Write about the text element in HTML.

Answer :

Text Element
In HTML, Text elements are considered as data entry fields. These fields generally accept single line of text.
Syntax
<1NPUT TYPE = “text” Name = “name of text field” VALUE = “default value”>
Example
<INPUT TYPE = “text” NAME = “LI” VALUE = “JOHN”>
Q4.

Define form.

Answer :
Form is a web page which carry elements like text fields, check boxes, buttons etc. These web pages look like nor
white sheet of paper consisting of significant spaces for information to be entered by users. Online forms can be used
different purposes. For example, for online registrations, order entry, subscription etc.
Q5.

Define list in HTML.

Answer :

“List” refers to a record that gives small amount of information arranged in specific format. Examples in this s
can be a shopping list, list of names of employees in an organization, list of names of places etc. In HTML, conce
list is used for displaying information in specific order.
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AN OVERVIEW OF DYNAMIC
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WEB PAGE TECHNOLOGIES
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>

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

)

After learning this unit, a student will have a thorough understanding about the following key concepts,

❖

Programming in DHTML

❖

Types of CSS

❖

Syntax and Structure of CSS

❖

Event handling techniques

<•

Changing the text, attributes, graphics and placements

❖

Usage of CSS

•>

Method of creating multimedia effects.

INTRODUCTION

)

“he abbreviation of DHTML is Dynamic Hyper Text Markup Language also called dynamic HTML. It is
■ ?t a language like HTML, but is a combination of different technologies such as HTML, JavaScript and

- SS. It is a client-side technology used for developing dynamic web pages.
This language is capable of creating some interactive and animated websites. The common use of DHTML
s to create scroll buttons or drop-down menus on a web page. Basically, DHTML code is difficult to be

:i'- eloped and debugged because it is a collection of various technologies.
SS forms one of the most interesting concepts of HTML as it specifies the rules for organizing elements of
- giv en web document. CSS is used to determine the style and the layout of webpages. The three different

SS include inline, embedded and external style sheets. Style rules for CSS file define the appearance
:: a document. These rules are placed in a separate document which stores only the rules related to the

. -pearance/presentation.

■

----- ----------

— -
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PART-A

SHORT QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS
Q1.

What is dynamic HTML? List the features of DHTML.

Answer :

Model Paper-l, 02

DHTML

The abbreviation of DHTML is Dynamic Hyper Text Markup Languages, also called dynamic HTML. It is not a
language like HTML, but a combination of different technologies such as HTML, JavaScript and CSS. It is a client-side
technology used for developing dynamic web pages.
It creates some interactive and animated web sites. The JavaScripting language changes the presentation style ofthe static
HTML page so that the entire look and function of the web page gets affected. This is done after loading the page and during the
viewing process. Thus, DHTML functions while viewing a page, but not to generate a distinct web page with each page load.

Commonly, DHTML is used to make roll over buttons or drop-down menus on a web page. The browser-based actio:
games that were created by DHTML are difficult to be implemented on different operating systems. Recently browsers starte:
moving towards the web standards, which make the games more viable to be played on almost all major browsers.
Features of DHTML

The primary features of DHTML includes the following,

1.

Q2.

Alteration of tags and properties

2.

Real-time positioning

3.

Dynamic fonts

4.

Data binding.

Differentiate between HTML and DHTML.

Answer :
DHTML

HTML

1.

HTML is a mark-up language.

1.

DHTML is a cluster of technologies.

2.

It comprises of simple HTML tags.

2.

It comprises of HTML tags, CSS and JavaScripts.

3.

It is static in nature, hence used to create static
web pages.

3.

It is dynamic in nature, hence used to create dynamo
web pages.

4.

It doesn’t uses any methods, hence the content is
always static.

4.

It uses events and methods to provide dynamic
content.

5.

It can easily create HTML web pages but they are
less interactive.

5.

It can not easily create DHTML web pages but the I

Q3.

are more interactive.

What is CSS? Give an example.

Answer :

Model Pape'-

Cascading Style Sheet (CSS)
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), forms one of the most interesting concepts of HTML as it specifies the n
organizing elements of a given web document. It not only extends its features in controlling colors and sizes of foi
also controls spaces between various elements, the color and width of a given line etc. Thus, CSS are used to det
the style and layout of web pages. Generally, style defines the way in which the HTML elements are shown on tl
pages. A style can be used in the following format,
selector(property. value)
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Example
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>

<head>

<title>HTML CSS EXAMPLE</title?
</head>

<body>
<h3 style = “color:green;font-size:24px;font-style:normal”>Hello SIA GROUP!</h3>

<p style= “color:blue;font-size:45px;font-style:oblique”>Hello SIA GROUP!</p>
</body>
</html>

Output

04.

Write about style rule.

Answer :

Model Paper-1, Q7

hi

Style rules for CSS file define the appearance of a document. They are easy to write and understand style rules which
express the characteristics of an element. Set of style rules together form a style sheet. Style rules are placed in a separate
document which stores only the rules related to the appearance/presentation. A style rule is composed of two units,

a)

Selector
It represents the elements to which the rule applies.

b)

Declaration
%
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Q5.

What is a filter? Why it is used?

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q7

A filter in DHTML is a feature that provides visual effects to web pages without any time delay. This is because it dc
not take time for processing on servers’s machine. It is used to apply visual effects to some HTML objects and some other
objects like button, div, img, marquee, input, span, table, etc. In HTML, filters are usually applied to text and graphic;
DHTML provides a wide variety of filters. Some of them are as follows,

Q6.

1.

FlipH

2. FlipV

3.

Blur

4. Wave

5.

Chroma

6. Glow

7.

Grayscale

8. Invert

9.

Mask

10. Shadow.

Write a short note on transitions.
Model Paper-ll. C"

Answer :

Transitions are filters that provide effects to the content of web page. They are responsible for visually changirj
the control/moving a page from one state to another. They provide time-based effects thereby allowing the user to crean
animation in images. Transitions provide a wide variety of style effects that enable the users to create slide shows in «•
pages. Internet Explorer 4.0 supports two types of transitions. They are,

1.

Reveal transition filter

2.
Blend
transition filter.
.....................
.................................................................................................................................
-- ----- —---------------------------Q7.

What is reveal transition filter? Also write its syntax.

Answer :
Reveal Transition Filter
The reveal transition filter written as RevealTrans is applied to multiple visual objects together inorder to show

them.

Syntax
{“filter:revealtrans(duration = value, transition = value)}
Here, duration is the value/time duration taken by the transition. It is exposed in “seconds milliseconds”. For ex
4,3 is illustrated as 4 seconds, 300 milliseconds.
Q8.

List out the advantages of CSS.

Answer :

Model Pap,

The advantages of CSS are as follows,
(i)

CSS moves HTML towards its goal of device independence

(ii)

It reduces the proprietary nature of the elements.

(iii)

It gets flexible control on the layout.

(iv)

It separates the presentation of the document from its content.

(v)

It allows the developers to concentrate on the development of the document without concerning about its
presentation.

(vi)

It reduces the development time by allowing the document writers to apply the same stylesheets on df
documents.
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2.1 AN OVERVIEW OF DYNAMIC WEB PAGES AND DYNAMIC WEB PAGE TECHNOLOGIES:
INTRODUCTION TO DYNAMIC HTML PROGRAMMING
Q9.

What is DHTML? Explain the features of DHTML.

Answer :

DHTML
The abbreviation of DHTML is Dynamic Hyper Text Markup Languages, also called dynamic HTML. It is not a
language like HTML, but a combination of different technologies such as HTML, JavaScript and CSS. It is a client-side
technology used for developing dynamic web pages.

Features of DHTML
The primary features of DHTML includes the following,

1.

1.

Alteration of tags and properties

2.

Real-time positioning

3.

Dynamic fonts

4.

Data binding.

Alteration of Tags and Properties
DHTML allows to make changes in the qualities of HTML tags based on the events that are external to the browser.
Some of these events may include mouse click, time, date etc. This property of DHTML can be used for preloading
information onto the web page such that it can be shown to the user only when the user clicks on a particular link.
Thus, DHTML can be used to make the web page dynamic.

2.

Real-time Positioning
DHTML allows to position the objects, images and texts in such a way that, they can move all over the webpage.
Basically, this concept is used for interactive games.

3.

Dynamic Fonts
This features is called Netscape-only feature because it, was developed by the Netscape inorder to prevent the problem
of designers caused due to the unawareness of the font’s type present on the user’s system. Dynamic font in DHTML
allow to encode and download the fonts with the pages such that the page remains the same as it was designed.

4.

Data Binding
Microsoft developed the concept of data binding in DHTML inorder to make databases and web sites easily accessible.
Hence, this feature of DHTML is called Internet-only feature.

Q10. Explain the concept of programming in DHTML.

Answer :

Model Paper-I, Q10(a)

DHTML (Dynamic HTML)
ItiW J.—

'

DHTML is a combination of HTML, JavaScript, CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) and DOM (Document Object Model),
it creates some interactive and animated web sites. The JavaScripting language changes the presentation style of the static
HTML page so that the entire look and function of the web page gets affected. This is done after loading the page and
luring the viewing process. Thus, DHTML functions while viewing a page, but not to generate a distinct web page with
each page load.
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Commonly. DHTML is used to make roll over buttons or drop-down menus on a web page. The browser-based action
games that were created by DHTML are difficult to be implemented on different operating systems. Recently, browsers
started moving towards the web standards, which make the games more viable to be played on almost all major browsers.
DHTML code is difficult to be developed and debugged because it is a collection of various technologies. The
development for the recent browsers such as Internet Explorer 5.0, Mozilla Firefox 2.0 and Opera 7.0 is achieved by using
a shared Document Object Model. The development of Internet Explorer 4.0 leads to the introduction of basic DHTML
code through a basic dynamic system was available with Netscape Navigator 4.0.
Typically a web page using DHTML can be created in the following way.

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “_//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.1//EN”

“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml 11/DTD/xhtml ll.dtd”>
<html xmlns = “http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml”>

<head>

<title> An example of DHTML </title>
<script type =“text/javascript”>

function initQ
{
myObj= document.getElementById(“navigation”);

}
window.onload = init;

</script>
</head>

<body>
<div id=“navigation” ></div>

<para>

</para>
</scripttype=“text/javascript”src=“javas2.js”>

</script>
</body>
</html>

2.2 CASCADING STYLE SHEETS (CSS), BASIC SYNTAX AND STRUCTURE
Q11. What is CSS and its types?
OR

What is cascading style sheet? Explain the types of cascading style sheet.

Answer :
Cascading Style Sheets

*

Model Paper-Ill, C

?

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) forms one of the most interesting concepts of HTML as it specifies the style rule;
organizing elements of a given web document. It not only extends its features in controlling colors and sizes of fonts,
also controls spaces between various elements, the color and width of a given line etc. Thus, CSS are used to deter
the style and layout of web pages. Generally, style defines the way in which the HTML elements are shown on the
pages. A style can be used in the following format,
selector(property.value)
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Types of Cascading Style Sheet
Cascading style sheets are of three types. They are,

1.

1.

Inline style sheets

2.

Embedded style sheets and

3.

External style sheets.

Inline Style Sheet

Inline style sheets are used when styling should be done for a single (or) multiple elements of a webpage at a single
instance. It is specified in the body tag of a html document. This styling is done by using the “style” keyword as an attribute
of the selector.

Syntax
<tagname style = “options”>

Here, options include font-size, background color etc.

Program
<html>

<body>
<hl style=”background-color:orange;font-size:200%;”>Welcome to</hl>

<h2 style=”background-color:green;font-size:200%;”>SIAGroup</h2>

</body>
</html>

Output
Q HineStyleSheet.html

0

a

X

l = |®)i

*|

® fife:///C:/Users/GD/Desktop/InlineStyieSheet.html

*

I

•

Welcome to

2.

Embedded Style Sheet

Embedded StyleSheets are used when the styling should be done on a particular webpage rather than on multiple pages.
These rules are declared in the <head>tag of HTML code along with their selectors. In the next instance, the elements are declared
in <body> tag along with selectors. While displaying the output, browser considers the selector declared in the <body> region
md accordingly searches for their equivalent selectors in the <head>tag. These rules are applied only on the selected elements.
They are mostly used for single page websites.

Syntax
not*

<style>------</style>

Program
is for
i, bu
miK
weff

<HTML>

<HEAD>
<TITLE> Embedded style sheet example </TITLE>
<style type = “text/CSS”>
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Hl {Font-family: SANS-SERIF; COLOR:GREEN; TEXT-ALIGN:CENTER; FONT-SIZE: 30PT}
P{FONT-FAMILY: SANS-SERIF; TEXT-ALIGN: LEFT; TEXT-INDENT: 0.5; FONT-SIZE: 15PT}

<P> This passage gets effected to CSS properties accertained to P selector in head region

I

<H1> This passage gets affected to CSS properties accertained to Hl selector in head region

</Hl>
BODY{Background: Yellow; Margin-left: 1.5 In; Margin-right: 1.5 IN}

</style>
</HEAD>

<BODY>
Welcome to Universal Book Mall!
<P><CENTER>THANK YOU </CENTER> </P>
</BODY>

</HTML>

Output
jj^ Q Em-r-e -ld*c ;1, e -Jim? -

O rt
Apps

'

*

' ’

’' •

'''88=.

ij fi!e:///C:/Users/User/Deskiop/wd/14.html

Thesaurus

Q SiAjSE

Q Unit-8 Final by Farha

Q Unit-8 Final by Naze.

Q Unit-8 Final by Naze.

Q Unit-8 Final by Faroe

Q Unit-3 Final by Raju

»

Welcome to Universal Book Mall!

This passage gets effected to CSS properties accertained to P selector in head region

I
I

This passage gets affected to CSS properties
accertained to H1 selector in head region
THANK YOU

3.

■

External Style Sheet

External Style Sheets are used to style multiple set of pages. In this type of style sheets, the CSS rules that are speciiI
to an application are written in a single document and saved under “filename .css” extension. Whenever a web documaI
requires these rules, filename .css document is linked to the web document. This document can be downloaded once
applied to any number of pages, multiple times, This is possible as CSS documents are stored in the cache of the brow J

aa

External Stylesheet of CSS3 can be linked with the web document in following two ways:
(i)

<link>tag

(ii)

@import rule

(iii) <link>tag
The <link> tag helps in linking the style sheet to single webpage. This should be linked with every webpage i |

website for styling.
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Syntax
dink href = “ “ rel = “ “>

Here, href specifies the location of the stylesheet and rel indicates that the referred document is a stylesheet.

Program
ex.css
body {background-color: yellow;}

hl {color: blue;}
ExtemalStyleSheethtml

<html>

<head>
dink rel=”stylesheet” href=”ex.css”>

</head>
<body>
<hl>WELCOME TO SIA GROUP</hl>

</body>
.
</html>

*

*

Output
Q ErtrenalStyteSheethtml

C

A

X

.........'

☆

® lRle://ZCAJsers/GD/Desktop/ExtrenalStyteSh€ethtml

•

WELCOME TO SIA GROUP
■

Q12. Define rule and write general form of a rule in the context of cascading style sheet. Write sample code
for HTML selector.

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q10(b)

Rule
A rule is considered as a guide or principle that helps in conducting an action.

CSS Rule
A CSS rule can be associated with the element of the html document. They specify the styles for the content of the
elements.
CSS Rules

Selectors

Declaration

Property

Value
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A CSS rule consist of two parts,

1.

1.

Selector

2.

Declaration.

Selector

Selector indicates the elements to be styled. There are three types of selectors namely HTML selector, class selector
and ID selector.
2.

Declaration

The declaration indicates the type of the styles that can be applied to an element. The declaration part is again dividec
into two parts namely a property and value.
(a)

Property

It indicates the property (or) style of the attributes of the selected element(s).
(b)

Value

Value acts as the specification for the property.

Example
Property Value
H2 { Color : green ;}

Selector

Declaration

A CSS rule can be applied to more than one element. This can be explained with the help of following example.
Hl, P, H2 {
color

green;

font-size :

32 px;

font-family

Properties

:

times new roman t
Values

The above example shows a rule which is applied to <H1> <P> and <H2> elements of the document. These elemer:
are separated by comma. The rule also consists of property-value pair in the curly braces { }. The property and value ;
separated by a colon(:). Whereas each of the property-value pair separated by colon.

Program
<html>

<head>

<title> selector program </title>
<style type = “text/CSS”>

Hl {color: Pink; font-size = 25PX; font-family:Arial; text-decoration=underline} </style>
</head>

<body>

<b> A Selector Example </b>

<br/>
<br/>
<br/>

*

<b class = “hl”> This is a Bold Header </b>
</body>
</html>
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Output

8F Q

selector program

O rt

*£?

0 fHe:///C:/Users/User/Desktop/wd/selector.html

Thesaurus

Apps

Qj SlAfSE

Q Unit-8 Final by Farhi

Q Unit-8 Final by Naze-

Q Unit-8 Ftnal by Naze^

Q Unit-8 Fina* by Faro:

Q Unit-3 Final by Raju

A Selector Example
■ r„v'

z-b/So ?-!f

wirti on; •.<

!

This is a Bold Header

Q13. Explain style classes with example program.

Answer :

Style Class
Style class is an extension of internal style sheets. Here, a class of CSS rules is defined in the <HEAD> region
of HTML document. Hence, this centralized class now can be used as and when required in the program. Class selector
enables the user to provide different styles to same element. It can be applied on an element by using a class attribute.

A HTML document can have any number of classes.

Classesexample.HTML
<HTML>

<HEAD>

<STYLE TYPE=“text/css”>
BODY {COLOR:BLACK;

BACKGROUND COLOR:WHITE;
FONT-FAMILYSANS-SERIF;

ALIGN:CENTER}

Hl. LARGE {FONT-SIZE:20PT;
FONT-COLOR:GREEN;
FONT-STYLE.ITALIC;}
.ORANGE {COLORrORANGE}
</STYLE>

<TITLE>USAGE OF CLASSES</TITLE>
</HEAD>

<BODY>
<H1 CLASS=“LARGE”>
Example demonstrating usage of classes in CSS concept

</Hl>

<Hl>This passage will not have the effect of LARGE class.
</Hl>

<H1><SPAN CLASS=“ORANGE”>

This passage is under the influence of universal ORANGE class
</Hl>
</BODY>

</HTML>
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D usage of Classes

<r

• jfto,

j-xt-ooiq ot

Output

C

;sri) ,b'j>

t

x

a;

© f.le7//C:/Users/Sef3/Dei<top/£Xi.hTMl

Appi a login - SiA Publish

•„

SifiiSE

SiA Publishers

☆
$

Getur-p esite!

H Amazon Seise? Ce'

Qj

®

Online Shcppw’g s<

ulektz ■ Mobile Ap:

8

fi.roaxon.in Assoos:

«•

FI troai! Hosting j Hc-$

•:

-i
»

Example demonstrating usage of classes in CSS concept

This passage will not have the effect of LARGE class.

This passage is under the influence of universal ORANGE class
In the above program, two types of classes LARGE and ORANGE are used respectively. The class LARGE remains
restricted to be utilized only with Hl elements whereas ORANGE class is universally applicable.
Q14. Explain how to include CSS in H/DHTML.

Answer :
Including CSS in H/DHTML

CSS can be included in HTML by using <link> element. The <link/> element is an empty element. It is used to
integrate two documents i.e., it is used to link the stylesheets to the document within which it is present. It not only links a
style sheet but also links an RSS feed. It automatically associates the css to the document and prevent the user to activate
the link by clicking anything.
The <link> element has 3 attributes when it is used for associating a stylesheet with the document. They are type,
rel and href. In addition to these core attributes, the <link/> element can have other attributes like charset, dir, hreflang,
media, rev, style, target some of the attributes are discussed below,
(a)

The Type Attribute

The type attribute indicates the MIME type of the document which a user desire to link. Since, the document is css,
its MIME type is “text/css”.
(b)

The rel Attribute

The rel attribute indicates the relationship between the document in which the link is present and the document
which has to be linked with it. The key value which is provided to rel attribute is “stylesheet”.
(c)

The href Attribute

The href attribute indicates the URL of the stylesheet. The URL can either be absolute or relative.
(d)

The hreflang Attribute

The hreflang attribute indicates the language in which the document to be linked is written.

Example: hrflang =“en-US”.
(e)

The <style> Attribute

When the user want to use an inline type of stylesheet, the <style> attribute is used. This attribute is used within the
<head> element of the document. The style rules are enclosed within the <style> attribute.

2.3 EVENTS HANDLING

~

"

Q15. Explain about event handling techniques.

Answer :
Event Handling Techniques

The term event refers to the response made by the browser on account of user’s interactions. For example, playing
audio clip as soon as the page is loaded, generation of informative text as the mouse pointer is moved through a certain
region of the web page, submission of user entered data to the server upon clicking the submit button etc., are the normally
observed events.
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I ace the event is generated, there is often requirement of code to process these events. This code is used to handle
me r-:- known as Event handler. In general event handlers are of two types.
nteractive Event Handlers

The event handlers which simply rely on the user’s activity for them to be invoked are interactive event handler.
Example: onClick and onBlur.
son-interactive Event Handlers

*

The event handlers which do not rely on the user’s activity for them to be invoked are non-interactive event handlers.
Example: onPageLoad.

1.-ax for Inscribing Events and Event Handlers in Javascript

To include event handlers in Javascripts, select an appropriate event handler attribute for its corresponding event
* . -. ude it in the given HTML tag. For example, the following code narrates the current instance.
INPUT TYPE = “BUTTON” VALUE = “RESET’ NAME = “BUTTON1” ONCLICK = “PLAY( )”>

•'••hen above line of code is introduced in javascript and is executed, it causes a button to appear on the browser with
RESET. Once the button is clicked it invokes the play() method which Reset the script.

■ _

The following table displays the commonly used eventhandlers along with relative descriptions.
E»ent

1

Event Handlers

Description

onBlur

Invokes as soon as any text, data or image turns blur (or object losses its focus).

I rtmse

onChange

Invokes whenever data in any of the HTML control (textarea, textfield etc.)
gets changed.

[ r>:r.

onAbort

Invokes whenever any of the processes like loading of a page or image or any
file etc., gets aborted or halted.

onDbclick

Invokes whenever any of the page elements are clicked twice (double clicked).

onDragDrop

Invokes whenever drag and drop operation is performed on any of the page
elements.

focus

onFocus

Invokes whenever any of the page elements gain focus.

error

onError

Invokes on an account of occurrence of any javascript error.

ceyup

onKeyUp

Invokes on soon as the user releases the key.

ceydown

onKeyDown

Invokes as soon as the user presses the key.

nor

j iragdrop

mousemove onMouseMove

Invokes as soon as the user passes the mouse pointer over any of the page elements.

mousedown onMouseDown

Invokes as soon as the user presses the mouse key.

mouseout

onMouseOut

Invokes as soon as the user passes the mouse point over a link or the region of
the image map.

mouseup

onMouseUp

Invokes as soon as the user releases the mouse key.

resize

onResize

Invokes as soon as any of the page elements is resized.

reset

onReset

Invokes as soon as the user presses the reset button available on the web page.

submit

onSubmit

Invokes as soon as the user presses the submit button available on the web page.

select

onSelect

Invokes whenever certain text of a given page element is selected.

unload

onUnload

Invokes as soon as a given web document is closed.
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2.4 CHANGING TEXT AND ATTRIBUTES, DYNAMICALLY CHANGING STYLE, TEXT
GRAPHICS AND PLACEMENTS
______
'_________ ___________
Q16. Explain in detail about changing attributes with an example.

.....

’

Answer :

Model Paper-ll, 010(b)

In DHTML, a user can modify the attributes of a HTML document using Document Object Model(DOM). The
DOM allows user to access all the element of HTML document. That is using DOM the attribute of HTML document can
be created, inserted, deleted or modified. Moreover, the dynamic and interactive content of DHTML can be viewed with
the help of browsers like internet explorer. This is because, internet explorer is built with rich set of properties and methods
with which the DHTML document can be dynamically constructed and altered.
Example

A simple example to illustrate the concept of changing the attributes is given below,
<html>

<head>

<title>Changing Attributes with DHTML</title>
<script language=“Javascript”>

function ChangeAttribute(attr)

{
iff! document.getElementByld) return;

h=document.getElementById(“head 1 ”);

h.setAttribute(“align”,attr);
}

</script>
</head>

<body>
<hl ID=“headl” align=“left”>Changing Attributes</hl>

<p>This is an example of changing the attributes in DHTML.
A user can simply change the alignment of the header attribute by simply clicking on the given links

<a href=“javascript:ChangeAttribute(‘left’);”> Align Left </a>
<a href=“javascript:ChangeAttribute(‘right’);”> Align Right </a>
<a href=“javascript:ChangeAttribute(‘center’);”> Align Center</a> </p>

</body>
</html>
When the above document is executed it results the below output,

' Q Changing Attributes wit?
•••>
Apps

O

O'

X

® file;///C,'Users/CG3/Desktop/change.html

S1A|SE

HI

login - SIA Publish-:

Unif-2 Final by Mud

CS 551; Introducticr

G

characteristics and g

£

SIA i SE

G

Business Intelligent?

Changing Attributes
This is an example of changing the attributes in DHTML. A user can simply change the alignment of the header attribute by simply clicking on the given
links Align Left Align Right Align Center
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A user can simply change the alignment of the header by simply clicking on the provided links for example, if the
user clicks on Align Center link then the output will be,
^^SSHIIIBHIHHI^HE

jjj

Q Changing Attributes wr.

0 0 0 file;///G/Users/CG3/Desktop/change,html

i"
♦;«

Apps

SIA|S£

S

Login - SIA Publish*

£’

Unit-2 Final by Mud;

S22
£§

CS 551; Introduction

G

characteristics and g

SIA ISE

G

Business Intelligence.

:
»

Changing Attributes
This is an example of changing the attributes in DHTML. A user can simply change the alignment of the header attribute by simply clicking on the given
links Align Left Align Right Align Center

Therefore, in the similar manner if the user clicks on Align Left the header will be aligned to Left side of the web
page and if the user clicks on Align Right the header will be aligned to Right side of the web page.
Q17. Explain the dynamic changes to text, style and graphics.

Answer :

Model Paper-il, Q10(a)

Dynamic Changes to Text
In DHTML, a user can modify the content of a HTML document using Document Object Model(DOM). The DOM

allow user to access all the element of HTMLdocument. That is using DOM the text and attribute of HTML document can

be created, inserted, deleted or modified.
Moreover, the dynamic and interactive content of DHTML can be viewed with the help of less capable browsers like
internet explorer. This is because internet explorer is built with rich set of properties and methods with which the DHTML
document can be dynamically constructed and altered.

Example
The following document uses some lines of IE-specific script to replace and change some elements.

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>

<head>
<title>Changing Text</title>
</head>

<body>
<hl id=“header”>Headerl</hl>

<script type=“text/javascript”>

document.getElementById(“header”).innerHTML=“Header2”;
</script>
<p>The header text has changed</p>
</body>
</html>
</html>
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Output
O O
*;•

Apps

® fife:/Z/C/Users/CG3/Desktop/dytexthtml

SIA|S£

C*

111

Login - SIA Publish*

Unit-2 Final by Mud

,,
£g

CS 551: Introduction

’G

•

characteristics and:?

t*

SSA|S£

G

'fri IBB

Business fntet&genc?.

:
»

Header2
The header text has changed from Header 1 to Header2

Dynamic Changes to Style
In DHTML, dynamic changes to styles can be made with the help of Cascading Style Sheet(CSS). CSS basically
allow to modify the appearance of html document as well as format it. This modification can be done without adding/
deleting any elements of HTML document. The main advantage of CSS is that, it helps in writing small HTML document
which can be manipulated easily and quickly.
Styles in HTML can be accessed by using object model. For instance, for modifying the inline style sheet a simple
script based programming languages like Javascript, microJavaScript, microsoft Visual Basic Scripting Editon(VBScript)
can be used.

Example
<html>

<head>
<title>Changing Sfyles</title>

<script language=“Javascript”>

function ChangeStyle(i,f,s)

{
if(!document.getElementById) return;
obj=document.getElementById(i);

obj.style[f]=s;
}

•

</script>
<body>
<hl ID= “headl”>Dynamic Styles</hl>

<p ID=“Paragraph”> A user can change the font style of the text by simply clicking on the link of provided
font for example,
<a href=“javascript:ChangeStyle(‘Paragraph’, ‘fontFamily’, *cursive’);”> cursive </a>
<a href=“javascript:ChangeStyle(‘Paragraph’,‘fontFamily’,‘arial’);”> arial </a>

</p>

</body>
</html>
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Output
When the above document is executed it gives the below output,
X

Q Changing Styles

r 0 O
Apps

® file'7/ZC:/UsersZCG3/Desktop/dystyle.htmt

SIA|SE

||j

Login - SIA Publish?:

£

Unit-2 Final by Muc

£$ CS 551; Introductior:

G

characteristics and ::

Q

SIA f S£

G

Business foteitgenct:

»

Dynamic Styles
A user can change the font style of the text by simply clicking on the link of provided font for example, cnrsive anal

r-----

When a user clicks on the provided links say Cursive and Arial, it provides the following outputs respectively.

□ -Changing Styles

O
;?£

_A_ ’ **"

CD file///C:/Users/CG3/Desktop/dystyle.html
Login - SIA Publish^

SIA|S£

Apps

CI

Unit-2 Final by Muc

£§

CS 551: fntroductic:G

characteristics and r

SIA|S£

G

Business Intelligent

♦

»

Dynamic Styles
A user can change the font style of the text by simply clicking on the link of provided font for example, cursive arial

71

Q Changing Styles

0 CN CD file:///CyUsers/CG3/Desktop/dystyle.html
Apps

SiAjSE

|||

Login - SIA Publish??

CI

Unit-2 Final by Mud.

£g

CS 551: Introduction

G

characteristics andt”

SIA. |SE

G

Business Intelligent:

»

Dynamic Styles
A user can change the font style of the text by simply clicking on the link of provided font for example, cursive arial

Dynamic Changes to Graphics
In DHTML, dynamic changes to graphics involves changing of elements by its size and positions, or by applying
effects and animations etc. This can be done using DHTML technologies such as CSS, DOM and script etc.
Positioning is a CSS component that can help in placing an html element to some specified location in a html page.
This positioning is done either on browser window or in another page using keywords like absolute, relative and fixed.
Elements such as images, controls and text can be placed at the desired location by defining the ‘top’ and ‘left’ coordinates.

Positioning Using CSS
The positioning of an element can be done by setting certain CSS attributes. Some of these attributes may include
top, left, right, bottom, display etc.
Consider the below code to understand how to set the absolute position of a graphic with CSS.
Example

<html>
<head>
<title>Positioning Using CSS</title>
<style type=“text/css”>

#someSpan {positionabsolute; left:30px; top:50px}
</style>

</head>
<body>

<div id=“someDiv” style=“position:absolute; lelLOpx; top:0px”>

—...... . ....

..... -........ -......
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<span id=“someSpan”>
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</span>
</div>

</body>
</html>

Output
Q Position-c
O

CSS

"Q i ® file:///C;/Users/CG3/Desktop/dyscripl2,btrnl

f" . SLA|S£

Apps.

X

Login - SIA Publish^:

Unit-2 Final by Mad;

*■ I:

£§

CS 551: introduction

G
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Q18. Explain how style sheets can be placed on a page.

Answer :

Placement of Style Sheets
There are two methods in which style sheets can be placed on a page. They are,

1.

Maintaining the style sheet and page elements separately.

2.

Including the style sheet in-line with the page elements.

1.

Maintaining the Style Sheet and Page Elements Separately
In this method, the style sheet is kept separately from the elements of the page.

Example
<HTML>

<HEAD>
<TITLE>

</TITLE>

<STYLE type = “text/CSS”>

> style sheet

</STYLE>
</HEAD>

<BODY>
<DIV id = element>
<IMG SRC = “ D drive/images/0012.gif: WIDTH = 100 \

HEIGHT = 50 BORDER = 0>
</DIV>

>- element of page

</BODY>
</HTML>
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Including the Style Sheet in-line with the Page Elements

In this method, the style sheet is included inline with the page element. This will maintain the element details and
the details of its position together.

Example
element of page { <IMG SRC = “Ddrive/images/OO 12.gif: WIDTH = 100 HEIGHT = 50 BORDER = 0”;

Style sheet

{ style = “position: absolute; left = 50; top = 10; z-index: 2”>

However, this method does not allow other elements of the web page to reuse the style information again.

2.5 CREATING MULTIMEDIA EFFECTS WITH FILTERS AND TRANSITIONS
Q19. How do you create multimedia effect with filter and transitions?
OR
Explain about different types of filters and transitions in DHTML.

Answer:

Model Paper-I, Q10(b)

Filters and transitions play an important role in creating multimedia effects. They provide dynamic visual effects to
web pages without any time delay. This is because, they do not take time for processing on servers’s machine.

Filters
Filters are used to apply visual effects to some HTML objects and some other objects like button, div, img, marquee,
input, span, table etc. In HTML, filters are usually applied to text and graphics. Following are some of those filters,

Effect

Description

FlipH

Creates horizontal mirror image.

FlipV

Creates vertical mirror image.

Blur

Causes an object to be in a state of motion.

Wave

Generates a wave-like distortion to an object.

Chroma

Causes a color to appear/become transparent.

Glow

Adds a glowy effect round an object.

Grayscale

Turns an object to grayscale.

Invert

Creates inverse of an object.

Mask

Creates a transparent mask from the given non-transparent pixels.

Shadow

Creates a shadow behind the object.

Transitions
Transitions are filters that provide effects to the content of web page. They are responsible for visually changing
the control/moving a page from one state to another. They provide time-based effects thereby allowing the user to create
animation in images. Transitions provide a wide variety of style effects that enable the users to create slide shows in web
pages. Internet Explorer 4.0 supports two types of transitions. They are,
1.

Reveal transition filter

2.

Blend transition filter.
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Reveal Transition Filter
The reveal transition filter written as RevealTrans is applied to multiple visual objects together inorder to show/hide
them.

Syntax
STYLE = “filter:revealtrans(duration = duration, transition = transitionshape)

Here, duration is the value/time taken duration by the transition. It is exposed in “seconds.milliseconds”. For example.
4.3 is illustrated as 4 seconds, 300 milliseconds.

2.

Blend Transition Filter
The blend transition filter written as BlendTrans is applied to a visual object to fadein/fadeout for certain time limit.

Syntax
STYLE = “filter: blendtrans(duration = duration)”;
Here, duration is the value/time duration taken by the transition. It is also expressed in “seconds.milliseconds”.
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT
iw/hide

Multiple Choice Questions
1.

Which of the following is a features of DHTML?
(a) Real-time positioning

(b)

Data binding

(c) Dynamic fonts

(d)

All the above

(a) Server-side

(b)

Client-side

(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d)

None of the above

(a) Inline style sheets

(b)

External style sheets

(c) Embedded style sheets

(d)

All the above

(a) Common style sheets

(b)

Cascading style sheets

(c) Current style sheets

(d)

None of the above

[.ample,

2.

e limit.

ds”.

technology.

DHTML is a

3.

Which of the following is types of CSS?

4.

CSS stands for

__________ are used to apply visual effects to some HTML objects.

5.

(a) Errors

(b)

Colors

(c) Filters

(d)

Tags

(a) Inverse

(b)

Inverted

(c) Invert

(d)

Inversed

6.

[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

is used to create the inverse of an object.

•
7.

8.

9.

Which of the following transitions are supported by Internet Explorer 4.0.
(a) Reveal transition filter

(b)

Blend transition filter

(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d)

None of the above

__________ effect adds a glowy effect around an object.
(a) Glow

(b)

Glower

(c) Glowy

(d)

All the above

Which of the following is a CSS style rule?

(a) Predictor

(b)

Selector

(c) Initializer

(d)

None of the above

10.

are used to determine the style and layout of webpages.
(a) CSS

(b)

DOM

(c) IRM

(d)

All the above
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II.
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,

»'/ CfSi««C

yUH

Fill in the Blanks
'

""

»

1.

DHTML is a__________ technology.

2.

DHTML is a combination of__________ ,__________ ,_______

3.

In CSS, the configuration is rendered by_________ _ keywofd.

4.

__________ represents the elements to which the rule applies.

5.

Styles in HTML can be accessed by using__________ .

6.

__________ are the filters that provide effect to the content of a web page.

7.

__________ filter creates the shadow behind the object.

8.

Style class is an extension of__________ .

9.

DHTML stands for__________ .

10.

__________ effect creates the horizontal mirror image.
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: -.4

KEY
- • h’-'

I.

II.

.

Multiple Choice Questions
1.

(d)

2.

(b)'

3.

(d)

4.

(b)

5.

(c)

6.

(c)

7.

(c)

8.

(a)

9.

(b)

10.

(a)

Fill in the Blanks
1.

Client-side

2.

HTML, JavaScript, CSS, DOM

3.

Style

4.

Selector

5.

Object model

6.

Transitions

7.

Shadow

8.

Style sheets

9.

Dynamic Hypertext Markup Language

10.

FlipH.
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III. Very Short Questions and Answers
Q1.

What is DHTML?

Answer :

. sr’:'. •
'
The abbreviation of DHTML is Dynamic HyperText Markup Language or dynamic HTML. It is not a language like
HTML, but a combination of different technologies such as HTML, JavaScript and CSS. It is a client-side technology used
for developing dynamic web pages.
Q2.

What are the different methods in which style sheets can be placed on a page?

Answer :
The two different methods in which style sheets can be placed on a page given below,

❖

Maintaining the style sheet and page elements separately.

❖

Including the style sheet in-line with the page elements.

Q3.

What is the use of lend transition filter?

Answer :

Blend Transition Filter
The blend transition filter written as BlendTrans is applied to a visual object to fadein/fadeout for certain time limit.

Syntax
STYLE = “filter: blendtrans(duration = duration)”;
Q4.

What is style class?

Answer :
Style class is an extension of internal style sheets. Here, a class of CSS rules is defined in the <HEAD> region of
HTML document. Hence, this centralized class now can be used as and when required in the program.
Q5.

What are the different Filters provided by DHTML?

Answer :
DHTML provides a wide variety of filters. Some of them are as follows,
1.

FlipH

2.

FlipV

3.

Blur

4.

Wave

5.

Chroma

6.

Glow

7.

Grayscale

8.

Invert

9.

Mask

10.

Shadow.
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After learning this unit, a student will have thorough understanding about the following key concepts,

❖

Client side javascript and server side javascript.

❖

Various types of operators, expressions, conditional statements and iterative statements.

❖

Implementation of function.

❖

Different types of objects provided by javascript and their methods.

❖

Implementation of arrays and types of arrays.

❖

Document Object Model (DOM).

❖

Event Handling Techniques.

INTRODUCTION

(

)

JavaScript is a programming language with direct support to object oriented methodologies. It facilitates the
inclusion of certain executable data along with it. JavaScript can also maintain dynamic data which can interact

with the users, dynamically create HTML context and also controls the browser actions. It provides various

types of operators, conditional statements, iterative statements, arrays, objects etc.

JavaScript provides different types of objects such as math object, string object, date object, boolean and
number object and also some event handling techniques.

------------------ --------

----- ---------
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PART-A

,-------- —-—1

11

SHORT QUESTIONS WIT H SOLUTIONS
Q1.

What is JavaScript? What is its use?
jqmm.txfnson.asutavbontteb .3*?
Answer :

'aiol
Model Paper-Ill, Q3

JavaScript
Java script is a programming language will direct support to object oriented methodologies. It facilitates inclusion
of certain executable data along with it.

Uses of JavaScript
Java script is multi-functional i.e., it can be used at a client side scripting as well as server side.

(i)

(ii)

It is used to provide an easy way of accessing document objects as well as it can manipulate almost all of these
objects.

(iii)

It is used to provide altractive animations with a less download time for the multimedia data types.

(iv)

It supports event based programming.

Q2.

List the features of JavaScript.

Answer :
The features of JavaScript are as follows,

(i)

It is an object-based language that is confined to run within the web browser only.

(ii)

It is an interpreted language and requires no compilation.

(iii)

It can be directly embedded in to HTML files. The HTML files with embedded JavaScript commands can be
interpreted by any browser that is JavaScript enabled.

(iv)

It is a loosely typed language i.e. one data type can be automatically converted into other types without explicr
conversion.

(v)

It supports event-based programming.

(vi)

It is multi functional i.e., it can be used at a client side scripting as well as server side.

Q3.

What is the difference between HTML and java scripts?

Answer :

Java Script

HTML
1.

HTML is server-side mark up language.

1.

Java script is client-side scripting language.

2.

It is used to create static web pages.

2.

It can add interactivity to the HTML pages.

3.

It is compatible with all browsers.

3.

It’s functions are not always compatible with all
browsers.

4.

It defines how a page looks like.

4.

It is used to customize web page.

5.

It is not a programming code.

5.

It is a programming code.

6.

It uses pure markup language.

6.

It uses Java language along with markup language.

Q4.

Write the structure of java script program.

Answer :
Model Papers
The structure of javascript code begin with the tag “<script language = “type/javascript”>”. This tag validates
javascript and minimizes the occurrence of errors. If in case, the javascript is not supported by the browser in which
code is to be embedded, then certain lines can be included that helps in hiding the code. These lines are as follows,
<script language = “type/javascript”>
<!
document.write(“javascript structure!”)
/>
</script>
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Q5. What is a variable in java script? How to declare a variable?"
Answer :
till

Variable

o® nv; eMCHraii;

Tes*
A variable is a data item that stores the user defined values. It can be manipulated at any time. In JavaScript, the variables

are same as the other programming language variables. If a value is assigned to a variable then this is called assignment.

Declaring a Variable
Variables are declared as follows,
var a= 10;
var b = 20 + a;

var c = b * a;

Here, a and b are two variables.

Q6.

Define functions in javascripts.

Answer :
A function is a self contained block of code that performs specific and well defined tasks. It simplifies complex task
by dividing the program into modules.

A function definition is the complete description of a functionality of code. Actually a function definition tells what
a function does and how it performs. A function definition contains a function body (a block of statements) in addition to

function name, arguments list and return type.

Q7.

List and explain global functions provided by JavaScript.

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q8

JavaScript provides various functions whose scope is global. Some of them are as follows,

Global Function
eval

Description
This function is used to store the java script code as string and execute them dynamically.

It accepts string as argument which represents the javascript code to execute. When it is
called the interpreter will evaluate and execute the code.

isFinite

This function is used to check whether a number is finite.

isNaN

This function is used to check whether the value given is a number or not.

parseFloat

This function is used to convert the beginning part of the string to floating point value.

It returns NAN upon failure.
parselnt

This function is used to convert the beginning part of the string to integer value.

It returns NAN upon failure.

28. Write about ‘string’ object.
Answer :

Model Paper-ll, Q3

String function forms one of the important consequences in JavaScript. In general terms, strings refer to series of

iracters (alphabets, special characters, numerals, combination of them) enclosed under double quotes. Like math, even
Tings are treated as object which supports numerous methods.
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Q9.

Write a short note on Date Objects. -•> -

Answer :

Model Paper-1,

O!

Date forms one of the important specifications in almost every programming discipline. Hence, Java scripts has reser. e _
a separate date class in this aspect. The date class includes variety Of methods to access the date.
Globally date/time is recognized in two ways ke.VLTEC'ahd locaftwne. Universal time as the name suggests is a stands::
followed throughout the world. On the other hand, local time is the time of the system where the script is currently residing.

Date object can be invoked in the following way,
var currentdate = new date ();

On the execution, the date object simply captures the date of local system (in which it is executing) at that instant an:
returns the value (which is nothing but the time in milliseconds) to current date variable. The returned value is the time started
from 0 clock, January Is' 1970. The date constructor in the above declaration is empty (i.e., without any parameters). Differ
values can be obtained by passing parameters to this constructor......... ,
______________________________
Q10. What is an array in java script?

Answer :

An array contains a set of homogeneous items. But in javascript an array can contain heterogeneous items. Arrays here
are similar to structure variables. But they can be accessed randomly by making use of index and the array name. Thus, am s
in javascript are also called as associative arrays. This feature makes javascript arrays distinct than arrays of other language?
Q11. How can you manipulate an array?

Answer :

Model Paper-.

Arrays, in case of JavaScript refer to certain built-in objects which are created using a special key word “new” 7
elements of arrays can be manipulated by the base address associated with each array element.
1.

concat()

The concat() function is used to join two or more arrays and create new array.
2.

join()

The join() function joins the elements of an array into
delimeter.
3.

a single string and seperates each element with a gi

reverse()

The reverse() function reverse the elements of an array. It changes the elements of the original array.
4.

slice()

The slice() function returns the specific part of an array.
5.

sort()

The sort() function sorts the array elements in ascending order. By default, all the elements of the array are com
into strings and then comparison is made lexicographically (dictionary model).
Q12. List any two mathematical functions with syntax and examples.

Answer :
(i)

(ii)

Function

min()

Description :

Displays minimum of two numerical values entered into it.

Usage

document.writeln(min(2, 5)); //output 2

Function

:

Description :
Usage

:

sqrt()
It displays the square root of the value entered into it.

document. writeln(sqrt(4)); //output 2

Q13. Write a short note on DOM.

Answer :

Document object model or DOM is an interface using which given programs/scripts can dynamical?,
(arrange, format etc.) the contents of a given web document. Here, one has to remember that DOM remains a lane
and platform independent interface. Also the given web document can further be processed (if required) and the of which can be induced in it again.
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ESSAY QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS

INTRODUCTION, CLIENT SIDE JAVASCRIPT, SERVER SIDE JAVASCRIPT, CORE
FEATURES
~
:

Q14. Discuss in detail about javascript

stant and
le started
Different

rays here
is, arrays
ruages.

Answer :

Model Paper-ll, Q11(a)

Javascript
JavaScript is a programming language with direct support to object oriented methodologies. It facilitates inclusion
of certain executable data along with it. Hence it can be said that, with the usage of JavaScripts, a given web page will
no longer remains a store house of static data but it can also maintain dynamic data which can interact with the users,
dynamically create HTML context and also controls the browser actions.
Example

<html>
<head>

'aper-l, Q3

:w”. The

<title>JavaScript program </title>

</head>
<body>

<script language = “JAVASCR1PT”>

var n;
i a giver

n=parselnt(window.prompt(“enter the value”));

if(n%2 = = 0)
{

document.writeln(“<h2> It is an even number </h2>”);
}

else
onverter

{
document.writeln(“<h2> It is an odd number </h2>”);
}

</script>

</body>
<html>
Advantages of JavaScript

JavaScript is supported by most of the web browsers.

It provides an easy way of accessing document objects as well as it can manipulate almost all the objects.
It gives attractive animations with a less download time for the multimedia data types.

illy ahr
languid
he resjt

No special plug-ins are required to use JavaScripts.
Security is the biggest advantage of JavaScript. Because, JavaScript can’t read/write from the local hard drive of the
system.

——------—.....
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Disadvantages of JavaScript

1.

A page becomes useless if the script is not working., „. ,,

2.

Most of the web surfers disable their JavaScript support (in browsers) due to the problems associated with broken scripts.

3.

4.

Complex scripts take longer starting and running time.
°
B
°
iv.,<-brio !•••
- ;
Most of the JavaScripts depends on the manipulation of DOM’s elements. Different browsers gives different type of ac
cessing to objects.

5.

It does not support the standard set of objects.

,

Features of JavaScript

The features ofjavascript are given as follows,

(i)

It is an object-based language that is confined to run within the web browser only.

(ii)

It is an interpreted language and requires no compilation.

(iii)

It can be directly embedded in to HTML files. The HTML files with embedded JavaScript commands can be
interpreted by any browser that is JavaScript enabled.

(iv)

It is a loosely typed language i.e. one data type can be automatically converted into other types without explici:
conversion.

(v)

It supports event-based programming.

(vi)

It is multi functional i.e., it can be used at client side scripting as well as server side.

(vii)

It contains the syntaxes of control statements similar to the statements in ‘C’.

(viii) It is a case-sensitive programming language.

(ix)

It offers the concept of predefined objects.

Q15. List the components of javascript and explain in detail about client-side javascript and server-side
javascript.

Answer :
The basic components ofjavascript are as follows,

(i)

Core javascript

(ii)

Client-side javascript

(iii) Server-side javascirpt.
Server-side JavaScript

Client-side JavaScript
Figure: Components of JavaScript

(i)

Core JavaScript

Core javascript consists of different objects like Date, Array, Math. It also contains some core elements like open
statements and control structures. It is extended and used for different uses by using some additional object.
(ii)

Client-side Javascript

Client-side javascript performs execution of programs/scripts written by client on web browser. Client side sc
are written using JavaScript is embedded in HTML or XHTML documents. It (client-side script) mainly deals with
interface which enables user interaction on web. As soon as a client request for a page the document or page with coin
data along with the HTML tags is sent to the client.
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The steps for executing client side scripts is given below,

3tS.

(i)

A script is written using scripting languages like JavaScript on end user system.

(ii)

Upon, receiving a request the web server transfer the requested file on user computer.

1 iii)

Later this file is executed by web browser on end-user system.
■ ' ■ '
' , i Io nO'O,

ac-

Advantages of Client-side JavaScript

1 be

licit

1.

It creates interactive and dynamic web pages.

2.

It improves usability of web pages.

3.

It allows fast retrieval of data from web server.

4.

It allows remote access to client server program.

5.

It provides powerful scripting platform on web.

6.

It provides instant feedback to user.

Disadvantages of Client-side JavaScript

1.

It has limited functionality.

2.

It does not process complex task.

(iii)

Server-side JavaScript

Server-side javascript performs execution of program/script on webserver. Server-side scripts are usually written using
JSP. These languages are later embedded in HTML documents on servers file system. It (server-side script) deals with creation
?f interactive websites. A user can directly connect to the databases using server-side statements.
side

Steps for executing server-side script is given below,

A script is written using serve side language like ASP, JSP, PHP etc and is stored on server file system.
2.

Upon request, the webserver directly runs the script and generates a dynamic HTML page.

3

This page is later sent by web server on client browsers.

Advantages of Server-side JavaScript

It allows creation of web application.

2

It allows interaction with web server, database and data storage.
It supports operations like delete, update and querying on database.

3.2 DATA TYPES AND VARIABLES
316. Define data type. Explain various data types available in Javascript.

Answer:

Model Paper-1, Q11(b)(ii)

Data Type

The data type is used to indicate the type of data value stored in a variable. The data type of a variable is specified at
±e time of its declaration.
■ators.

Data Types of JavaScript

JavaScript data types can be classified into mainly four types. They are,

scripts
h user
nplete

1.

Boolean data type

2.

String data type

3.

Null data type

4.

Number data type.
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■

■
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Boolean Data Type

rraC '
i-; ’
This data type consists of two logical values,
’ <3

,

„
Example of boolean datatype is given below,

... I
Oil) !

(a)

True

(b)

false

Jo

svbI

i•

-

.'Jdriis / is: •

Var snowing = false // Here, var is a boolean data type where it displays the value false.
2.

String Data Type

I n this data type of JavaScript, information is written in double quotes.

Examples of string data type are given below,

3.

(i)

Var name = “Amjad” // Here, var is a String data type which displays Amjad.

(ii)

Var greeting = “Hello” // Here, var displays Hello.

Null Data Type

The user can use this data type when he/she feels does not want to initialize the value of a particular variable.

Examples of null datatype are given below,

4.

(i)

Var entp no = null; //Here, var is a null datatype initializes to null.

(ii)

Var age = null;

//Here, var is a null datatype initializes to null.

Number Data Type

This data type is just the opposite of String data type. The value is declared without double quotes.

Examples of the number data type are given below,

(i)

Var nl = 30;

//Here, var is a number datatype initializes ‘n,’ to ‘30’.

(ii)

Var qty = 65.75;

//Here, var is a number datatype initializes qty (i.e., quantity) to 65.75.

_____ (iii) Var sal = 15000;

//Here, var is a number datatype initializes sal (i.e., salary) to 15000._______________

Q17. Discuss about variables in java script and write the naming rules of variables and how they are created

Answer :

Model Paper-ll, Q11(bXi)

Variable

A variable is a data item that stores the user defined values. It can be manipulated at any time. In JavaScript, the
variables are same as the other programming language variables. If a value is given to ‘a’ variable then this is called as
signment.
Syntax

var variable = valuel, value2,... valuen;

Example
var a, b, c;

a=10

b = 20 + a
c=b* a
Here, a and b are two variables.

Names of Variables
A name given to a variable is called variable name. In JavaScript, there are some rules for naming variables,
1.

A variable name should begin either with an underscore (_ ) or a letter.

2.

Spaces can’t be used in variable names.

3.

Names in JavaScript are case-sensitive, meaning ‘a’ is different from ‘A’ and ‘aA’ is different from ‘AA’, etc.

4.

Unlike programming languages, reserved keywords in JavaScript can’t be used as variable names.
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Example

(ii)

It is a subtraction/minus operator that is used to
perform numerical subtraction.

Collegename, a, A, sum, _ sum.
Declaration of a Variable in Java Script

Example

A variable is created by preceding it with the keyword
‘var’ despite of any data will be stored in that variable.

Syntax

result = 5 -2;
(iii)

3.3 OPERATORS, EXPRESSIONsTaND
STATEMENTS

(iv)

Answer :

Example

Model Paper-I, 011(a)

Operator is a symbol that performs certain operations
like arithmetic operations, logical operations and so on.

result = 10/2;
(v)

Example

result = 5 % 2;

1.

Arithmetic operators

2.

Assignment operators

3.

Relational operators

4.

Logical operators

5.

Bitwise operators.

(vi)

lncrement(++) Operator

Example

Arithmetic operators are the mathematical operators
-.at are used to perform basic arithmetic operations. Various
arithmetic operators are as follows,
(i)

Addition

(+)

(ii)

Subtraction

(-)

Modulus

//result will be 1

It is an increment operator which increments the value
by 1. There are two types of increment operators
namely pre increment and post increment. The pre
increment operator returns the final result after
incrementing. The post increment operator returns
the value before incrementing the value.

Arithmetic Operators

(v)

//result will be 5

Modulus(%) Operator

It is a modulus operator which returns remainder as
the result.

The different type of operators that supported by
JavaScript are as follows,

(iv) Division

Division(/) Operator

It is a division operator which is used to perform
numerical division.

Q18. Explain different types of operators in javascript

(iii) Multiplication

//result will be 12

result = 6*2;

var x;

,the
d as-

Multiplication^) Operator

Example

Example

1(t>XT

//result will be 3.

It is a multiplication operator that is used to perform
numerical multiplication.

var variable name;

ited.

Subtraction(-) Operator

(a)

Post Increment

x = 2;

y = x + +; //y value will be 2
(b)

Pre Increment

x=2

(*)

y=++x

(/)
(vii)

(%)

(vi) Increment

(++)

(vii) Decrement

(—)•

Addition (+) Operator

It is a addition/plus operator which performs numeric
addition. It performs addition operation when used
on integers and it performs concatenation when used
on strings.

//y value will be 3

Decrement^ -) Operator

It is a decrement operator that decrements the value by
1. There are two types of decrement operators, namely
pre decrement and post decrement. The pre decrement
operator returns final result after decrementing the
value. The post decrement operator returns the initial
value before decrementing it.
Example
(a)

Post Decrement

x = 2;

Examples

y = x - -;

//result will be 10

(a)

var sum = 6 + 4;

(b)

var value = “Hello” + “World”;
//result will be Hello World

(b)

//y will be 2

Pre Decrement

x=2
y = --x;

//y will be 1
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2.

Assignment Operators

Assignment operators are used to assign values to
variables. The basic assignment operator is *=’ which assigns
the value at the right side to the operand at its left side. The
‘f ■ ' ‘
below tables shows various assignment operators.
Operator

Example

(i)

+=

x + = y (or) x = x + y

(ii)

-=

a - = b (or) a = a - b

(iii)

*=

a* = b (or) a = a * b

(iv)

/=

a / = b (or) a = a / b

(v)

%=

a % = b (or) a = a % b

(vi)

«=

a « = b (or)a = a « b

(vii)

»=

a » - b (or) a = a » b

(viii)

»> =

a »> = b (or) a = a »> b

(ix)

&=

a & = b (or) a = a & b

1=
A=

a | = n (or) a = a | b

(x)
(xi)
3.

a A = b (or) a = a A b

(iv)

(v)

instance of Operator

This operator will return true if the operand at k
side (which is an object) is an instance of the opera:
at right side (which is a class name). Otherwise,
returns false.
4.

Logical Operators

The operators which operate only on the boole;
values such as true or false are called as logical operatoVarious logical operators are &&, | | and !.

= = (equal) and ! = (not equal) Operator

5.

❖

>: It returns true if the operand at left side is
greater than the operand at right side.

y

x && y

true

true

true

true

false

true

false

false

true

false

false

true

false

true

true

false

false

false

false

true

x II y

Bitwise Operators

JavaScript provides several bitwise operators. T1
are as follows,
(i)

Bitwise AND

This operator returns 1 in all the bits positi:
the corresponding bits of both the operands ai
Otherwise, it returns 0.
(ii)

Bitwise OR

This operator returns 0 in all the bits if
corresponding bits of both the operands aOtherwise, it returns 1.

Comparison Operators (>, <, > =, <=)

These operators are used to compare numeric and
string operands. Some of the comparison operators
are as follows,

Ix

X

Figure: Logical Operators

= = = (identical) and! = = (not identical) Operator

❖

< =: It returns true if the operand at left side is
less than or equal to the operand at the righ:
side.

The below truth table depicts the logical operato.':

These operators are similar to that of equal to and
not equal to operators. But type conversion is not
performed, if the operands are not of same type.
(iii)

❖
•

This operator returns true if the operand at left side
is a property of the operand at right side. The lef
operand must be a string and right operand must bt
an object or an array else it returns false.

Relational Operators

The equal to (= =) operator is used to compare two
operands. It returns true if they are equal where as not
equal (! =) operator is used to compare the operands
for the opposite condition. It returns true if the two
operands are not equal. But they work differently
when used with different data types. The boolean,
numeric and string types are tested by value whereas
arrays, functions and objects are tested by reference.
If the operands differ in their type, they are converted
to same type.
(ii)

> =: It returns true if the operand at left side is
greater than or equal to the operand at the
right side.

in Operator

These operators are used to test the relationship
between two operands. They return a boolean value.
(i)

❖

(iii)

Bitwise XOR

This operator returns 0 in all the bits if
corresponding bits of both the operands are si
Otherwise, it returns 1.
(iv)

<: It returns true if the operand at left side is less
than the operand at right side.
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which it is applied.
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Left Shift («)
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This operator left shifts an operand for a specific bits by filling zero’s from right.
(vi)

Sign Propagating Right Shift (»)

i MrJpgurfoi:.

'

.. . .
*<*
|
jis,
I =>p -fp -jThis operator right shifts an operand for a specific bits by discarding the bits which are shifted ‘off’.
;

(vii)

Zero-fill Right Shift (»>)

'

-

i
&■
This operator right shifts an operand for a specific bits by discarding the bits which are shifted off and also by shifting
the zeros from left.
Q19. Define expression. List the various types of expressions in JavaScript.

Answer :
Expression

An expression consists of a single entity (such as a constant, a variable, an array element or a reference to a function)
or combination of such entities are joined together using one or more operators.
An expression can also represent logical condition, that is either true or false, which can be represented using integer
values like ‘ 1 ’ and ‘0’ respectively.

In general, there exist two types of variables one is expression that assigns a value to the given variable and expression
•.hat contains some value.

Types of Expressions
JavaScript supports the following types of expressions,

1.

Arithmetic expressions

2.

Logical expressions

3.

Conditional expressions

4.

String expressions.

«

*

Arithmetic Expression

An expression consisting of variables, numbers or function calls that are combined together bv arithmetic operators
is known as ‘Arithmetic Expression’.
Example

.

(a - b) * (a + b)/4. 1

Logical Expression

An expression combining two or more expressions is known as ‘logical expression’. It evaluates the expressions
into true or false.
Example

j

(x>y && a = = 1)
Conditional Expression

An expression used in evaluating the statements based on the provided conditions is known as “Conditional
Expression”.
Example

X = (2 > 1)? “Yes” : “No”.
t

String Expression

A string expression evaluates to a character string.
Example

“abc”, “xyz”.
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2.

❖

Assignment Operators

Assignment operators are used to assign values to
variables. The basic assignment operator is *=’ which assigns
the value at the right side to the operand at its left side. The
below tables shows various assignment operators.
Operator

Example

(i)

+=

x + = y (or) x = x + y

(ii)

-=

a - = b (or) a = a - b

(iii)

*=

a* = b (or) a = a * b

(iv)

/=

a / = b (or) a = a / b

(v)

%=

a % = b (or) a = a % b

(vi)

«=

a « = b (or)a = a « b

(vii)

»=

a » = b (or) a = a » b

(viii)

»> =

a »> = b (or) a = a »> b

(ix)

&=

a & = b (or) a = a & b

1=
A=

a | = n (or) a = a | b

(x)

(xi)

a A = b (or) a = a A b

❖
1 >"i

1

(iv)

> =: It returns true if the operand at left side
greater than or equal to the operand a: "
right side.
' ‘

1

-■■AH

< =: It returns true if the operand at left sid;
less than or equal to the operand at the ra
side.

in Operator

This operator returns true if the operand at left s ■
is a property of the operand at right side. The
operand must be a string and right operand must
an object or an array else it returns false.
(v)

instance of Operator

This operator will return true if the operand at ..
side (which is an object) is an instance of the opera
at right side (which is a class name). Otherw ise
returns false.
4.

Logical Operators

The operators which operate only on the book:
values such as true or false are called as logical opera: ?
Various logical operators are &&, 11 and !.
The below truth table depicts the logical operate

3.

Relational Operators

These operators are used to test the relationship
between two operands. They return a boolean value.
(i)

= = (equal) and ! = (not equal) Operator

The equal to (= =) operator is used to compare two
operands. It returns true if they are equal where as not
equal (! =) operator is used to compare the operands
for the opposite condition. It returns true if the two
operands are not equal. But they work differently
when used with different data types. The boolean,
numeric and string types are tested by value whereas
arrays, functions and objects are tested by reference.
If the operands differ in their type, they are converted
to same type.
(ii)

(iii)

5.

❖
❖

>: It returns true if the operand at left side is
greater than the operand at right side.

x&&y

true

true

true

true

false

true

false

false

true

false

false

true

false

true

true

false

false

false

false

true

x || y

Bitwise Operators

JavaScript provides several bitwise operators. Th
are as follows,
(i)

Bitwise AND

This operator returns 1 in all the bits position
the corresponding bits of both the operands ar;
Otherwise, it returns 0.
(ii)

Bitwise OR

This operator returns 0 in all the bits if J
corresponding bits of both the operands are
Otherwise, it returns 1.

Comparison Operators (>, <, > =, <=)

These operators are used to compare numeric and
string operands. Some of the comparison operators
are as follows,

y

Figure: Logical Operators

= = = (identical) and! = = (not identical) Operator

These operators are similar to that of equal to and
not equal to operators. But type conversion is not
performed, if the operands are not of same type.

lx

X

(iii)

Bitwise XOR

This operator returns 0 in all the bits if 1
corresponding bits of both the operands are simi
Otherwise, it returns 1.
(iv)

<: It returns true if the operand at left side is less
than the operand at right side.
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This operator will invert the bits of the operar:
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(v)

Left Shift («)

75

rnHt-37

This operator left shifts an operand for a specific bits by filling zero’s from right.
(vi)

(vii)

Sign Propagating Right Shift (»)

rtOIK

:Ut9‘j '
L .T I
ftgl
This operator right shifts an operand for a specific bits by discarding the bits which are shifted ‘off
.aio1

Zero-fill Right Shift (»>)

This operator right shifts an operand for a specific bits by discarding the bits which are shifted off and also by shifting
the zeros from left.
Q19. Define expression. List the various types of expressions in JavaScript.

Answer :
Expression

An expression consists of a single entity (such as a constant, a variable, an array element or a reference to a function)
or combination of such entities are joined together using one or more operators.

An expression can also represent logical condition, that is either true or false, which can be represented using integer
values like ‘ 1 ’ and ‘0’ respectively.

In general, there exist two types of variables one is expression that assigns a value to the given variable and expression
that contains some value.

Types of Expressions
JavaScript supports the following types of expressions,

1.

1.

Arithmetic expressions

2.

Logical expressions

3.

Conditional expressions

4.

String expressions.

«

*

Arithmetic Expression

An expression consisting of variables, numbers or function calls that are combined together by arithmetic operators
is known as ‘Arithmetic Expression’.
Example

.

(a - b) * (a + b)/4. .
2.

Logical Expression

.

*

*

•

An expression combining two or more expressions is known as ‘logical expression’. It evaluates the expressions
into true or false.
Example

,

(x>y &&a = = 1)
3

Conditional Expression

An expression used in evaluating the statements based on the provided conditions is known as “Conditional
Expression”.
Example

X = (2 > 1)? “Yes” : “No”.
*

«

String Expression

A string expression evaluates to a character string.
Example

“abc”, “xyz”.
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Q20. What is a statement? Explain the various types of statements in JavaScirpt.

Answer :
Statement

A statement in general is an instruction that causes an action to be performed when executed. Each statement is
ended by a semicolon. Multiple statements are separated by a semicolon. There are various conditional statements and
loop statements in JavaScript. They are as follows,
Types of Statements

Various statements of JavaScript are as follows,
(i)

Conditional Statements

1.

if

if is the most basic control statement which supports execution of certain statements after satisfying a condition
maintained by it.
Syntax

if (condition)

statement;
Example

var x—2;
if(x<0)
{

document.write(“value of x is a negative number”);

}
2.

if-else

‘if-else’ is an extension to ‘if’ control statement. The only difference between them is the ‘else’ statement carrying
certain block of statement(s) which get’s executed only if its superior ‘if’ condition becomes false.
Syntax

if (condition)

statement;
else

statement;
Example

var x—2;

if(x<0)
{

document.write(“value of x is a negative number”);
}

else

{
document.write(“value of x is a positive number”);
}
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Switch

*-fsoobsv ©HI nislcr

A ‘switch’ statement is a multi-way decision making statement.
Syntax

nt is
and

switch(expression)

'i' b;

'

{

!,1

•r'. ''.*?!.'

Ti e'. >

1’

■

case constant 1: statement-1;

break;
case constant2: statement-2;

break;
case constantn: statement-n;
break;

ltion

default: default-statement;

break;

Here, the expression is a valid expression and constant is the result of the expression. When the constant value is a
character, it has to be enclosed within single quotes.

The value of the expression is evaluated and it is compared with constant case values. When match is found, the
corresponding statement block associated with the case is executed.
Example

eying
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(ii)

Loop Statements

Loop is a process of executing action or series of actions defined in the blocks of code infinitely. It is necessary to terminate
the loop as soon as the required task is completed. Hence, a condition is used to control the loop before or after the execution of
every block of code. Various types of loops statements used in JavaScript are illustrated as follows,

1.

1.

for loop

2.

while loop

3.

do-while loop.

for Loop

A set of instructions can be executed repeatedly by using for loop. The general syntax of it is as follows,

Syntax
for([initial exp]; [condition]; [update exp])
{

statements;

}
The initial expression will only be executed once while entering the loop. The body of the loop will be executed if
and only if the condition is true. The ‘update exp’ will be executed at the end of the loop to update the variable. This
procedure will be continued until the condition satisfies.
Example

for(i = 0; i < 5; i + +)

document.writeln(i + ‘ ’);

This will produce the below output.

0
2.

12

3

4

while Loop

This loop is used to execute a set of statements until the condition remains true. The general syntax of it is as follow;

Syntax
while(condition)
{

Statements;
}
The condition will be executed at the beginning of the loop and in every iteration. The body of the loop will
executed only if the condition is true. If not, the control of execution goes to the end of while loop. The variat
will be updated at the end of the loop.
Example

i = 0;
while(i < 5)

{
document.writeln(i + ‘ ’);

i + +;
}
Output

01234
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do-while Loop

do-while loop is same as that of while loop but the condition for it is specified at the end of the loop. The general
syntax ofit is as follows.
............................

>f

Syntax

. telei<r:•',

i'i

do

{

Statements;

}
while(condition);
The body of the loop gets executed atleast once even if the specified condition is false.
Example

i = 0;
do
document.writeln(i + ‘ ’);
i + +;
}while(i > 5);
I if
his

Output

0

3.4 FUNCTIONS
Q21. How functions are used in javascripts?

OR

What are the functions in javascript? How to define a function, write the script code?

Answer :
Function

A function is a self contained block of code that performs specific and well defined tasks. It simplifies complex task
by dividing the program into modules. They are as follows,

(i)

Function Declaration
Function declaration declares a function that consists of a function type (or return type), function name parameter

■ or argument) list and a terminating semicolon. Function declaration is also called function prototype. A function must be
declared before it is invoked.

Syntax
Function functionname (parameters);

ill te
iabk

(ii)

Function Definition

A function definition is the complete description of a functionality of code. Actually a function definition tells what
a function does and how it performs. A function definition contains a fimction body (a block of statements) in addition to
function name, arguments list and return type.
Syntax

Function functionname(parameters)
{

statements;

}
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(iii)

Function Call

A function can be called with function name and a list of actual parameters are enclosed in parameters. When a

function call is encountered, the control is transferred to the respective function, it is executed and the return value is
returned to the function which called it.

Syntax
functionname(parameters);
Example

<HTML>

<HEAD>
<TITLE>Functions</TITLE>
<SCRIPT>
function hello()
{

document. write(“Hello”);
!

hello();

</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>

</HTML>
Output
||F~[j Functions

c

=

□ f i le: ///C: /Documents%20and%20Settings.AJser/Desktop/wt%20pr/2 .htm I

Hello

■

Q22. Discuss about various parameter passing techniques in javascript.

Answer :

Model Raper-Ill, Ql1(b

Parameters can be passed in two ways namely pass by value and pass by references. JavaScript supports only pi
by value method. The callee function passes a copy of original object to called function as argument. This object will
assigned as function argument. The original object is not effected when modifications are performed on formal obj
(passed as argument). This is because, the original object and formal objects are stored at different memory locations

Call_by_value.HTML
<HTML>
<HEAD>

<TITLE>Script to demonstrate the concept of call-by-value</TITLE>

</HEAD>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=“javascript”>
var i;
function A( )<!--Called function
{
var values=[2,4,6,8];
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<!—Declaration array consisting of 4 variables
document.writeln(“<Hl>The element at position 3 is:” +values[3]);

<!-Output of this statement will be 8
document. writeln(“<BR>”);
B(values[3]);<!~Calling function along with a parameter

document.writeln(“<Hl>The element at position 3 after being”);
document.writeln(“<Hl>passed as call by value is:” +values[3]);

<!—Output of this statement will be 8

}
function B(i)<!-Called function
{

document.writeln(“<Hl>The value of variable i is:” +i);
<!—Output of this statement will be 8

i=10;

document. writeln(“<BR>”);

document.writeln(“<Hl>Now the value of i is:” +i);
<!—Output of this statement will be lO.This change will last till
<!—the end of this function

}
A();<!—Called function

</SCRIPT>

<BODY>
</BODY>

</HTML>
Output
- C

Q) file/Z/CAlssrs/canfent/Desktop/exhtml

«| i

The element at position 3 is:8
The value of variable i is:8

Now the value of i is:10
The element at position 3 after being

passed as call by value is:8
In the above program at line number 13, a copy of value 8 (at array position 3) is usually transmitted as a parameter
to a function lB\ This value is stored in a variable i after being received by the function ‘B’ at line number 18. Now the
value of 7’ is changed to 10 (since 7’ is a variable). Changes made to the value of 7’ in function ‘B’ will last only till B
is active. Once the execution process return to function A, the variable C will retain its original value i.e., 8. Hence, this
concept is referred as “call by value” or “pass by value”.

------------ --
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Q23. Write about the scoping rules of variables.

Answer :
Scoping Rules in JavaScript
Generally, JavaScript supports outward scoping. This means that, the code present in a cur^y brackets can have access
to the code present outside if. But, the code outside curly brackets cannot have access to the code present inside the curly
brackets.
* Basically, scope rules are defined for variables and functions which specifies the portion of the program where a
variable or a function can be accessed.
Scope Rules for Variables

The scope rules for variables are of two types,

(i)

(i)

Local scope

(ii)

Global scope.

Local Scope

If the variable is declared inside a function definition then the variable is said to have a local scope. In this case, a
variable can be accessed only within the function itself.
Example

var x = “global”;
function printValue()

{
var x = “local”;
document. Write(x);
}
Output

Local
(ii)

Global Scope

If the variable is declared outside a function definition then the variable is said to have global scope. In this case,
the variable can be accessed any where in the program.
Example

,

var x = “global”;

function chkScope()
{
var y = “local”;
y = x;

document. Write(y);

}
document. Write(x);
Output

global

global.
JavaScript does not support the blocked scope. This is the scope wherein every set of braces will have their own

scope.
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3.5 OBJECTS
Q24. List various objects provided by JavaScript.
3»in.

Answer :

’.iii

.• ;bo; „

15 -i'/Gfl to-iWJ

If

The various types of objects in Java script are,

1

Math Object
Java script has introduced numerous mathematical functions in order to perform several mathematical calculations.
These mathematical functions or methods are entities of “Math” object. To utilize these functions into the script,
the following given syntax is used.

Syntax
Math.method name (numeric values);

2.

Date Object
Date forms one of the important specifications in almost every programming discipline. Hence, Java scripts has
reserved a separate date class in this aspect. The date class includes variety of methods to access the date.
Globally date/time is recognized in two ways i.e., Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) and local time. Universal
time as the name suggests is a standard followed throughout the world. On the other hand, local time is the time of
the system where the script is currently executed.

Date object can be invoked in the following way,

Syntax
var currentdate = new date ( );
On the execution, the date object simply captures the date of local system (in which it is executing) at that instant
and returns the value (which is nothing but the time in milliseconds) to current date variable. The returned value is
the time started from 0 clock, January 1st 1970. The date constructor in the above declaration is empty (i.e., without
any parameters). Different values can be obtained by passing parameters to this constructor.

3.

String Object
String function forms one of the important consequences in Java script. In general terms, strings refer to series of
characters (alphabets, special characters, numerals or, combination of them) enclosed under double quotes. Like
math, even strings are treated as object which supports numerous methods.

4.

Boolean Object
Boolean object is an object wrapper which consists of logical values true and false. The wrapper object is responsible
for defining methods and properties that help in manipulation of boolean values.
*
In JavaScript, if a boolean value is needed then it automatically creates a boolean object for storing the value.
The boolean objects can also be explicitly created with the help of following syntax.

Syntax
Var x = New Boolean (booleanValue);
Here, the argument boolean value specifies whether the value is true or false.

5.

Number Object
Number object is also an object wrapper which stores a numeric value. The programmers who are using JavaScript
can create number objects for storing numerals automatically. The number object can also be explicitly created with
the help of following syntax.

Syntax
var m = new number(numeric value);

Here, the argument numeric value specifies the number stored in it.
.r-
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Q25. Discuss in brief about string object.

Answer :
String Functions

String function forms one of the important consequences in JavaScript. In general terms, strings refer to series of
characters (alphabets, special characters, numerals, combination of them) enclosed under double quotes. Like math, even
strings are treated as object which supports numerous methods.

The following are frequently used string methods,
(i)

Function

toLowerCase()

:

It takes a string of all uppercase characters and convert them into their equivalent lowercase strings.
If the string contains few non-characters, then they remain unchanged.

Description :

Usage

var namel = “NADEEM”;

:

document.,writeln(namel.toLowerCase ()); //output: nadeem
(ii)

Function

toUpperCase()

:

It takes a string of all lowercase characters and converts them into their equivalent upper case string.
If the string contains few non-characters, then they remain unchanged.

Description :

var namel-‘nadeem”;

:

Usage

document.writeln(namel.toUpperCase()); //output: NADEEM

(iii)

(iv)

Function

contact()

Description :

It simply combines or concatenates two strings var namel = “Mohd”;

Usage

:

document.writeln(namel.concat(“Nadeem”));

Function

:

charAt()

//output: MohdNadeem

Description :

It returns a character whose index value is supplied as an argument to the above method.

Usage

var namel=“Nadeem”;

:

document.writeln(namel.charAt(3)); //output: e

Note : If there is no character available at the specified location, then an empty string is returned.
Also, the count of characters begins with zero.

(v)

Function

charCodeAt()

:

Description :

Usage

It returns the Unicode equivalent of the character whose index value is supplied as an argument to
the above method.
: var namel =“Calcutta”;
document.writeln(namel.charCodeAt(7)); //output: 97

(vi)

Function

:

Description :
Usage

fromCharCode()

It takes a list of Unicode values as parameters and returns their equivalent characters.
:

document.writeln(String.fromCharCode(97)); //output: a
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Above List of String Methods are Termed under Character Processing Methods

(i)

Function

substr()

Description :

It takes two arguments “index” and “length” respectively. The index argument specifies the initiating
character and the length argument specifies the length of characters to be displayed.

Usage

var namel = “Nadeem”;

document.writeln(name 1 .substr( 1,2));
(ii)

//output: ad

Function

substring()

Description :

It takes two arguments “index” and “end” respectively. Here, index argument specifies the initiating
character and the end specifies the last character to be displayed.

:

Usage

var namel = “Nadeem”;

document.writln(namel.substraing(l, 4)); //output: adee
(iii)

Function

slice()

Description :

It takes two arguments “index” and “end” respectively. The index argument specify the initiating
character and the end specifies the last character to be displayed.

:

Usage

var namel= “Nadeem”;
document.writeln(namel.slice(l, 2));

(iv)

//output: ad

Function

var splitf )

Description :

It takes an argument of a character and splits the source string into substrings with respect to the
character supplied.

:

Usage

var namel= “Nadeem”

document. writeln(namel.split(‘e’)); //output: Nad,, m
Above List of Methods are Termed under the Category of Substring Abstraction Methods

(i)

Function

indexOf()

Description :

It usually takes character(s) as argument and returns the numeric value, which is nothing but the
position of that character(s) in the given string.

:

Usage

var namel= “Nadeem”

document.writeln(namel.indexOf(‘e’));
(ii)

//output: 3

Function

lastIndexOf()

Description :

It again takes character(s) as an argument and returns the numeric value, which is nothing but the
position of that character (s) in the given string. The difference between lastIndexOf() and index Off ) is
that the prior start searching string (for the given character(s)) from the end of the string and post
from the beginning. But both of the methods returns numeric values starting from the beginning
of the string.

Usage

var namel= “Nadeem”

document.writeln(namel.lastIndexOf(‘e’)); //output: 4.

-
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Q26. Discuss about the boolean and number objects.

'

. .■ ."il!

Answer:

Model Paper-Ill, Q11(b)(i)

Boolean Object

Boolean object is an object wrapper which consists of logical values true and false. The wrapper object is responsible for
defining methods and properties that help in manipulation of boolean values.

In JavaScript, if a boolean value is needed then it automatically creates a boolean object for storing the value.

The boolean objects can also be explicitly created with the help of following syntax.

Var x = New Boolean (booleanValue);
Here, the argument boolean value specifies whether the value is true or false.
When the boolean value is ‘0’ or null, empty string, false or if no argument is specified then the boolean object will be
‘false’. Else, the boolean object will be ‘true’. The following are the frequently used boolean objects method.
(i)

Function: toString()
Description: If the boolean value is true then it returns string ‘true’. Otherwise, it returns string ‘false’.
Usage: Var a = new boolean(false);

document.writeln(a.toString());
Output: False

(ii)

Function: valueOf()
Description: If the boolean value is true then it returns value ‘true’. Otherwise it returns value ‘false’.
Usage: var a = new Boolean(false);

document.writeln(a.valueOf());
Output: False
Number Object

Number object is also an object wrapper which stores a numeric value. The programmers who are using JavaScript can
create number objects for storing numerals automatically. The number object can also be explicitly created with the help of
following syntax.

var m = new number(numeric value);

Here, the argument numeric value specifies the number stored in it.
The following are the methods and properties of number object.
(i)

Function: toString(radix)

Description: It returns a number in its string representation. The radix argument is optional. For instance, the radix which

can have a number 2 represents the number in its binary representation ranges from 2 to 36.
Usage: Var m = new Number(lO);

document. writeln(m.toString( 16));
Output: A(hexadecimal of numeral ‘10’).
(ii)

Function: valueOf()

Description: It returns the numeral.

Usage: Var m = new Number(lO);

document.writeln(m.valueOf());
Output: 10
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Function: Number.Max VALUE

Description: It returns the largest possible value which can be stored.
Usage: var m = Number.Max_VALUE;

document.writeln(“The largest value is “+m”);
Output: 1.7976931348623157e+308.
(iv)

Function: Number MWVALUE

Description: It returns the smallest possible value which can be stored.

Usage: var m = Number.MINVALUE;
document.writeln(“The smallest value is” +m);
Output: 5e-324
(v)

Function: NaN

Description: It returns a non-number value. Inorder to know whether a number is NaN, it make use of is NaN() function.

If the value is NaN, it returns true else false.
Usage: Var m = Hello;

document.writeln(m.isNaN());
Output: true.
(vi)

Function: Number.NEGATIVEINFINITY

Description: It returned on overflow and denotes negative infinity.

Usage: var m = Number.NEGATIVEJNFINITY;

document.writeln(m);
Output: -Infinity
(vii)

Function: Number.POSITIVE INFINITY
Description: It returned on overflow and denotes positive infinity.
Usage: var m = Number.POSITIVE_INFINITY;

document, writeln(m);
Output: Infinity.

3.6 ARRAY
Q27. What is an array? Explain how to create array and how to add and access elements in array.

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q11(a)

Array

An array contains a set of homogeneous items. But, in javascript an array contains heterogeneous items. Arrays
are similar to structure variables and they can be accessed randomly by making use of index and the array name. Thus,
arrays in javascript are also called as associative arrays. This feature makes javascript arrays distinct than arrays of other
languages.
Creating and Accessing the Array Elements

An array can be declared as follows,
var arr;

Elements can be allocated to this array by using the below statement,
arr = new Array(lO);

An array is not initialized while it is allocated.

------
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Arrays in javascript are considered as objects. They can also be created by making use of constructors. Constructors
in javascript are of three types. They are as follows,
❖

Array();

❖

Array(number of elements);

❖

Array(List of elements separated by commas);

In the above statements, the first constructor will not accept any arguments. It creates an empty array. Elements can
be added later to it when required. Consider the below statement,
var an = new Array( );

It creates an array with length zero. Consider the below statement,

arr[3] = 5;

//length 4

It adds an element at the location arr[3]. In addition to this, it also creates arr[0], arr[ 1] and arr[2]. But the values
of them are not defined but they can be assigned later on. If the value that is assigned is greater than or equal to the length
of the array, then the size of the array can be increased as per the requirement. This method is useful when the number of
elements are not known while array declaration.

Values to the array elements are assigned by writing them in square brackets by separating them with commas (,).
Syntax

var arr = [elementO, elementl,...., elementn];
Example

var flowers = [“Rose”, “Lilly”, “Sunflower”];

var arr = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5];

An array index starts with 0. The elements of an array are accessed using the index.
Program

//Simple program using arrays in JavaScript.

<html>

<head>
<title>Program using Javascript Array </title>

</head>

<body>

<script language = “javaScript”>
var arr = [ ];
var books = [‘B.tech’, ‘B.Sc’, ‘Diploma’];

alert(books[l]);
</script>

</body>
</html>
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Output
jpT

Program us^pgTdVascnpt'Ar X1

X

file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/User/Desktop/wt%20pr/6.htmi
This page says:

Prevent this page from creating additional dialogues.

Q28. Explain how creating, adding, accessing, searching and removing array elements is done in java scripts.
Answer :

Creating, Adding and Accessing the Array Elements
For answer refer Unit-111, Page No. 87, Q.No. 27, Topic: Creating and Accessing the Array Elements.

Searching Array Elements
Searching is a process of finding the correct location of an element from array of elements. In an array, elements are
stored in consecutive memory locations. Searching is done by comparing a particular element with the remaining elements
until the exact match is found. If the element is found, the search process is said to be successful or else the search process
is terminated unsuccessfully. The time complexity of searching technique depends on number of comparisons made to find
the exact match.

Removing Array Elements
Javascript does not provide any built in function for removing the array elements. The user need to follow a specific
procedure to do this. The procedure for removing the elements from the array is given as follows,

(i)

Read every element of the array

(ii)

If the element read is the element to be removed, then go to step 3

(iii)

If the element read is not the element to be removed then copy it to a temporary storage

(iv)

Increment the counter variable by 1

(v)

Repeat the above steps.

Q29. List out various object based array functions.

Answer :
Array objects in javascript can work effectively with the following five predefined methods.
(i)

Function

push()

Description :

It is the method to insert data into an array. Once the data is pushed, array size gets increased.

Usage

:

var students = new Array(“Ravi”, “Mohan”, “Jai”);

students.push(“Seeta”);
document.writeln(students+ “<BR>”+ students.length);

(ii)

Output

Ravi, Mohan, Jai, Seeta 4

Function

pop()

Description

It causes an element to be removed or poped out of an array,

Usage

var students = new Array(“Ravi”, “Mohan”, “Jai”);

document, writeln(students);

students.pop();
document. writeln(students + “<BR>” +students.length);
Output

:

Ravi, Mohan, Jai
Ravi, Mohan 2
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(iii)

Function

sort()

Description :

It sorts or arranges the elements of a given array in ascending order of magnitude. It works effectively
even if the data in the array consists of strings.

:

Usage

var students = new Array(“Ravi”, “Mohan”, “Jai”);

document.writeln(students + “<BR>”);

students.sort();

document,writeln(students);
Ravi, Mohan, Jai

Output

Jai, Mohan, Ravi
(iv)

Function

reverse()

Description :

It reverses the elements of an Array.

Usage

var students = new Array(“Ravi”, “Mohan”, “Jai”);

document.writeln(students+ “<BR>”);
students.reverse();

document, writeln(students);
Output

Ravi, Mohan, Jai
Jai, Mohan, Ravi

(v)

Function

join()

Description :

It causes all the elements of a given array to be joined together, along with a separation between
the elements.

Usage

:

var students = new Array(“Ravi”, “Mohan”, “Jai”);

document.writeln(students + “<BR>” + students.join(“\”);
Output

Ravi\Mohan\Jai

Miscellaneous.HTML
<HTML>
<HEAD>

<TITLE>Miscellaneous usage of Arrays</TITLE>

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=”javascript”>
var elements=new Array(5);

elements [0]=6;

elements[l]=99.1;
elements[2]=“SIA”;
elements[3]=‘S’;

document. writeln(“<H 1 >”+elements. length+“<BR>”+elements);
elements[30]=“Publishers”;

document.writeln(“<Hl>”+elements.length+“<BR>”+elements);

</SCRIPT>
</HEAD>
<B0DY>

</BODY>
</HTML>
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Output
Pj Miscellaneous usage of

X
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O 0 O file;Z//CA^S€rs/CG3/Oesktoj>/Mfec€fbn€ous.html
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Login - SIA Publish*-

Unit-2 Final by Mu:

£§

CS 551: Jnfroductic

G

characteristics and

SIA} S£

G

Business Intelligent

S2S

:

».

5
6,99.1,SIA, S,
31
6,99.1,SIA,S„„„„„„„„„„„,„„Publishers
3.7 DATE AND MATH RELATED OBJECTS
Q30. What is the use of date object? Discuss the different methods of date objects.

Answer :
Date Object
Date forms are one of the important specifications in almost every programming discipline. Hence, JavaScripts has
reserved a separate class in this aspect. This date class includes variety of methods to access the date.

Globally date/time is recognized in two ways i.e., UTC(Universal Coordinated Time or Greenwich Mean Time)
and local time. Universal time as the name suggests is a standard followed through out the world. On the other hand, local
time is the time of the system where the script is currently residing.

Syntax
Date object can be invoked in the following way,
var currentdate = new date();

On execution, the date object simply captures the date of the local system (in which it is executing) at that instant
and returns the value (which is nothing but the time in milliseconds) to currentdate variable. The returned value is the time
started from zero 0 clock, Jan 1st 1970.

The date() constructor in above declaration is empty (i.e., without any parameters). Different values can be obtained
by passing parameters to this constructor. A few examples in this aspect are as follows,
❖

var Currentdate = new Date(“month dd, yyyy”);

It returns a snapshot of system’s month, date and year values of that particular instant.
❖

var Currentdate = new Date(“month dd, yyyy hh:mm:ss”);

The above statement not only returns system’s month, date and year values but also appends hours, minutes and
seconds value of that particular instant to them.
❖

var Currentdate = new Date(yy, mm, dd);

It returns the current year, month and date values of the system.
❖

var Currentdate = new Date (yy, mm, dd, hh, mm, ss);

It turns current year, month, date, hour, minutes and seconds values of the system.
❖

var Currentdate = new Date(GMT milliseconds from 1/1/1970);

It returns the Greenwich Mean Time value.
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Apart from these, the following methods are supported by date object.
getFullyear()

getTime( )

setSeconds(secs[, ms]);

getHours()

getSeconds()

setMonth(month[,day]);

getMilliseconds()

setDate(l.....31)

setTime(time);

getDate()

setFullyear(year[, month, day]);

toString()

getDay()

setMilliseconds(ms);

toGMTString( )

getMonth()

setMinutes(min[,secs,ms]);

toLocalString()

getMinutes()
Q31. Discuss in detail about the Math object.
Answer :

Model Paper-ll, Q11(b)(ii)

Mathematical Functions
Javascript has introduced numerous mathematical functions in order to perform several mathematical calculations.
These mathematical functions or methods are entities of “Math” object. To utilize these functions into the script, the
following syntax is used,
Math.method (numeric values);

The following are the frequently used mathematical methods.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

Function

min( )

Description

Displays minimum of two numerical values entered into it.

Usage

document.writeln(min(2, 5));

Function

max( )

Description

Displays maximum of two numerical values entered into it

Usage

document.writeln(max(2, 5));

Function

document.writeln(abs())

Description

Displays the absolute value of the numeric entity entered into it.

Usage

document.writeln(abs(5)); //output 5

Function

ceil( )

Description

It displays the rounded value of the integer entered into it. The values displayed as output always
remains greater than the value supplied,

Usage

document.writeln(ceil(5.2));

Function

pow()

Description

When two numerals nl, n2 are supplied to it, then n 1 forms the power of n2 and the result displayed
as an output.

Usage

document.writeln(pow(2, 3));

Function

round()

Description

It rounds the value entered to its nearest integer.

Usage

document.writeln(round(5.5));

//output 2

//output 5

//output 6

//output 9
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(vii)

Function

sqrt()

Description

It displays the square root of the value entered into it.

Usage

document.writeln(sqrt(4)); //output 2

(viii) Function

(ix)

(x)

(xi)

(xii)

93

sjn()

Description

It displays trigonometric sine value for the numeric value passed to it.

Usage

document.writeln(sin(90)); //output 1

Function

cos()

Description

It displays trigonometric cosine value for the numeric value passed to it.

Usage

document.writeln(cos(0)); //output 1

Function

tan()

Description

It displays trigonometric tangent values for the numeric value passed to it.

Usage

document. writeln(tan(45)); //output 1

Function

exp()

Description

It displays exponential(i.e., enumeric) value of the numeric value passed to it.

Usage

document.writeln(exp(2)); //output 7.38906

Function

floor()

Description

It usually rounds the numeric(supplied to it) to the largest integer.

Usage

document.writeln(floor(5.2));

(xiii) Function

,

//output 5.0

log()

Description

It displays logarithmic(loge) equivalent value for the numeric value supplied.

Usage

document. writeln(log(2.718282));

//output 1.0

Apart from the above mentioned methods, Javascript also privileges programmers to include certain “numeric
constants” which are widely used in performing several mathematical calculations. The following list corresponds to these
functions.

Math.SQRT_2

(Square root of 2)

Math.SQRTl_2

(Square root of 0.5 or ’A)

Math.PI

(It’s value is 3.14159)

Math.LNIO

(Logarithm of 10)

Math.LN2

(Logarithm of 2)

Math.E

(It’s value is equal to 2.718).

3.8 DOCUMENT OBJECT MODEL
Q32. What is document object model? Explain in detail about it.

Answer :

Model Paper-1, Q11(b)(i)

Document Object Model (DOM)
Document object model or DOM is an interface using which given programs/scripts can dynamically alter (arrange,
format etc.) the contents of a given web document. Here, one has to remember that, DOM remains a language and platform
independent interface. Also, the given web document can further be processed (if required) and the result of which can be
induced in it again.
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Importance of DOM
,’o'
KBiab
To gain the importance of DOM, let us concentrate on few essential concepts of “HTML”. We know that
DHTML=HTML (all the tags and features) + Scripts + Animation logics. But few cooperative organizations of W3C
submitted certain proposals of making the object model of HTML to be visible to it’s operating scripts. In this aspect
the developers of W3C worked hard to design a solution (not inventing new tags or features) which certainly promote
intraoperatively and remain scripting language neutral i.e., DOM.

DOM Levels
W3C has supplied certain specifications related to DOM which are claimed under various levels (0, 1, 2, 3 etc.).
Here one has to remember that, if a given application claims any of the levels, then, it has to satisfy all the essentials of
that level as well as the essentials of all the levels preceding it (the current level). A few essentials corresponding to each
of these levels are listed below.
Essential Conditions at Level 0

This level claimed all the specification which existed even prior to DOM’s maturity. Example specification can be
DHTML object model.
Essential Conditions at Level 1

❖

Elements corresponding to HTML

❖

Content alterations

❖

Navigation of DOM document.

Essential Conditions at Level 2

❖

Support to events

❖

Support to views

❖

XML namespace.

Essential Conditions at Level 3

❖

Core

❖

Load and save, views and formatting

❖

Xpath

❖

Requirements and validations.

DOM refers to a platform or an interface using which it turns out to be easier to manipulate the contents of a given
web page. DOM also includes provisions, for representing data or page elements by following object oriented trend along
with methods capable of retrieving/setting significant properties of these elements. The other features of DOM is that, it
can even effectively deal with events, hence responding to various user as well as browser specific interactions.
It has to be noted that, the DOM coding to a certain extent depends on the following,
❖

Standards for Java Script and

❖

HTML and CSS.

The reason for being dependent on Java script is that, DOM can be taken as an API for client side scripting and
further on HTML and CSS because, the tags and attributes supported by DOM coding remains analogous to the tags and
attributes of these standards.
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Document Object Model(DOM) standardized by World Wide Web consortium (W3C) defines how a web page
is dynamically changed using a scripting language. It can modify the properties of CSS and also the attribute set of any
element. Following are some of the capabilities of DOM,
1.

It can modify the properties (i.e., font style and text style) of an element present on the screen.

2.

It can show/hide the element present on the screen.

3.

It can modify the position of elements.

4.

It can modify the content of a web after its been loaded.

5.

It can animate the elements present on the screen.

6.

It allows visitors of the web page to move the objects anywhere on the screen.

4

Hierarchy of DOM

The hierarchy of DOM depicts windows objects at the highest level followed by other objects in the web page. It
shows the organization of the path beginning from the windows object till the last level object. It also shows the way in
which objects are called on the web page. In addition to this, it allows the users in finding the location of elements on the
web page. This helps the users in sending the messages easily at the appropriate location of the object. The following figure
shown the hierarchy of DOM.

Figure: Hierarchy of DOM

This is a hierarchy of windows object. It enables a user to easily navigate through all the components of a window.
Here, document forms the most important components below the top level. It constitutes subcomponents like form, image
and area. Again in the next level form constitutes the major component with Text, Text are, Check Box, Radio Button and
Button with its subcomponents in the last level.

~

3.9 EVENT HANDLING

Q33. Explain the event handling mechanism in JavaScript.

Answer :
For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 52, Q.No, 15.

--------
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT
I.

Multiple Choice Questions
1i

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

The structure of a javascript code begins with the tag____

[

(a) “<scripting javascript>”

(b)

“<script type = “language/javascript”>”

(c) “<script language = “type/javascript”>”

(d)

“<script “Code = javascript”>”

Which of the following is a Global function in javascirpt?

[

(a)

eval

(b) isFinite

(c)

parseFloat

(d) All the above

__________ is a programming language with direct support to the object oriented methodologies.
(a)

JavaScript

(b) Java

(c)

C++

(d) None of the above

Which of hte following item can not be used as a variable name in javascript?
(a)

collegename

(b) a

(c)

#

(d) None of the above

]

]

[

[

]

]

Which of the following is a classification of data types in javascript.?
(a) Boolean data type

(b)

Null data type

(c) Number data type

(d)

All the above

__________ function is used to convert the all lowercase letters to the equivalent upper case letters/characters.

(a) toUpper()

(b)

toUpperCase()

(c) Upper()

(d)

None of the above

Which of the following is an object based array function?
(a)

push()

(b) reverse()

(c)

pop()

(d) All the above

Which of the following is an object provided by javascript?
(a)

Math object

(b) Date object

(c)

Both (a)and (b)

(d) None of the above

Which of the following method is used to manipulate an array?
(a)

reverse()

(b) slice()

(c)

sort()

(d) All the above

__________ function is used to display the minimum of two number given to it.
(a)

Min()

(c)

Both (a)and (b)

(b) Minimum()
(d)
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Fill in the Blanks
1.

The expression combining two or more expressions is known as

2.

JavaScript is

3.

Arrays in javascript are also called as__________.

4.

__________ is a data item that stores the user defined values.

5.

__________ is used to indicate the type of data value stored in a variable.

6.

Boolean data type consists of__________ values.

7.

__________ function is used to combine two strings.

8.

__________ is a self contained block of code that performs specific and well defined tasks.

9.

__________ function displays the rounded value of the integer.

10.

Global scope is also known as__________ .

■

expression.

_____ side scripting language.

I

I.

II.

Multiple Choice Questions
1-

(c)

2.

(d)

3.

(a)

6.

(b)

7.

(d)

8.

(c)

4.

. 9.

(c)

5.

(d)

(d)

10.

(a)

Fill in the Blanks
1.

Logical

2.

Client

3.

Associative arrays

4.

Variable

5.

Datatype

6.

Logical

7.

concat()

8.

Function

9.

ceil()

10.

Function scope
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III.

Very Short Questions and Answers

Q1.

What is javascript?

Answer :
Java script is a programming language with direct support to object oriented methodologies. It facilitates inclusion
of certain executable data along with it.
Q2.

What are the uses of javascript?

Answer :
The uses of javascript are as follows,

(i)

Java script is multi-functional i.e., it can be used at a client side scripting as well as server side.

(ii)

It is used to provide an easy way of accessing document objects as well as it can manipulate almost all of these
objects.

Q3.

What is the use of datatype in javascript?

Answer :
The data type is used to indicate the type of data value stored in a variable. The data type of a variable is specified at
the time of its declaration.
Q4.

When do the user use null data type?

Answer :
The user can use the null data type when user does not want to initialize the value of a particular variable.
Q5.

Define variables in JavaScirpt.

Answer :
A variable is a data item that stores the user defined values. It can be manipulated at any time. In JavaScript, the variables
are same as the other programming language variables.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After learning this unit, a student will have a thorough understanding about the following key concepts,
❖

About events, event handlers and various types of events

❖

About keyboard events such as onKeyPress, onKeyUp etc.

❖

About mouse events such as onClick, onDblClick, onDragDrop, onMouseMove, onMouseOut,
onMouseOver etc.

❖

About other event’s such as onReset, onResize, onLoad, onUnload, onSubmit, onSelect etc.

(

J

INTRODUCTION

Responses made by the browser on an account of user’s interactions are often referred to as events. Once

the event is generated there is often requirement of code to process these events. Such code is known as
event handler. In general event handlers are of two types namely Interactive and Noninteractive event
handlers. The event handlers which solely relies on the user's activity for them to be invoked are interactive

event handlers such as onClick, onBlur etc. The event handler which do not rely on user’s for them to be

invoked are Noninteractive event handlers such as onLoad etc.

...... ............. . .....................
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SHORT QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS
01.

What is an event? Give an example.

Answer :

/pt/t j-fnro'i'
s-. r f. sdJ

Event
spouses made by the browser on account of user’s interactions are often referred to as events.
Exs nple '

• aying audio clip as soon as the page is loaded, generation of informative text as the mouse pointer is moved through
region of the web page, submission of user entered data to the server upon clicking the submit button etc., forms
ibserved events.

a ce
nor

, out various' event handlers.

Q2

An. »wer

Model Paper-I, Q4

:

Eve' a Wendlers
;-!t. Te event is generated, there is often requirement of code to process these events. Such code is known as event
handier In general, event handlers are of two types.
' ’active Event Handlers

1.

e . ent handlers which solely relies on the user’s activity for them to be invoked are interactive event handler.

Example: onClick, onBlur etc.
2.

uon-lnteractive Event Handlers

I he event handlers which do not rely on the user’s for them to be invoked are non-interactive event handlers.
Example: onPageLoad etc.

-rite about onClick and onDragDrop event handlers.

Q3

:

Ant

on( P,
or f;
rad;

! .’.men or mouse is clicked, onClick event handler calls the javaScript function. The specific JavaScript code
■ is being executed on the occurrence of the click event. It returns a false value if used with check boxes, links,
< ;s submit buttons so that the normal action that is associated with it will be cancelled.

Input type = ‘button” onClick = “javascript” value = “subnlit”>

onDragDrop
W hen the user drags the mouse and drops the onDragDrop event occurs. This event is handled by onDragDrop evenhandle;, This event mostly occurs when a object like a file or shortcut is dragged and dropped into the window. This even
handle! . ill make use of object properties such as data, type, target, screen x, screen y and modifiers.
Input type = “text” onDragDrop - “handlerText” value = “ ”>

Q4

An.

____________________ .

_______________

' is onKoyPress and onKeyUp event handlers?
Model Paper-ll,

Wr J S

onKeyPress
The onKeyPress event occurs when the user presses the key or holds down the key on key board. This event i
handled by onKeyPress event handler.

<Input type = “text” onkeyPress = “handlerText” value = “ ”>
onKeyUp

onKeyUp event occurs when the user releases the key that is pressed by him on a document, image, link etc.'
event is handled by the onKeyUp event handler.
nput type = “text” onKeyUp = “handlerText” value = “ ”>
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Illustrate the differences between onMouseMove and onMouseOver event handler.

Answer :

:

onMouseMove
onMouseMove event occurs when the pointer moves when it is on an element. This event is handled by onMouseMove
event handler. The browser will be checking the mouse position constantly. If any changed in mouse positive a observed
then the onMouseMove event is triggered.
<Input type = “text” onMouseMove = “HandlerText” value = “ ”>

onMouseOver
onMouseOver event will occur when the mouse pointer is moved over an element. This event is handled by the
onMouseOver event handler. The programmer can code this event and even add an alert when mouse pointer is moved
onto any element.

<Input type = “text” onMouseOver = “HandlerText” value = “ ”>
Q6.

Write about onMove and OnReset event handlers.

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q4

onMove
onMove event occurs when a positionable element is moved. This event is handled by the onMove event handler.
If a div element is created for example in the form of absolutely positioned moveable element then user can track the
movement by responding to the onMove event. The other properties like offsetLeft and offsetTop are used in this event
handler so that the exact location of element can be determined while it moves.

<input type = “text” onMove = “HandlerText” value = “ ”>

onReset
onReset event occurs when a form is reset. This event is handled by the onReset event handler. When any form is
reset all the controls related to it will be set to their initial values. This event is cancellable, once the event is cancelled the
reset operation will not be performed.

<input type = “button” onReset = “HandlerText” value = “Reset”>
Q7.

Write about onSubmit event handler.

Answer :
OnSubmit is a form based event. Whenever user fills in the given form (supplied on the internet) and ensures that his
entries has to be loaded on a server then he clicks the “submit” button which is provided at the end of each form. Hence,
ONSUBMIT event fires whenever the button to which it is associated is clicked.

<input type = “button” onsubmit = “HandlerText” value = “submit”>
Q8.

Write about onLoad and onUnload event handler.

Answer :
onLoad

onLoad event gets invoked as soon as a web document is opened. It is handled by the onLoad event handler. It is
mostly used when a webpage loads its complete content.

<input type = “text” onLoad = “HandlerText” value = “ ”>
onUnload

The onUnload event gets invoked as soon as the given web document is closed. It is handled by the event handler
onUnload. It mostly occurs when the user navigates off from a webpage. It will also be triggered when the page is reloaded.

<input type = “text” onUnload = “HandlerText” value = “ ”>
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PART-B

ESSAY QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS
4.1 GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT EVENTS, EVENT
Q9.

Define event and event handler. What are the two types of events? Also discuss the commonly used
event handlers.

Answer :
Model Paper-Ill, Q12(a)
Event
Responses made by the browser on account of user’s interactions are often referred to as events. For example, play
ing audio clip as soon as the page is loaded, generation of informative text as the mouse pointer is moved through a certain
region of the web page, submission of user entered data to the server upon clicking the submit button etc., forms normally
observed events.
Event Handler
Once the event is generated, there is often requirement of code to process these events. Such code is known as event
handler. In general, event handlers are of two types.
(a)
Interactive Event Handlers
The event handlers which simply relies on the user’s activity for them to be invoked are interactive event handler.
Example: onClick, onBlur, etc.
(b)
Non-lnteractive Event Handlers
The event handlers which do not rely on the user’s for them to be invoked are non-interactive event handlers.
Example: onPageLoad.
Types of Events
The two types of events are used to trigger scripts,
1.
Window Events
Window events are the events that occur as soon as something happens to the window. They occur when a page
loads or windows or when the focus moves to and from a window or frame.
2.
User Event
User events are the events that occur when user interacts with page elements by using mouse or keyboard or other
pointing device.

Commonly Used Event Handlers

Event
onload
onunload
onclick
ondbclick
onmousedown

Description
occurs when the page loads (this can be used to load images, documents, frameset).
occurs when the user quits a document or frameset i.e., a page is unloaded.
occurs when a link, client side image map area, or a form element (like button) is clicked.
occurs when an element is double clicked.
occurs when the user presses a mouse button

onmouseup
onmouseover

occurs when the user releases a mouse button
occurs when the mouse is moved over a link or an area of client side image map.

onmousemove
onmouseout

occurs when the user moves the mouse.
occur when the mouse is moved out of a link or an area of client side image map.

onkeypress
onkeydown
onkeyup

occur when the key is pressed and released over the element.

onfocus

onsubmit

onreset
onselect

occurs when the user presses a key.
occur when the user releases the key.
This event will be called when an element like a document, window, frameset, or form element I
gets the current input focus.

occurs when the user presses a submit button.
occurs when the user clicks the reset button.
occurs when the text is selected in a text field or a text area.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -
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4.2 ONABORT, ONCLICK, ONDBLCLICK, ONDRAGDROP
Q10. Write in brief about the following,

(i)

onAbort

(ii)

onClick.

:o

ic -•••.v

;

Answer :
(i)

Model paper-ii, Qi2(b)

onAbort

onAbort event occurs when the loading of an image stops or aborts. When the user presses the stop button or redirects
the page before the image loads then onAbort event occurs. This event is handled by the onAbort event handler. The user
is allowed to program in such situations to provide an alert showing that the user is attempting to abort the image loading.
Program

<html>

<head>
</head>

<body>
<img src=“C:\Users\CG3\Desktop\SampleJPGImage_30mbmb.jpg” onabort=“alert(‘Loading of image aborted!’)”>

</body>
</html>
Output
& C:\Users\CGl\Desktop\emp.html - Windows Internet Explorer '

- :

’[♦t ! X 0 / - Eng

l<L C:\Users\CG3\Desktop\emp.html

Favorites

i

Suggested Sites ▼

P ’

Web SUee Galiet>- ▼

4$ C :\U sers\C G3\Desfctop\emp. htrol

^1

T

@

i

® *

Page’*'

Safety ▼. Tools ▼

OnClick

When element or mouse is clicked, the onClick event handler calls the javaScript function. The specific javaScript
:de or function is being executed on the occurrence of the click event. It returns a false value if used with check boxes,
iks, radio, reset and submit buttons so that the normal action that is associated with it will be cancelled.
'ogram

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<body>
<title> onClick Demo </title>
<li>Onclick Eventhandler:

<input type=button value= “click here” onClick= ‘alert(“Clicked”)’>

</body>
</html>
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Output
q ■xciDenc.

file:///C:A5ocuments%20and%20SettingsAJSB^A3esktDp/onclickhtml

C

Thesaurus.com | Mearv

'*• Apps

IM——M

x

ill

y

0 Mechanical Engheerinc' <? Google Q Mi

x N principal be me

Tris page says:

3 The Vertical Transport?

2. Rotation & Energy E

»

• Onclick Eventhandler i dick here |

Clicked

OK

Q11. Explain about the following,
(i)

onDbICIick

(H)

onDragDrop.

Answer :
(i)

onDbICIick

onDbICIick event occurs when the user double clicks on an object. The events such as onMouseDown, onMouseUp,
onDbICIick will lead to this event in the same order. When onDbICIick event occurs all the actions that are associated with
the above events will be executed. onDbICIick event is handled by the onDbICIick event handler.
Program

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<body>

<title> onDbICIick Demo </title>

<li>onDblClick Eventhandler:
<input type=button value=“Double click here” onDblClick=‘alert(“Double clicked”)’>
</body>

</html>
Output

X

2) onCWCkkOemo

C .,

:

7

-t1

'

• •*;

£?: 5

file:///C:/Doajments%20axl%20Setdng5^lSStyDesktcp/oncblc|ick.htnil

Afdi '■ HieiMus.tMilMMns

& HedmolEn^neenit

G ««* Q

Mt

X N principal be me

3 The Vertical Transports

^2. Rotation & Energy E

»

• oriDblchck Eventhandler t OouMe dick toe 1

Doubleckked

OK
rtWwUwMMeWMWKBW--- «««»»£»»

(ii)

onDragDrop

When the user drags the mouse and drops the onDragDrop event occurs. This event is handled by onDragDrop evens
handler. This event mostly occurs when a object like a file or shortcut is dragged and dropped into the window. This even
handler will make use of object properties such as data, type, target, screen x, screen y and modifiers.
Program

<!DOCTYPE HTML>
<html>

<head>
<Style type = “text/crs”>

#divl
{
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width: 350px;
height: 70px;
padding: 1 Opx;
border: lpx solid #aaaaaa;

GIES

I

</style>
<script>
function allowDrop(e)

{
e.preventDefault();
}
function drag(e)

{
e.dataTransfer.setData(“text”, e.target.id);
}
function drop(e)
eUp,
with

{
e.preventDefault();
var data = e.dataTransfer.getData(“text”);

e.target.appendChild(document.getElementById(data));
}
</script>
</head>
<body>
<title>onDragDrop</title>
<p>Drag the image into the rectangle:</p>
<div id=“divl” ondrop-‘drop(event)” ondragover= “allowDrop(event)”x/div>
<br>

<img id=“dragl” src=“C:\Users\Public\Pictures\Sample Pictures\Tulips.jpg” draggable=“true”
ondragstart=“drag(event)” width=“336” height=“69”>
</body>
</html>

I

Output

SIAfSS

Login - SIA Publish-::

Unit-2 Final by

CS CS 551c mtroducfc-

Business lnteSsgen< c

Drag the image into the rectangle:

vear
Q onDfagDrop

c o
Apps

© fife:///CyUsers/G63/Desktop/newl.html

SJAfSE

Login - SIA Publish;

Unrt-2 Fmai by Mot

S5S
CS

CS 551: IntnxJurtic

S

characteristics ano

SlAjSE

G

Bus;ness Intefliger..

i
»
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4.3 ONERROR, ONFOCUS, ONKEYPRESS, ONKEYUP
» r

Q12. Discuss the following,

(i)

onError

(ii)

onFocus.

. <

Answer :
(i)

io

Model Paper-I, Q12(a

OnError

onError event occurs where there is a Javascript error. The onError event is used to launch a script that writes messages
to the status bar of the browser.
Program

<html>

<body>

<img src=“image.gif ’ onError=“fun()”>
<script language = “javascript”>

function fun()

{
alert(‘The image could not be loaded.’);
}
</script>

</body>
</html>
Output
__ _______ tad

t'lt

C u.e". h(mtP-'.k»ep '.jhtml

+

OGIES

UNIT-4:EventsandEventHandlers

(ii)

Q12(a)

_

jq7

onFocus

When a window frame or form element is focused on, the onFocus event handler calls the java script function. The specific
java script code or function will be executed on the occurrence of a focus event. The element can be focused by clicking on it or
by tabbing it.
’
V
The onFocus event handler occurs when an element gains focus.

Program
ssages

<html>

<body>

Enter your name: <input type=“text” onfocus=“func(this)”>
<p>focus on input field, the background-color changes.</p>
<script language = “javascript”>

function func(x)

{
x.style.background = “blue”;
}

</script>
</body>

<html>
Z'-tput
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Q13. Write in short about the following,

(i)

onKeyPress

(ii)

onKeyllp.

Answer :

(i)

onKeyPress

The onKeyPress event occurs when the user presses the key or holds down the key on key board. This event is
handled by onKeyPress event handler.

onKeyPress event invokes when the key is pressed and released over the element.
A simple example to illustrate the concept of onKeyPress event handler is given below,
Program

<!D0CTYPE html>
<html>

<body>

<title> onKeyPress Demo </title>
<li>onKeyPress Eventhandler:

<input type=text value=“Press any key here” size=20 onKeyPress=‘alert (“key was pressed”)’>
</body>

</html>

Output
|F

l

onKeyPress Demo

C
•" Ah*

iis

- file:///C:JCtoments%20ard%20SetBngsAJSStJOesktop/ort<eypress.html

g Thesarjrusxom [ Mearu

G MethamcdEngreemc

G Goo# Q «

pjgj jjyj.

X Nphnapalbefr*

G The Vertical Transport?

Q 2. Radahon 4 Energy f-

onKeyPress Eventhandler. jPress any key here

(ii)

onKeyllp

onKeyUp event occurs when the user releases the key that is pressed by him on a document, image, link etc. This
event is handled by the onKeyUp event handler.

onKeyUp event invokes as soon as the user releases the key.
A simple example to illustrate the concept of onKeyUp event handler is given below,

Program
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>

<body>

<title> onKeyUp Demo </title>
<li>onKeyUp Eventhandler:

<input type=text value=“Press any key and release” onKeyUp=‘alert(“Key up”)’>
</body>
</html>
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Output

,

•,-'■->(10
[j wKayUp Demo

■

C

.j file:///C:/Documents%20and%20SettingsAJSER/pesktcp/oriKeyUp.html

’"Apps f Thesaurus.com | Mean

G Medancal Engineers

G Good* (j M»

X ftprmcpalherrte

Ihs page says:

2. Piston FT-: -

Vetted Transport?

G

1 onKeyUp Eventhandler: press any key and release
Key up

it is

4.4 ONLOAD, ONMOUSEDOWN, ONMOUSEMOVE, ONMOUSEOUT, ONMOUSE

i_

Q14. Explain in brief about the following,
(i)

onLoad

(ii)

onMouseDown.

Answer :
(i)

Model Paper-!l, £ 12(a)

onLoad

onLoad event gets invoked as soon as a web document is opened. It is handled by the onLoad e\ ent!
mostly used when a webpage loads its complete content.

It is

Program

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<script type=“text/j avascript”>
function dis()

{
alert (“The current document cannot be loaded!”);

*

}
</script>
</head>
<body onUnload=“dis()”>

<img src=“Libraries\Pictures\logo.jpg” onLoad=“loadImage()” width=“100” height-1132”> '
<b>Close this window or press F5 to reload the page.</b>
</body>
</html>
This

Output
'

■■ -i -

:>j ^J C^Use^adnnn\Pesktop\New foldei\o.html

CYUserskadminlDesktop'',...

»

Search...'

■

■
p •

':s

■

..

\

j

Close this window or press F5 to reload the page.
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(ii)

onMouseDown

onMouseDown event occurs when the mouse button is pressed down on an element. This event is handled by the
onMouseDown event handler.
Certain events related to this event for left/middle mouse button are onMouseDown, onMouseUp and onClick. And
the events related to this event for right mouse button are onMouseDown, onMouseUp and onContextMenu.
Program

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>

<body>

<title> onMouseDown Demo </title>
<li>onMouseDown Eventhandler:

<input type=text value=“click mouse key don’t release” size=20 onMouseDown=‘alert(“Mouse Down”)’>
</body>
</html>

Output
C

Apps

X

III

IF [j onMouseDown Demo

file ///C:/Dauments%20and%2C6effingsAJSERJOesktnp/onmousedown.htrnl

Thesaurus.com j Mean

3 Mechanical Engineering

G Google

Pj Hk

This page says:

*

Nprindpaibeme

G The Vertical Transports

Q 2. Rad«fon&Energy E

»

» onMouseDown Eventhandler: click mouse key don't relei

Mouse Down

OK

Q15. Write short notes on the following,

(i)

onMouseMove

(ii)

onMouseOut

(iii) onMouseOver.

Answer :

(i)

Model Paper-1, Q12ft»

onMouseMove

onMouseMove event occurs when the pointer moves when it is on an element. This event is handled by onMousal
Move event handler. The browser will be checking the mouse position constantly. If any changes in mouse position a
observed, then the onMouseMove event is triggered.

Program
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>

<body>

<title> onMouseMove Demo </title>
<li>onMouseMove Eventhandler:

Traverse the mouse through this text
<A href= “ ”onMouseMove=‘alert(“mouse traversed”)’>SIA Publishers and Distributors Pvt. Ltd</A>

</body>
</html>
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Output
0 onMouseMove Demo

C

x"

file ///C:/'Documerns%20and9620Settings/LJSER/Desktop/onmousemove.htrrj

Thesaurus.com | Mean

•’’Apps

G MechancalEngjneemc

G Google

ft =

Pl *

X N principal be me

. Ths page says:

G The Vertical Transports

Q 2, RadatonfcEnergy r

»

• onMouseMove Eventhandler: Traverse the mouse through this text SIAE.
mouse traversed

OK

(ii)

onMouseOut

OnMouseOut event occurs when the cursor leaves the element. The Javascript code is called when the cursor leaves
the element.

Program
<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<body>

<title> onMouseOut Demo </title>

<li>onMouseOut Eventhandler:
Place the mouse pointer here
<A href=“ ”onMouseOut= ‘alert(“mouse out”)’>Web Technologies</A> and release

</body>
</html>

Output
Q onMouseOut Demo

D fite:///CyDocumepts%20arxj%20Settings/JSEP/C)esktop/onniouseout.html

Thesaurus.com i Mean

G Mechanical Engineering

G Google

Pj

W

III

C
“•Apps

X

X

THs page says:

hprropaltieme

G

The Vertical Transport*

Q 2. Radiation & Energy t

»

• onMouseOut Eventhandler: Place the mouse pointer here Web Technolo
mouse out

OK

(iii)

onMouseOver

onMouseOver event will occur when the mouse pointer is moved over an element. This event is handled by the
onMouseOver event handler. The programmer can code this event and even add an alert when mouse pointer is moved
onto any element.

Program
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>

<body>
<title>onMouseOver Demo </title>

<li>onMouseOver Eventhandler:

<A href=“ ”onMouseOver=‘alert(“Mouse over”)’>Faculty</A>
</body>
</html>
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Output
ill

C
”* Apps

X

|

[j onMouseOver Demo

3 flle:///C:/Document5%20and%2C SettingsyUSER /Desktop/onmouseover html
ThesArus.com | Meara

G Mechanical Enoneermc

3 Google

Q Mk

X iN principal tie me-

_
This D3G6 savs

-3 The Vertical Transports

0 2. Radiation & Energy fc

»

• onMouseOver Eventhandler: Faculty
Mouse over

OK

4.5 ONMOVE, ONRESET, ONRESIZE, ONSELECT, ONSUBMIT, ONUNLOAD
Q16. Write about onMove and onReset.

Answer :

Model Paper-ill, 012(b)

onMove

onMove event occurs when a positionable element is moved. This event is handled by the onMove event handler
If a div element is created for example in the form of absolutely positioned moveable element then user can track the
movement by responding to the onMove event. The other properties like offsetLeft and offsetTop are used in this ever
handler so that the exact location of element can be determined while it moves.

Program
<head>
<script type=“text/javascript”>

function ChangePos()

{
var blueDiv = document.getElementByld (“blueDiv”);

blueDiv.style.left = “200px”;;

blueDiv.style.top = “200px”;;

}

II

function onMove (blueDiv)
<

var 1 = blueDiv.offsetLeft;

var t = blueDiv.offsetTop;
alert (“The position of the blue element’s top-left comer will change to (“ + 1 +”, “ +1

}
</script>
</head>

<body>
<div id=“blueDiv” onmove=“onMove(this);”></div>

<button onClick=“ChangePos( );”>Move the mouse on it</button>

</body>
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Output

I

□
j file///C7Usefs/home/Desktop/b.html
) file///C:/Users/homeZOeslttop/b.htm!

0 H'

Pi #

O’

Move the mouse on it

12(b)

dler.
the
vent

Activat
Go to Set

onReset
onReset event occurs when a form is reset. This event is handled by the onReset event handler. When any form is
reset all the controls related to it will be set to their initial values. This event is cancellable, once the event is cancelled the
reset operation will not be performed.

Program
<html>

<body>
<form onReset=“myFunction()”>

Enter name: <input type=“text”>
<input type=“reset”>

</form>
<script>
function myFunction()
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{
alert(“The form was reset”);
}
</script>
</body>

</html>

Output
X

□
file///CyUseryhome/Desktop/4.html

+

e

file///CVUsery'home/DesIctopM.html

iii b -1

■

Q

fi\ t E’

* ills

lliii lilt?sifisililli

■■■■
The form was reset

■

■j !

.
a

I
OK

/
■ ■ ■' ' ■ / ■ I ’ :
BissssassiiipiiijiifisM
“w&l(SlaOSl|eSSift

-

: ■ f-i
< "/

-

/1’

:

'

.

' - i'

/
■

: I - /aa

’

.

/ /
■./ j-*

/

'

' -S
/
' \

■ '■

■?//:

,

'

'''

|'
' -.

/ : /:■ /;

' •

saaaaaiilissslBBiio

Q17. Explain about the following,
(i)

onResize

(ii)

onSelect.

Answer :
(i)

onResize

The onResize event occurs when the browser window is resized. This event is handled by the onResize event handler.
This event cannot be cancelled. All the browsers support this operation. But internet explorer fires this event when browser
or event is resized.
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Program

<html>

<body onResize=“myFunction()”>

<p>Resize the browser window to display the windows height and width.</p>
<p id=“demo”></p>

<script type = “text/javascript”>

function myFunction()
{
var x= window.outerWidth;
var y = window.outerHeight;

var txt = “Window size: width-’ + x + “, height=” + y;

document.getElementById(“demo”).innerHTML = txt;
}

</script>
</body>
</html>

Output
S

fiteZ/ZCZUsenZhome/Desktop,'4.html
"J"

d

□

X

+

c

fileZZZC:ZUsereZhomeZDeslctopZ4.titml

H*W

O’

Resize the browser window to display the window s height and widdt.

Window size: width=994, height=718

■
•

'

' ■

Activate Wind
. Go to Settings to a
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(ii)

onSelect
onSelect event occurs when some text is selected in any element. This event is handled by the onSelect event handler.

Program
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>

<body>

<title> onSelect Demo </title>
<li>onSelect EventHandler:

<input type=“text” value=“Select the text” size=20 onSelect= ‘alert(“Text Selected”)’>
</body>
</html>

Output

C

"* Apps

; file:///C:yDocuments%20and%20SettirigsAJSER/DesktDp/onselect.html

Thesaurus.com j Meant

G Mechanical EngtneerinG

G yoogle

Q Mk

x

prindpd tie mer

G The Vertical Transport;

Q 2. Racfiation&Energy [

»

This page says:

• onSelect EventHandler Select the text
Text Selected

i

OK

Q18. Discuss in brief about onSubmit and onUnload.

Answer :

onSubmit
It is a form based event. Whenever user fills in the given form (supplied on the internet) and ensures that his entries has
to be loaded on a server then he clicks the “submit” button which is provided at the end of each form. Hence, ONSUBMIT
event fires whenever the button to which it is associated is clicked.

Program
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>

<body>

<title> onSubmit Demo </title>
<form name=“myform” onSubmit=“window.location=window.document.myform.URL.value; return false;”>

<input type = “text” name = “URL” value = “http://”>
<input type = “submit” value = “Redirect”>
</form>

</body>
</html>
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Output
• G
Apps

£

J fiie.//,C:^ocuments%20ard%20Settiri^A^^5eEktop/onsubrnit.htrril
Thesaurus.com | Mean

;http://google.com[

G Mechanical Engineering

3 Google

Pl Herosoft Word - APPS

Q meeh

SIA|SE CFD Turbulence intensity --

G DESIGN pmopel tie me

3 The Vertical Transports

2. Rafction8tEnergy?

»

?i Redirect i

onUnload

The onUnload event gets invoked as soon as the given web document is closed. It is handled by the event handler
onUnload. It mostly occurs when the user navigates off from a webpage. It will also be triggered when the page is reloaded.
Example

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 109, Q.No. 14(i), Topics: Program, Output.
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT
I.

Multiple Choice Questions
1:

2.

__________ event handlers donot rely on the user’s to invoke them.
(a)

Interactive event handler

(b) Non interactive event handler

(c)

Intrinsic eventhandler

(d) None of the above

__________ event occurs when anything happens to window.
(a)

User events

(b) Window events

(c)

Key events

(d) Mouse events

event occurs when element is double clicked.

3.

(a) onClick

(b)

onKeyPress

(c) onDblClick

(d)

onMouseUp

4.

event occurs when the user presses a mouse button.

(a) onKeyPress

(b)

onClick

(c) onDblClick

(d)

onMouseDone

event occurs when user releases a key.

5.

(a) onMouseMove

(b)

onMouseOut

(c) onKeyDown

(d)

onKeyUp

event occurs when an element gets input focus.

6.

(a) onMouseOver

(b)

onFocus

(c) onMouseMove

(d)

onSelect

event occurs when the page is reset.

7.
(a) onLoad

(b)

onUnload

(c) onReset

(d)

onClick

event occurs when user presses the key.

8.

(a) onKeyPress

(b)

onClick

(c) onMouseDown

(d)

onKeyDown

event occurs when user moves the mouse.

9.

(a) onMouseMove

(b)

onMouseOver

(c) onMove

(d)

onFocus

10.

event occurs when there is a Javascirpt error.
(a) onError

(b)

Error

(c) Javascirpt error

(d)

None of the above
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Fill in the Blanks
1.

Responses made by the browser on an account of user’s interactions are often referred as__________ .

2.

Events are handled by

3.

The event handlers that depend on the user’s activity to invoke them are ___________ event handlers.

4.

__________ occur when user interacts with page elements using mouse or keyboard.

5.

______ event occurs when the page loads.

6.

_____ event occurs when a link, image or form element is clicked.

7.

__________ event occurs when the user releases a mouse button.

8.

__________ event occurs when the user presses a key.

9.

_____ event occurs when the user presses submit button.

10.

__________ event occurs when the text is selected in text field or text area.

.

KEY

I.

II.

Multiple Choice Questions
1.

(b)

2.

(b)

3.

(c)

4.

(d)

5.

(d)

6.

(b)

7.

(c)

8.

(a)

9.

(a)

10.

(a)

Fill in the Blanks
1.

Events

2.

Event handlers

3.

Non interactive

4.

User events

5.

onLoad

6.

onClick

7.

onMouseUp

8.

onKeyDown

9.

onSubmit

10.

onSelect
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III.

Very Short Questions and Answers

Q1.

Define event.

Answer :
■
f.-:
Responses made by the browser on account of user’s interactions are often referred to as events.
Q2.

Define event handler.

Answer :
Once the event is generated, there is often requirement of code to process these events. Such code is known as event
handler.
Q3.

What is onDbICIick event handler?

Answer :
onDbICIick event occurs when the user double clicks on an object. onDbICIick event is handled by the onDbICIick
event handler.
Q4.

Illustrate the purpose of onLoad event handler.

Answer :
onLoad event gets invoked as soon as a web document is opened. It is handled by the onLoad event handler.
Q5.

How does onMouseOver event handler works?

Answer :
onMouseOver event will occur when the mouse pointer is moved over on an element. This event is handled by the
onMouseOver event handler.
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UNIT
EXTENSIBLE MARKUP
LANGUAGE (XML)
SIA GROUP

V_______________ /

G

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

)

After studying this unit, a student will have thorough understanding about the following key concepts,
>

Introduction to XML.

>

Process of creating XML documents.

>

Significance and usage of XML style sheets.

>

About hyperlinks in XML documents object model.

>

About XML Query language.

c

INTRODUCTION

)

XML is a simple markup language that describes the structure of a document. It has been derived from

SGML for large-scale electronic publishing. It is also used in data exchange on web. Unlike HTML and other
presentation languages, XML does not display jdata but carry and store data. XML defines set of rules with the
help of which other markup languages can be created. Thus, it may be referred as Meta-Markup. Elements

form major context in any XML document, hence they are major entities to represent or to structure data in
these documents.

Hyperlink is a reference that directs a user to another page. XML hyperlink is created using two XML languages
i.e., XLink and XPrinter. Style sheet in XML is a language that provides styles to XML document. XSL is a
language capable of transforming as well as formatting XML documents. XSLT is declarative programming

language that converts and restructures an XML document to some other form such as HTML or CSV. XML
DOM is an interface using which given program/scripts can dynamically alter the contents of a given XML
document.
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PART-A

SHORT QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS
Q1.

Explain the importance of XML.
OR

Write about XML.

Answer :

Model Paper-ll, Q5

Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a simple markup language that describes the structure of a document. It has
been derived from the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) for large-scale electronic publishing. It is also
used in data exchange on web.

Unlike HTML and other presentation languages, XML does not display data but carry and store data. Thus, XML
is easy to implement.
XML defines set of rules with the help of which other markup languages can be created. Thus, it may be referred
as “Meta-markup”. Once a language is created using XML, it can be manipulated by any number of applications that are
designed for a specific set of requirements.
XML is a W3C recommendation. The W3C is responsible for releasing the XML versions. The latest version of
XML is XML 2,0,__________________________________________________________________________________________
Q2.

What are the features of XML?

Answer :
The features of XML are given as follows,
1.

XML is a platform independent language.

2.

XML is very simple as that of HTML. It has very few syntax rules.

3.

XML files are text files. They can be managed by all text editors.

4.

XML is extensible. It specifies only the structural rules of tags, allowing the users to create their own tags or to use
the existing tags.

5.

XML is extremely suitable for document storage and processing, both online and offline.

6.

Markup language is used for describing the data.

7.

XML is in human and computer friendly format.

8.

XML stores the data in the form of tree.

9.

XML is best suitable to handle complex structured data.

Q3.

What are the differences between XML and HTML?

Answer :
XML

HTML

1.

XML stands for Extensible Markup Language.

1.

HTML stands for Hypertext Markup Language.

2.

It is a simple markup language that share text
information on web.

2.

It is a predominant markup language used based for
creating web page.

3.

It defines set of rules which helps in encoding
web documents.

3.

It defines structure for creating web documents.

4.

It is a case sensitive language.

4.

It is not case sensitive language.

5.

It is a software and hardware independent
tool that is used for transferring data between
application and database.

5.

It is a presentation language used for designing static
web pages.

6.

It is both client side and server side language.

6.

It is a client side language.

7.

It is dynamic in nature. Since it create dynamic
web pages.
It makes use of user defined tags.

7.

It is static in nature. Since it create static web pages.

8.

It makes use of predefined tags.

8.
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Q4.

What are XML style sheets?

Answer :
Style sheet can be defined as a form that specify a set
of layouts of document used in either word processing or
desktop publishing.
XML stylesheet is a language that provides styles to
XML document by using the following,
1.
Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL)
2.
Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT)

3.

Cascading Style Sheet (CSS)._______________ , ,

Q5.

Explain the process of creating hyperlinks in
XML

Answer :
Hyperlink is a reference that directs a user to another
page. XML hyperlink is created using two XML languages.
They are as follows,
1.
Xlink
2.
Xpointer.

1.

Xlink

Xlink aims to create hyperlinks and external links in
XML document. It is a XML linkage language that creates
XML document using certain standard mechanism.
<element xmlns:xlink = “location of the file”>Text
</element>
It supports the following categories of links.
(a) Simple links
(b) Extended links.
2.
Xpointer
Xpointer is a pointer language in XML, which not
only allows the hyperlinks to point to entire document but
also enables it to point to a fragment or part of the document.
Xpointer is used to locate data in an XML document. It can
also be referred as inter link.__________________________
Q6.

Write about XML DOM.

Answer :
Model Paper-Ill, Q5
XML Document Object Model (DOM) is an interface
using which given programs/scripts can dynamically alter
(arrange, format etc.) the contents of a given XML document.
Here, one has to remember that, DOM remains a language
and platform independent interface. Also, the given web
document can further be processed (if required) and the
result of which can be induced in it again. DOM consider
the XML document as tree in which elements are nodes.
Q7.

What is XML query (Xquery) language?

Answer :
Xquery is a functional programming language
developed by working group of W3C recommendation. It is
a xml query language that has been designed for retrieving
data stored in xml database. This language is used for
querying xml data as well as for transforming both structured
as well as unstructured data stored in XML database into
various other formats like JSON, binary etc. It is a means of
communication between the database and other documents.

Benefits of Xquery
(i)
It is a expressive language that enables a user to
type a query irrespective of the data structure (tree
or graph).
(ii)
The statements are relatively very brief when
compared to the statements in SQL.
(iii) It is a flexible language that enable the user to query
hierarchical as well as tabular data.
(iv) It can be used as a URL in both xml and HTML
attributes.
(v)
It is supported by every database.
(vi) It is a W3C recommendation
Q8.

Write a short note on XML Processor.

Answer :
Model Paper-I, Q5
XML processor reads and processes the XML
document. The fundamental role of XML processor is to
process the XML document and later convert them into an
internal representation. This representation can be used by
various other programs or subroutines when needed. This
type of conversion is usually done with the help of a special
type of parser component called XML parser. XML parser is
considered as a crucial element of XML processing program.
XML parsers are of two types they are,
1.
DOM (Document Object Model)
2.
SAX (Simple API for XML).
1.
DOM
A DOM parser is used to create a tree structure of
XML document’s content that is stored in memory.
DOM parsers allow a XML processor to access the
XML document’s content easily and quickly.
2.
SAX
A SAX parser is used to create events when the
components of an XML document such as tags are
encountered. It is also used when the related content
is sent from XML document to XML parser.
Q9.

Define PI and entity.

Answer :
Processing Instruction (PI)

The processing instructions allow the XML documents
to contain the special instructions which pass the parameters to
the application. The special instructions the application how the
XML document can be interpreted. The processing instructions
start with <? andend with?>. XML parsers, rather than caring
these instructions, they pass the parameters to the underlying
application. These instructions are not the part of the document.
Consider the processing instruction given below.
<?xml-style sheet bref=“filename.xsl” type=“text/xsl”?>
This instruction indicates that the document must be
transformed by using “filename.xsl” stylesheet.
Entity

Entity is the statement that is used to define DTD entities
in DTD or XML document. It repeats huge data blocks of text
that needs to be stored in separate files. It provides abbreviated
entry to use in XML document.
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PART-B

ESSAY QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS
5.1

INTRODUCTION

Q10. Give a brief introduction on XML and features of it.

Answer :
XML

Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a simple markup language that describes the structure of a document. It has
been derived from the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) for large-scale electronic publishing. It is also
used in data exchange on web.

Unlike HTML and other presentation languages, XML does not display data but carry and store data. Thus, XML
is easy to implement.
XML defines set of rules with the help of which other markup languages can be created. Thus, it may be referred
as “Meta-markup”. Once a language is created using XML, it can be manipulated by any number of applications that are
designed for a specific set of requirements.
XML is a W3C recommendation. The W3C is responsible for releasing the XML versions. The latest version of
XML is XML 2.0.

Features of XML
1.

XML is a platform independent language.

2.

XML is very simple as that of HTML. It has very few syntax rules.

3.

XML files are text files. They can be managed by all text editors.

4.

XML is extensible. It specifies only the structural rules of tags, allowing the users to create their own tags or to use
the existing tags.

5.

XML is extremely suitable for document storage and processing, both online and offline.

6.

XML supports Unicode. This allows communication of any information written in any human language.

7.

XML is a subset of SGML and is used to structure data as well as documents.

8.

XML can represent common data structures such as records, lists and trees.

9.

XML has strict syntax and parsing requirements. This allows the parsing algorithms to be extremely simple, consistent
and efficient.

10.

XML provides a communication gateway between applications on same as well as different systems.

11.

Markup language is used for describing the data.

12.

XML is in human and computer friendly format.

13.

XML stores the data in the form of tree.

14.

XML is best suitable to handle complex structured data.

Q11. Explain XML DTD.

Answer :
XML Document Type Definition (DTD)

Document Type Definition (DTD) as the name suggests refers to certain pieces of code which can act as major building
blocks to the original XML document. They are also referred as grammatical specifications to which one or more XML documents
can be adhered. Each DTD’s carries certain list of elements (which specifies the rules for structuring a given XML document).
DTDs can be declared as external files (with .DTD extension) being referred from the XML file or they can be introduced within
the given XML document.
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Example

Following is an external DTD file,
remainder.dtd

<!ELEMENT remainder (heading, to, from, message)>
<!ELEMENT heading (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT to (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT from (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT message (#PCDATA)>
dtddemo.XML

<!DOCTYPE note system “remainder.dtd”>

<remainder>
<heading> Final notice to Mr. Yadav </heading>
<to> Mr. Yadav </to>
<from> Akilesh Gupta (Hr. manager) </from>

<message> your last date for joining office is 14th Feb.07, failing which may lead to cancellation of employment
message>

</

</remainder>
Similarly, the above declaration can be made internally (within the XML document) as shown below,

<!DOCTYPE remainder [

<!ELEMENT remainder(heading, to, from, message)>
<!ELEMENT heading (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT to (#PCDATA)>

dELEMENT from (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT message (#PCDATA)>

]>
<remainder>
<heading>Final notice to Mr.Yadav</heading>

<to> Mr. Yadav </to>
<from> Akilesh Gupta (Hr. manager) </ffom>

<message> your last date for joining office is 14th Feb.07, failing which may lead to cancellation of employment
</message>
</remainder>
Uses of DTD’s

❖

A DTD can provide common mode of data interchange among various independent working groups.

❖

An organization can define a DTD file, based on which received data by different sources can be validated.______ '

Q12. What are the elements and attributes in XML? Give example.

Answer:

<

Model Paper-Ill, Q13(a)

Elements

Element defines the tag name in XML document. These names must be unique in single DTD. It even contains
element type. Elements form major context in any XML document, hence they are major entities to represent or to structure
data in these documents. In dtd_demo.XML, “heading”, “to”, “from”, “message” etc., are examples of elements. Elements
are of three types.
Element

Simple

Complex

Standalone
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Details on XML Elements
The elements form the major context or blocks of every XML document, hence it often turn out to be important to
analyze it deeply. The major details of elements as it plays a vital role in developing simple/complex XML documents are,

(a)

Element Declaration (in DTD)

Syntax
<! ELEMENT name_of_element (context)>

❖

To declare Empty elements, the following syntax is used.

Syntax
<! ELEMENT name_of_element (EMPTY)>

Example
<!ELEMENT img EMPTY>

❖

To declare elements carrying data, following syntax is used.

Example
<img src = “url”>

Syntax
<! ELEMENT name_of_element (#PCDATA)>
Here “PCDATA” or ‘parsed character data’ is the data which is to be parsed by the XML processor.

(or)
<! ELEMENT name_of_element (#CDATA)>

Here ‘#CDATA’ or ‘character data’ is the data which will not be parsed by the XML processor.

(or)
<! ELEMENT name_of_element (desiredcontext)>

Here any desired data can be included with in the parenthesis.

(b)

Element can have Children(s)
<Element name_of_element (child name)>
If there are multiple children, then the children names are separated by commas.

Syntax
<! ELEMENT name_of_element (child_name 1, childname 2,....)>

Note
The sequence of names used in above syntax declaration should be strictly followed throughout the XML document.
Also each of these children can have their own children too.

Example
<!ELEMENT SURE(DTPDEPT, PROOFDEPT, CONTENTDEPT, MANAG^tENTDEPT>
1
Child elements

<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

fDTPDEPT (#CDATA)>
J PROOFDEPT(#CDATA)>
1 CONTENTDEPT (#CDATA)>
(MANAGEMENT (#CDATA)>

Sequence should be strictly followed
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Declaration Syntax

io

❖

To declare “only otie” occurrence of a given element following syntax should be adhered.

<! ELEMENT name_of_element (child name)>

Example
<! ELEMENT SURE(DTPDEPT)>

❖

To declare “minimum one” occurrence of a given element following syntax should be adhered.

<! ELEMENT name_of_element (child name +)>

Example
<! ELEMENT SURE(MANAGEMENTDEPT +)>

❖

To declare “zero or more” occurrences of a given element, following syntax should be adhered.

<! ELEMENT nameofelement (child name*)>

Example
<! ELEMENT SURE(PROOFDEPT*)>

❖

To declare “zero or one” occurrences of a given element, following syntax should be adhered.

<! ELEMENT nameofelement (child name ?)>

Example
<! ELEMENT SURE(CONTENTDEPT?)>

❖

On combining all the above consequences the resultant will be a mixed declaration.

Example
’ <! ELEMENT SURE(DTPDEPT, MANAGEMEN-TDEPT+, PROOFDEPT*, CONTENTDEPT?)>

Attributes
Any additional data provided along with the “elements” is called an “attribute”. More often, attributes are defined
after elements. Attributes are followed by their value.

Example
<A href = “http://jntu.ac.in”\>
/\
\
Element Attribute Value
t

Details on Attributes
Attributes in case of a DTD are declared using “ATTLIST” declaration. Analysis of the consequences related to
attribute declarations and the syntax in this aspect is given below.
<!ATTLIST name of element name_of_attribute attributetype default_value>

In above syntax, the field attribute type can be accommodated, by following predefined values.
❖

ENTITY (The value supplied in this case is nothing but an entity)

❖

ENTITIES (Same as above but here more than one entity is provided)

❖

NMTOKEN ( Here valid XML name should be supplied)

❖

NMTOKENS (Same as above but here multiple names are provided)

❖

ID (It is a value which remains unique)
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❖

IDREF (A unique value ID supplied here is nothing, but a reference to other elements)

❖

IDREFS (Same as above, but here multiple IDs are provided)

❖

CDATA (The value supplied here is nothing but CDATA or character data)

❖

(eLl/eL2) (These are enumerated list values)

❖

NOTATION (Here a name corresponding to a given notation is supplied)

❖

XML (Here a predefined XML value is supplied)
In the same way the defaultvalue can be accommodated by one of the following values,

❖

DefaultValue (It is a default value of a given attribute)

❖

#REQU1RED (It means, “The attribute is required or essential”)

❖

#IMPLIED(It means, “The attribute is not required”)

❖

#FIXEDValue (Here a fixed value is supplied)

Examples
Example attribute declaration in case of DTD,
<! ATTLIST salary type CDATA “Delivered”>
Example attribute declaration in case of XML,

<Salary type “Delivered”>
Usage of these default values in DTD’s and their corresponding XML documents are as follows,

DTD
<!ELEMENT rectangle EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST rectangle length CDATA “0”>

Valid XML
<rectangle length = “50”>
In the first line of DTD, we had defined an element “rectangle” which is empty is defined. In the second line, “length”
is attribute name and “CDATA” and a value “0” as it’s attribute type and default values are considered respectively.
This context is also expressed as valid XML.

Example
Example corresponding to the usage of #REQUIRED default value.

DTD
<! ATTLIST Madhu address CDATA #REQUIRED>

XML
<Madhu address = “Juhu Street”/>

Here the #REQUIRED default value is used, if user is left with no other default values suitable to our requirement
and there is a requirement of existence of attribute in the document.
Example corresponding to the usage of #IMPLIED default value.

DTD
c’ATTLIST TALK MOBILE CDATA #IMPLIED>

XML
<TALK MOBILE = “9247711289”>
Here user will resort to #IMPLIED default value, if user is left with no other default value suitable for our require
ment and then the writer should provide the attribute.
Example corresponding to the usage of #FIXED default value.

DTD
<!ATTLIST CLIENT LOCATION CDATA #FIXED “MUMBAI”>

XML
<CLIENT LOCATION = “MUMBAI”>
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Explanation
#FIXED default value is used only when the attribute should not be altered.
(l .
A few limitations of the usage of attributes are given below,

❖

It is often difficult to alter the attributes using program code.

❖

Attributes fails in narrating or describing structures.

❖

They cannot account for multiple values.

❖

It is a bit tedious process to expand attributes.

Q13. Explain the rules of XML syntax.

Answer :
The rules of XML syntax are as follows,

1.

The tags used in the XML document are case - sensitive i.e., it can use either uppercase or lowercase or mixed letters.

Example
<Good> < /Good>

(or)
<GOOD> </GOOD>

(or)
<good> </good>
For every opening tag of XML document there must be a closing tag. Even an empty tag must also have a closing tag.

2.

Example
<P> Welcome to SIA GROUP </P>
<Place> Hitech city </Place>

<br/>
3.

Every XML document must contain one root (start) element. Aroot element is present at the beginning ofXML document.

Example
<start>

<body></body>
</start>

4.

The elements of the XML document must be nested.

Example
<Company>

<name> SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS </name>
</Company>.
5.

Always, the attributes values of XML document are written with in a single or double quotation marks. But anyone
of the quotation mark is used throughout the document.

Example
<Image picture = “SiaGroup.jpg”/>
6.

XML document support white spaces (i.e., spaces among the words). It does not require any ASCII characters for
adding spaces. However, it inserts a non-breakable space.

Example
&nbsp

------
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7.

Root element should be closed first.

Example
<Company>

.i

...

f-

<name> SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS </nafne>
u'i-v lift J:
<location> KOTI</location>
</Company>

Q14. Define an XML schema. Show how an XML schema can be created.
Answer :
XML Schema
XML schema is mainly used for structuring XML documents like DTDs, they also form major building blocks of
XML documents, hence it is not wrong in claiming XML schemas as an alternative to DTDs.

Creation of XML Schema
From the example given below, it can be seen that declaration of xml schema is done proceeding with “XS” followed
by
E.g. <XS : schema>. It also has a closing tag, </XS : schema>. XML schema consists of elements and attributes.
These are also defined by using “XS” with only one difference. There is no closing tag after attribute declaration.

The syntax for element declaration,

Syntax
<XS : element name = “name of the element”, type = “format of element” (boolean, date, string)>
</XS : element>

Example
<XS : element name = “date of birth”, type = “XS : date”>

</XS : element>

Syntax
The syntax for attributes declaration,

<XS : attribute name = “name of attribute” type = “format of attribute”>

Example
<XS : attribute name = “availability”, type = “XS : boolean”>
In XML schema, elements are categorized into simple type and complex type.

Complex type is declared as,
<XS : complexType>..................</XS : complexType>.

Q15. State the significance of namespace.
Answer :
Namespace
The purpose of using XML namespaces is to avoid clashing (or) confusion of names.
Consider the following example,

<course>CCNA</course>

<course>Java</course>

From the above example, it can be seen that names of the courses are given, where the first one is a networking related
course and the other is a software related course. But it is difficult to identify, both are given the same name ‘course’. To
avoid confusion, XML namespaces use prefix before the name.
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Example
Networking : course> CCNA </networking : course>
<sofitware : course> Java </software : course>

Where networking and software are the prefixes. Creation of XML namespace is done by using the “xmlns” keyword
along with the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) which is used for identification of namespace.

Example to Demonstrate XML Namespace
<xml version = “1.0”?>
<prefix = “school” xmlns : school = “http://URI/namespace/school”>
<prefix = “post graduation” xmlns : post

graduation=“http://URL/namespace/post graduation”>
<education>
<school: subject> science </school: subject>

<post graduation : subject>MFCS post graduation : subject>

</education>
Q16. Distinguish between XML and HTML.

Answer :

Model Paper-ll, Q13(b)

XML

HTML

1.

XML stands for Extensible Markup Language.

1.

HTML stands for Hypertext Markup Language.

2.

It is a simple markup language that share text
information on web.

2.

It is a predominant markup language used based for
creating web page.

3.

It defines set of rules which helps in encoding
web documents.

3.

It defines structure for creating web documents.

4.

It is a case sensitive language.

4.

It is not case sensitive.

5.

It is a software and hardware independent
tool that is used for transferring data between
application and database.

5.

It is a presentation language used for designing static
web pages.

6.

It is both client side and server side language.

6.

It is a client side language.

7.

It is dynamic in nature. Since it create dynamic
web pages.

7.

It is static in nature. Since it create static web pages.

8.

It is used to describe information

8.

It is used to display information

9.

XML document starts and ends with <? and ?>

9.

HTML document starts and ends with <html> and </htmb

10.

It makes use of user defined tags.

10.

It makes use of predefined tags.

5.2

CREATING XML DOCUMENTS

Q17. Give the syntax of an XML document and explain how basic XML document is created with an example.

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q13(b)

Syntax of an XML

The following is the syntax of an XML document,
<?xml version = “1.0”>

<root>
<child>
<subchild>.. .</subchild>

</child>
</root>
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Steps for Creating XML Document
1.

Begin the program with a declaration statement i.e.,

<?xml version = “1.0”?>
2.

Develop the root element. This element holds all the other elements and is basically first element tag after declaration.
Example

<?xml version = “1.0”?>
<Books>

</Books>

3.

Declare the child element inside root element.

Example
<?xml version = “1.0”?>
<Books>

<Engineering>

</Engineering>
</Books>

4.

Declare a subchild inside the child element. This holds the data provided by users.

Example
<?xml version = “1.0”?>
<Books>
<Subject>

<Web Technologies>

</Web Technologies>
^Fundamentals of C>

</Fundamentals of C>
</Subject>

</Books>

Rules for XML Document
For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 129, Q.No. 13.

Example
<?xml version = “ 1.0”

T>

<DOCUMENT>

<STUDENT>
<NAME>

<FIRSTNAME>Smriti </FIRSTNAME>
<LASTNAME>Kiran</LASTNAME>

</NAME>
<ROLLNO>03-04-0811 </ROLLNO>

<ADDRESS>
<STREET>Vijaynagar colony </STREET>
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<CITY>Hyderabad</CITY>

-

<STATE>Telangana </STATE>
</ADDRESS>
• .-.Nd'/iL,
</STUDENT>

i btir. alistsfirjis tarifo Yfib.-Wr,;!.,

<STUDENT>
<NAME>

<FIRSTNAME>Shreya</FIRSTNAME>

<LASTNAME>Supriya</LASTNAME>

</NAME>
<ROLLNO>03-04-0823</ROLLNO>
<ADDRESS>

<STREET>Shantinagar colony </STREET>

<CITY>Hyderabad</CITY>
<STATE>Telangana</STATE>

</ADDRESS>
</STUDENT>
</DOCUMENT>

Creation of an XML document starts with the <?xml version = “ 1.0”?> instruction. In the above example, the document
consists of two students with their names, rollnos and addresses declared in it. First, the document is initiated by placing a
<student> tag followed by the <name> tag. The <name> tag contains the attributes such as first name and lastname, along
with attribute values placed between the starting and ending attribute tags. After this declaration, the <name> tag is ended
by </name>. Next, the student’s rollno is declared by placing its value before the </rollno> tag. The student’s address is
declared with its street, city and state attributes. These attributes contain the values, which are placed between the starting
and ending tag of each attribute. Now, the address element is closed followed by the <student> tag.

The second student’s declaration is also done in the same way as the first one. After the declaration, the document
is ended by </DOCUMENT> tag.

XML STYLE SHEET
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Q18. Explain the XML style sheet.

Answer:

Model Paper-1, Q13(a)

Style sheet can be defined as a form that specifies a set of layouts of document used in either word processing or
desktop publishing.
XML stylesheet is a language that provides styles to XML document by using the following,

1.

Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL)

2.

Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT)

3.

Cascading Style Sheet (CSS).

Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL)
XSL is a language capable of transforming as well as formatting given XML documents. Hence, XSL can be referred
is a language,

❖

It can format or structure XML data depending on the supplied values and

❖

It can sort or filter XML documents.
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Now-a-days, XSL has emerged as one of the most powerful tools to format given XML documents into a standard
which can be recognized by the browser. The most commonly used standard is HTML. The process of conversion is initi
ated by converting each single element of XML into its equivalent HTML. Besides this, various other tasks which can be
accomplished by using XSL are listed below,
❖

Adding/deleting elements

❖

Sorting and filtering of XML elements

❖

Testing as well as making decisions about which elements to be included or deleted etc.

Consider a small XML document and convert it into its equivalent HTML file.

Demo.xml
<MENU>
<DVD>

• ■'t
. ■’*« " .
’ *

.
<NAME> The Moon Stone <NAME>
<ACTOR> Harvey </ACTOR>
'

r

<PLACE> Germany </PLACE>
<AMOUNT> $10 </AMOUNT>

<YEAR_OF_RELEASE> 1974

</YEAR_OF_RELEASE>

</DVD>
<DVD>

<NAME> Don</NAME>
<ACTOR> Prakash Chopra </ACTOR>

<PLACE> India </PLACE>

<AMOUNT> Rs 150 </AMOUNT>

<YEAR_OF_RELEASE> 2006
<ZYEAR_OF_RELEASE>

</DVD>

</MENU>
Now, following is an XSL document which can be considered as an HTML template used to acquire required HTML
document (by considering XML data).

xsl_demo.xsl
<XSL:STYLESHEET>

<XSL: TEMPLATE MATCH=“/”>

<HTML>

<BODY>
<TABLE BORDER-* 1”>

<TR>

<TH> NAME </TH>
<TH> ACTOR</TH>
</TR>
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<TD><XSL: Value of select =“NAME”/>
</TD>

<TD><XSL: Value of select =“ACTOR”/>
</TD>

</TR>
</XSL: for each>

</TABLE>
</BODY>

</HTML>

</XSL: TEMPLATE>
</XSL:STYLESHEET>

The first line of XSL file declares that the current document is an XSL stylesheet. The second line indicates that the
current template corresponds to the root (/) of the given XML document i.e., the current file system is traversed for XML
source document where 7’ refers to subdirectories. At line 10, new XSL element is encountered i.e., “XSL: for each” which
searches for various XSL element and for each element a template is repeated. Hence, the name of the element, “for-each”
element is followed by an attribute “select” which refers to the elements existing in the source XML document. At line
number 12 and 14, an XSL element is observed, i.e., XSL value of which generally searches for all child elements and the
data corresponding to that element is released into the template.
Now, in order to provide a reference of XSL file into the source XML file, include the following code into XML file.
<?XML Style sheet type = “text/XSL” href = “xsl_demo.xsl”?>

2.

■ML

Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT)

Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) is a declarative programming language that converts and
•estructures an XML document to some other form such as HTML or CSV. The need for such a transformation, may be
I :o make an XML document conform to the schema of a business partner or to match with the structure of purchase orders
ind invoices.
The steps of transformations in XSLT are performed using an XSLT processors as follows.

1.

Takes the source document as input.

2.

Creates a “source tree” of the document, which is the in-memory representation of the document.

3.

Processes the source tree as per the templates in the XSLT stylesheet.

4.

Generates a “result tree”.

5.

Creates the result document from the result tree.

Step 4 is specifically called “transformation” whereas, step 5 is called “serialization”.

1

Saxon is a widely used as XSLT processor. It has many versions such as Saxon-B used for basic, Saxon-SA used
:r schema aware, and so on.
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Example

In this example, an XML file is converted into an HTML file. The XML file named Books.xml is as follows,
Books.xml

,, ,
<Books>

hfi

'

' "■

<Book>

<Title>Web Technologies</Title>

<Author>PQR</Awthor>
<PwMisher>SIA Publishers

and Distributors</Publisher>

</Book>
<Book>

<Title>Middleware Technologies</Title>
<Author>ABC</Author>
<Publisher>SIA Publishers and Distributors</Publisher>

</Book>

<Book>

<Title>Computer Networks</Title>
<Author>XYZ</Author>

<Publisher>SlA Publishers and Distributors</Publisher>

</Book>
</Books>
Books.xslt

The XSLT file, Books.xsh is as follows,
<xsl:stylesheet

xmlns:xsl = “http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform”
version = “1.0”>

<xsl: template match = “/”>
<html>

<head>
<title>List of Books</title>
</head>
<body><hl>Books Details</hl><br/>

</body>

</html>
</xsl:template>

<xsl template match = “Books”>
<h2><xsl:value of select- “Title”/></h2>
<xsl:value_of select= “Author”/>

<xsl:value_of select= “Publisher”/>
<br/>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
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To convert the Books.xml into Books.html using Books.xslt, first install either the Java version or .Net version of
Saxon processor. The following command can be used for the java version,
.
... ,1/
.
Java - jar saxon8.jar -0 Books.xml Books.html Books.xslt.
For the .Net version, the transformation command is,

transform.exe -0 Books.xml Books.html Books.xslt.

The output of either of these commands is the Books.html file, which is as follows,

Books.html
<html>

<head>
<title>List of Books.</title>

</head>

<body>
<hl>Books Details.</hl>

<h2>Web Technologies</h2>

PQR

SIA Publishers and Distributors

<h2>Middleware Technologies</h2>

A^C
SIA Publishers and Distributors
<h2>Computer Networks</h2>
XYZ

SIA Publishers and Distributors
<br>
</body>
</html>

3.

Cascading Style Sheet (CSS)

Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) can also be defined with XML as XSL for a given XML file. After writing the XML
file, it needs to be saved using XML extension as shown below,
Book.xml

<? xml version = “1.0” encoding = “ISO-8859-1”?>

<CATALOG>
<BOOK>

<BOOKTITLE>WEB TECHNOLOGIES</<BOOKTITLE>
<AUTHORNAME>A.A.PUNTAMBAKER</AUTHORNAME>

<AMOUNT>500</AMOUNT>
<YEAROFPUBLISH>2015</YEAROFPUBLISH>

- -------------------
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</BOOK>

<BOOK>

WEB TECHNOLOGIES

.

........

------

<BOOKTITLE>DYNAMIC HTML</BOOKTITLE>
<AUTHORNAME>JEFFRULE</AUTHORNAME>
< ., ,. <
I
<AMOUNT>600</AMOUNT>

<YEAROFPUBLISH>2014</YEAROFPUBLISH>

</BOOK>

The following code is written in a file and saved with .css extension.

catalog.css
CATALOG
{

background-color: pink;

width: 150%;
}
BOOK

{
display: block;

margin-bottom: 20pt;

margin-left: 0.5;

}
BOOKTITLE
{

color: Blue;
font-size: 25pt;
}

AUTHORNAME

{
color: fuchsia;
font-size: 25pt;

}
AMOUNT, YEAROFPUBLISH

{

display: block;

color: purple;
margin-left: 25pt;
}
The linking of these two files i.e., xml file and css file can be done by the following below code,
<?xml-stylesheet type = “text/css” href = “book-catalog.css”?>
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Q19. What are differences between XSL and CSS?
Answer :

XSL
1.

CSS

It is a XML style sheet that transforms the XML

1.

document.

2.

It is a HTML style sheet that provides styles to

the HTML document.

It make use of XML notation inorder to develop

2.
*

XML document and offers large number of tools

It makes use of its own notation for developing HTML

page.

that can be used.
3.

It is supported by very less number of web

3.

It is supported by modem web browsers.

4.

It has same setup for formatting object tree and

browsers.
4.

It has different setup for formatting object tree

and source tree.
5.

source tree.

It does not support inheritance.

5.

It supports inheritance.

5.4 HYPERLINKS IN XML DOCUMENT OBJECT MODEL
Q20. Write about hyperlinks in XML.
OR

Explain about hyperlinks in XML with an example.
Answer :

Hyperlinks in XML
Hyperlink is a reference that directs a user to another page. XML hyperlink is created using two XML languages.
They are as follows,

1.

1.

Xlink

2.

Xpointer.

Xlink

Xlink is a XML linkage language that creates XML document using certain standard mechanism. It support the
following categories of links.

(a)

(a)

Simple link

(b)

Extended links.

Simple Links
These links are very much similar to normal HTML hyperlinks.

(b)

Extended Links
These links are used for linking multiple resources together.

Syntax
<element xmls:xlink = “location of the file”>Text</element>

Features of Xlink
i)

It is a language that allows user to create hyperlinks in XML.

ii)

It is relatively more powerful than HTML hyperlinks.
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Example
<? xml version = “1.0”?>

.

<Books>
<BookName = “ Web Technology” href =”http://www.eBooks.com”></BookName>
iMT ■
</Books>

2.

Xpointer

Xpointer is a pointer language in XML, which not only allows the hyperlinks to point to entire document but also
enables it to point to a fragment or part of the document.

Example
<?xml version = “l.G”?>
<Employee>

<EmployeeId = “1512”></EmployeeId>

< EmployeeName> JOHN </Employeename>
<Designation>Software Engineer </Designation>

</Employee>
Q21. Explain the XML DOM.

Model Paper-I, Q13(b)

OR

Write about XML document object model.

Answer :

XML Document Object Model (DOM)
XML Document Object Model (DOM) is an interface using which given programs/scripts can dynamically alter
(arrange, format etc.) the contents of a given XML document. Here, one has to remember that, DOM remains a language
and platform independent interface. Also, the given web document can further be processed (if required) and the result of
which can be induced in it again.

Features of XML DOM
1.

It is an Application Programming Interface (API) for XML document.

2.

It allow user to access XML document

3.

It allow user to change/modify XML documents.

4.

It allow user to insert/delete XML documents.

5.

It defines standard programming interface that allow user to work on any environment irrespective of any environmen:

6.

It provides a cross platform on which objects of XML documents interact.

7.

It supports any programming languages.

8.

It defines objects and properties of XML element.

9.

It specifies methods to access XML element.

DOM Levels
W3C has supplied certain specifications related to DOM which are claimed under various levels (0, 1, 2, 3 etc..
Here one has to remember that, if a given application claims any of the levels, then it has to satisfy all the essentials c
that level as well as the essentials of all the levels preceding it (the current level). A few essentials corresponding to eaci
of these levels are listed below.
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Essential Conditions at Level 0
This level claimed all the specification which existed even prior to DOM’s maturity. Example specification can be
DHTML object model.

Essential Conditions at Level 1

50

❖

Elements corresponding to HTML

❖

Content alterations

❖

Navigation of DOM document.

Essential Conditions at Level 2
❖

Support to events

❖

Support to views

❖

XML namespace.

Essential Conditions at Level 3

Kb)

❖

Core

❖

Load and save, views and formatting

❖

Xpath

❖

Requirements and validations.

Moreover, DOM also includes provisions, for representing data or page elements by following object oriented trend
along with methods capable of retrieving/setting significant properties of these elements. The other features of DOM is
that, it can even effectively deal with events, hence responding to various users as well as browser specific interactions.
It has to be noted that the DOM coding to a certain extent depends on,

Iter
age
t of

❖

Standards for Java Script apd

❖

HTML and CSS.

The reason for being dependent on Java script is that DOM can be taken as an API for client side scripting and
further on HTML and CSS because, the tags and attributes supported by DOM coding remains analogous to the tags and
attributes of these standards.

Example

lent

:tc. i
Is of
eac:
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Program
<table>

<tbody>

<tr>
<td> Apple </td>
<td> Mango </td>

</tr>
<tr>
<td> Grapes </td>
<td> Orange </td>

</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 XML QUERY LANGUAGE
Q22. Write about XML query language.

Model Paper-11, Q1

OR
Explain in detail about Xquery.

Answer :
XML Query Language

Xquery is a functional programming language developed by working group of W3C recommendation. It is a
query language that has been designed for retrieving data stored in xml database. This language is used for querying
data as well as for transforming both structured as well as unstructured data stored in xml database into various c
formats like JSON, binary etc.

Benefits of Xquery
1.

It is aexpressive language that enables a user to type a query irrespective of the data structure (tree or graph).

2.

The statements are relatively very brief when compared to the statements in SQL.

3.

It is a flexible language that enable the user to query hierarchical as well as tabular data.

4.

It is a consistent language, which implies that its syntax is consistent and is used with other XML standards.

5.

It can be used as a URL in both xml and HTML attributes.

Uses of Xquery
1.

It extracts data from database to use it in webservices.

2.

It creates reports in a summarized form on data stored in data base.

3.

It has the ability of transforming xml data into XHTML.

4.

It uses the extracted data for integrating applications.

5.

It divides a single document that performs multiple transactions into multiple documents.

6.

It defines syntaxes for creating new xml documents.

7.

It searches data from relevant text based documents and later compile them to obtain the result.
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Program
<table>

<tbody>

<tr>
<td> Apple </td>

\

<td> Mango </td>

</tr>
<tr>
<td> Grapes </td>
<td> Orange </td>
</tr>

</tbody>

</table>

5.5 XML QUERY LANGUAGE
Q22. Write about XML query language.

Model Paper-ll,

Q13>»

OR

Explain in detail about Xquery.
Answer :
XML Query Language

Xquery is a functional programming language developed by working group of W3C recommendation. It is a ,\~
query language that has been designed for retrieving data stored in xml database. This language is used for querying x~
data as well as for transforming both structured as well as unstructured data stored in xml database into various otheformats like JSON, binary etc.

Benefits of Xquery
1.

It is a expressive language that enables a user to type a query irrespective of the data structure (tree or graph).

2.

The statements are relatively very brief when compared to the statements in SQL.

3.

It is a flexible language that enable the user to query hierarchical as well as tabular data.

4.

It is a consistent language, which implies that its syntax is consistent and is used with other XML standards.

5.

It can be used as a URL in both xml and HTML attributes.

Uses of Xquery
1.

It extracts data from database to use it in webservices.

2.

It creates reports in a summarized form on data stored in data base.

3.

It has the ability of transforming xml data into XHTML.

4.

It uses the extracted data for integrating applications.

5.

It divides a single document that performs multiple transactions into multiple documents.

6.

It defines syntaxes for creating new xml documents.

7.

It searches data from relevant text based documents and later compile them to obtain the result.
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Multiple Choice Questions
1.

XML stands for

.

[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

(a) Extra Markup Language

(b) Extensible markup language
(c) Extented markup language

(d) Extensible markup language

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following is a type of XML parser?
(a) DOM

(b)

SAX

(c) DOM and SOX

(d)

None of the above

XML uses

to describe the data.

(a) DTD

(b)

STD

(c) CSS

(d)

HMT

DTD stands for_____ .
(a) Date time data

(b) Data type definition
(c) Document twisted definition

(d) Document type definition
5.

Which of the following is true?

(a) XML elements can be empty

(b) XML elements can not be empty
(c) Both a & b

(d) None of the above
6.

XML is a_____ .
(a) Case sensitive

(b) Case insensitive
(c) Upper case

(d) None of the above
7.

Which of the following is a proper beginning of a XML document?
(a) <? xml version = “ 1.0”?>

(b) <?> xml version = “ 1,0”<?>
(c) < xml version = “ 1.0” <?>

(d) None of the above
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8.

[

_____ defines the syntax for creating new xml documents.
(a) CSS

(b)

Xquery

(c) XSL

(d)

XSLT

Which of the following is an essential condition at level 2 in XML DOM.

(a) Support to events

(b) Support to views
(c) XML namespace

(d) All the above
XML DOM allows the user to

II.

XML document.

(a) Access

(b)

Change/Modify

(c) Insert/Delete

(d)

All the above

Fill in the Blanks
1.

XML is a_________ language.

2.

SGML stands for________ .

3.

Xlinkisa_______ language.

4.
5.

XSLT is a________ programming language.
»
Xpointer is a________ language in XML.

6.

________ directs the user to another page.

7.

XML is a subset of________ .

8.

Xquery is used as URL in both________ and________ attributes.

9.

SAX stands for________ .

10.

Saxon is widely used as

.______ processor.
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11.

Multiple Choice Questions
1.

(d)

2.

(c)

3.

(a)

4.

(d)

5.

(a)

6.

(a)

7.

(a)

8.

(b)

9.

(d)

10.

(d)

Fill in the Blanks
1.

Simple markup

2.

Standard generalized markup language

3.

XML linker

4.

Declarative

5.

Pointer

6.

Hyperlink

7.

SGML

8.

XML, HTML

9.

Simple API for XML

10.

XSLT
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III. Very Short Questions and Answers
Q1.

What are the features of Xlink?

Answer :

Features of Xlink
(i)

It is a language that allows user to create hyperlinks in XML.

(ii)

It is relatively more powerful than HTML hyperlinks.

(iii)

It creates the internal and external hyperlinks in XML document.

Example
<? xml version = “1.0”?>
<Books>

<BookName = “ Web Technology” href =”http://www.eBooks.com”></BookName>
</Books>
Q2.

Write a short note on Xpointer.

Answer :

Xpointer points to a particular location of the XML document. It is a pointer language in XML which not only allows
the hyperlinks to point to entire document but also enables it to point to a fragment or part of the document.

Example
<?xml version = “1.0”?>
<Employee>

<EmployeeId = “1512”></EmployeeId>

< EmployeeName> JOHN </Employeename>
<Designation>Software Engineer </Designation>
</Employee>.
Q3.

Define elements in xml.

Answer :

Elements form major context in any XML document, hence they are major entities to represent or to structure data
in these documents. In dtddemo.XML, “heading”, “to”, “from”, “message” etc., are examples of elements.
Q4.

List any three uses of Xquery.

Answer :
The uses of Xquery are as follows,
1.

It extracts data from database to use it in webservices.

2.

It creates reports in a summarized form on data stored in data base.

3.

It has the ability of transforming xml data into XHTML.

Q5.

Write about SAX parser.

Answer :
A SAX parser is used to create events when the components of an XML document such as tags is encountered. It is
also used when the related content is sent from XML document to XML parser
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(i)

Creating a website with dynamic functionality using client-side scripting language.

example.html

<!doctype html>

<html>
<head>
<title>My Website</title>
<link rel=“stylesheet” href=“https://www.w3schools.com/w3css/4/w3.css”>

<script type=“text/javascript” >

function change()
{
var x=document.getElementById(“User Name”).value;
var y=document.getElementById(“Password”).value;

if(x!=“ ”)
{

document.getElementById(“para”).innerHTML=“You are logged in as” +x+
document.getElementById(“User Name”).disabled=true;
document.getElementById(“Password”).disabled=true;
document.getElementById(“button”).disabled=true;

}
else
{
alert(“Please enter the details”);

}
}

</script>

</head>
<body bgcolor=“#E6E6FA”>
<div class=“content”>
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<img src=“C:\Users\cantent\Desktop\sia_logo.jpg” width=“70px” height=“70px”
alt=“Header Image” class=“img” id=“image” />

<hl>
<b>SIA Publishers and Distributors Pvt Ltd.</b>

</hl>
<P>
<i>The leading Educational Publishers, Book Distributors and the most popular retail mega bookstore chain</i>

</p>
<p>
<font color=“red”><a href=“https://siapublishers.com”><b>Book Store<Zb></a></font>

</p>

<b>User Name</b>
<input type=“text” style=“width:150px” id=“User Name” />
<p>
<b>Password</b>

<input type=“text” style= “width: 150px” id=“Password” />

</p>
<button type=“button” id=“button” onClick=“change()”>Login</button><br />

<p id=“para”>*Login before accesing</p>
</div>

</body>
</html>

Output
When the above code is executed it results the following output.
0

© W/A'C./Users/'cantenVDesIrtop/exampte.fttrof

SIA Publishers and Distributors Pvt Ltd.
The leading Educational Publishers, Book Distributors and the most popular retail mega bookstore chain

Book Store

User Name i
Password
Login :
*Login before aceesing
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When the user enter the details and clicked on the Login button, both the text boxes and the button will be disabled.
It is shown in below output.
My Wefcsite

•>

0 -i <S> hleyy/C.AJsers/cantenVDesktop/sxampI&.htmi

&
SIA Publishers and Distributors Pvt Ltd.
The leading Educational Publishers, Book Distributors and the most popular retail mega bookstore chain

Book Store
User Name Asgar

Password *«*•»*»*•*
Logtn \
You are logged in as Asgar .

If the user clicks the Login button without entering the details, then it results an alert message (Please enter the details).
My Website
0 i (D ti!ey''7C:/Usere/cantent/Oesktop/examp(e.htmi
This page says

Please enter the details

SIA Publishers and Distribu
The leading Educational Publishers, Book Distributors and the most popular retail mega bookstore chain

User Name i

Password,
Login i
*Login before accesing

(ii)

Creating a website with dynamic functionality using server-side scripting language.

example.html

<!doctype html>
<html>

<head>
<title>My Website</title>

<link rel=“stylesheet” href=“https://www.w3schools.com/w3css/4/w3.css”>

<script type=“text/javascript” src=“script.js”>
</script>
</head>
<body bgcolor=“#E6E6FA”>
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<div class=“content”>

. .....

. .tm.!

■■ “Jd -

<img src=“C:\Users\cantent\Desktop\sia_logo.jpg” width=“70px” height=“7Opx” alt=“Header Image”
class=“img” id=“image” />

<hl>
<b>SIA Publishers and Distributors Pvt Ltd.</b>

</hl>
<p>

<i>The leading Educational Publishers, Book Distributors and the most popular retail mega bookstore chain</i>
</p>

<P>
<font color=“red”><a href=“https://siapublishers.com”><b>Book Store</b></a></font>

</p>
<b>User Name</b>
<input type=“text” style=“width: 150px” id=“User Name” />

<P>
<b>Password</b>

<input type=“text” style=“width: 150px” id=“Password” />

</p>
<button type=“button” id=“button” onClick=“change()”>Login</button><br />
<p id=“para”>*Login before accesing</p>
</div>

</body>

</html>
script.js

function change()

{

var x=document.getElementById(“User Name”).value;
var y=document.getElementRyId(“Password”).value;
if(x!=“”)

{
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document.getElementById(“para”).innerHTML=“You are logged in as” +x+
document.getElementById(“User Name”).disabled=true;
document.getElementById(“Password”).disabled=true;
document.getElementById(“button”).disabled=true;
}
else

{
alert(“Please enter the details”);

}

Output
When the above code is executed it results the following output,

0 \ 0 ?ile;///C:/G5€rs/cantent/0esktop/6xample.htm!

&
MMHMIB
SIA Publishers and Distributors Pvt Ltd.
The leading Educational Publishers, Book Distributors and the most popular retail mega bookstore chain
Book.Store

User Name

Password
Login

•Login before accesing

When the user enters the details and click on the Login button, both the text boxes and the button will be disabled.
It is shown in below output.

L ... —...

3'

☆

0-0 fil&zV/O/iJsers/cantent/Desktop/example.btPni

:

SIA Publishers and Distributors Pvt Ltd.
The leading Educational Publishers, Book Distributors and the most popular retail mega bookstore chain

BffiQkStere
User Name Ali

Password «**»■»**»**
Logtc j
You are logged in as Alt .
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If the user clicks on Login button without entering the details, then it results an alert message (Please enter the
•. r*
details).
My Website
0 :

file///C^Users/cantenV0esktop/ex3mple.html

This page says
Please enter the details

SIA Publishers and Distribu
The leading Educational Publishers, Book Distributors and the most popular retail mega bookstore chain

8»Q.k_§tore

User Name
Password
Login

*Login before accesing
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Unit-1
SHORT QUESTIONS
Q1.

Write about different formatting tags.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q.No. 1.
Q2.

Write about various controls of forms.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q.No. 2.
Q3.

Write about types of lists.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q.No. 5.
Q4.

Write about the tags used for creating table.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q.No. 6.
Q5.

What is a frame HTML? Given an example.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 4, Q.No. 7.
Q6.

Explain <img> tag in HTML.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 5, Q.No. 9.

ESSAY QUESTIONS
□7.

Write a short note on Hyper text.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 7, Q.No. 11.
28.

Explain how a website is created.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 8, Q.No. 12..
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Unit-O

SHORT QUESTIONS
What is JavaScript? What is its use?

Q1.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 66, Q.No. 1.
Write the structure of java script program.

Q2.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 66, Q.No. 4.
List and explain global functions provided by JavaScript.

Q3.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 67, Q.No. 7.
Q4.

Write about ‘string’ object.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 67, Q.No. 8.
Q5.

Write a short note on Date Objects.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 68, Q.No. 9.
Q6.

How can you manipulate an array?

Answer :

Important Questior

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 68, Q.No. 11.

ESSAY QUESTIONS
Q7.

Discuss in detail about javascript.

Answer :

Important Questkir

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 69, Q.No. 14.
Q8.

Define data type. Explain various data types available in Javascript.

Answer :

Important Questior

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 71, Q.No. 16.
Q9.

Explain different types of operators in javascript.

Answer :
For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 73, Q.No. 18.
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Q10. Discuss about variables in java script and write the naming rules of variables and how they are created.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 72, Q.No. 17.
Q11. Discuss about various parameter passing techniques in javascript.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 80, Q.No. 22.
Q12. Discuss about the boolean and number objects.

jn

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 86, Q.No. 26.
Q14. What is an array? Explain how to create array and how to add and access elements in array.
on

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 87, Q.No. 27.
Q15. Discuss in detail about the Math object.
ion

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 92, Q.No. 31.
ion

Q16. What is document object model? Explain in detail about it.

L' t

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 93, Q.No. 32.
ion

Unit-4

'

'

'

-

/! i ,

SHORT QUESTIONS

Q1.
tion

List out various event handlers.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 100, Q.No. 2.
Q2.
tion

What is onKeyPress and onKeyUp event handlers?

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 100, Q.No. 4.
Q3.
itior

Write about onMove and OnReset event handlers.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 101, Q.No. 6.
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ESSAY QUESTIONS

Q4.

Define event and event handler. What are the two types of events? Also discuss the commonly used
event handlers.

Answer s

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 102, Q.No. 9.
Q5.

Write in brief about the following,

(i)

onAbort

(ii)

onClick.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 103, Q.No. 10.
Q6.

Discuss the following,

(i)

onError

(ii)

onFocus.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 106, Q.No. 12.
Q7.

■

Explain in brief about the following,

(i)

onLoad

(ii)

onMouseDown.

J .<> ••

•

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 109, Q.No. 14.
Q8.

Write short notes on the following,

(i)

onMouseMove

(ii)

onMouseOut

(iii) onMouseOver.

Answer :

Important Questior

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 110, Q.No. 15.
Q9.

Write about onMove and onReset.

Answer :
For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 112, Q.No. 16.
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SHORT QUESTIONS
Q1.

Write about XML.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 122, Q.No. 1.
Q2.

What are the differences between XML and HTML?

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 122, Q.No. 3.
Q3.

Explain the process of creating hyperlinks in XML

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 123, Q.No. 5.
Q4.

Write about XML DOM.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 123, Q.No. 6.
Q5.

Write a short note on XML Processor.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 123, Q.No. 8.
ESSAY QUESTIONS
Q6.

Give a brief introduction on XML and features of it.

Answer :

important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 125, Q.No. 10.
Q7.

What are the elements and attributes in XML? Give example.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 125, Q.No. 12.
Q8.

Define an XML schema. Show how an XML schema can be created.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 130, Q.No. 14.
Q9.

Distinguish between XML and HTML.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 131, Q.No. 16.
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Q10. Give the syntax of an XML document and explain how basic XML document is created with an example.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 131, Q.No. 17.
Q11.

Explain the XML style sheet.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 133, Q.No. 18.
Q12. Explain the XML DOM.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 140, Q.No. 21.
Q13. Write about XML query language.

Answer :
For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 142, Q.No. 22.
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